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STATEMENT OF ISSUES

Non-pary Technology Holding Company ("THC") is the assignee and sole owner of
U.S. Patent Nos. 6,237,565Bl (the "'565 Patent"), 6,305,239Bl (the '''239 Patent") and
6,374,695Bl (the '''695 Patent"). In this action commenced November 18, 2002, THC's
alleged licensee, plaintiff Teleflex Incorporated ("Teleflex"), has accused defendant KSR
International Co. ("KSR") of sellng position-adjustable, vehicular control pedals that
allegedly embody THC-owned "patented invention(s)," within the meaning of35 U.S.C §
271(a).

On April 2, 2003, KSR moved for an Order dismissing this action for lack of subject
matter jurisdiction, on the grounds that (a) Teleflex is not a "patentee" having standing to
sue under 35 U.S.C. § 281, and (b) "any defect in standing creates a defect in subject
matter jurisdiction, necessitating dismissal under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
12(b)(1)." Lans v. Gateway 2000. Inc., 84 F. Supp. 2d 112, 114 n.6 (D.D.C. 1999), aftd
sub nom. Lans v. Digital Equip. Corp., 252 F.3d 1320, 1328 (Fed. Cir. 2001) ("if a pary
lacks title to a patent, that par 'has no standing to bringing an infrngement action'
under that patent") (citation omitted). KSR's motion to dismiss remains pending.

In KSR International Co. v. Technologv Holding Co., No. 03-277-KAJ (D. DeL., filed
Mar. 12,2003) (the "Delaware Action"), THC has accused KSR of infrnging the same
three patents as its alleged licensee, Teleflex, has asserted in this action. On April 16,

2003, KSR moved in the Delaware Action for summar judgment of invalidity of each of
the THC-owned patents that Teleflex has attempted to assert in this action.

If despite the foregoing, this Court determines to adjudicate the validity ofthe THC-
owned patents that Teleflex has attempted to assert in this action, the following issues are
raised by the present motion for summar judgment:

1. Whether the '239 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 102.

2. Whether the '695 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 102.

3. Whether Claim 4 of the '565 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

4. Whether the '239 and '695 Patents are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

KSR responds: YES
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FACTS

KSR International Company ("KSR") is a corporation organized and existing

under the laws of Nova Scotia, Canada, having its principal place of business in

Ridgetown, Ontario, Canada (Declaration of Larr Wilemsen, sworn to July 7, 2003

(hereinafter "Wilemsen Decl.") ir 2). KSR manufactures and supplies pedal systems,

throttle controls, latches, handles, and other components installed as original equipment

in varous makes of vehicles manufactured by General Motors Corporation ("GM"), Ford

Motor Company ("Ford"), DaimlerChrsler Corporation ("Daimler"), and other vehicle

manufactuers worldwide. A description of KSR's business may be found at the "web'

site" associated with www.ksrint.com (Wilemsen Decl. ir 3).

Non-party Technology Holding Company ("THC") is a corporation organized and

existing under the laws of Delaware, having its principal place of business in Little Falls

Centre II, 2751 Centervile Road, Suite 310, Wilmington, Delaware 19808 (Declaration

of James W. Dabney, sworn to July 6,2003 (hereinafter, "Dabney Decl.") irir 2-4 & Exs.

1 - 3). At the time this action was commenced on November 18,2002, THC was the sole

owner ofthe '565 Patent, the '239 Patent, and the '695 Patent (collectively the "THC

Patents") by virte of a series of assignents 
i including a written "Assignent of

Patents" dated September 27,2002, executed by Teleflex Inc. ("Teleflex") and recorded

with the United States Patent and Trademark Office (the "September 2002 Assignent";

see Dabney Decl. ir 2 & Ex. 1).

i As described more fully infra, the alleged "inventions" disclosed in the '239 Patent and

the '695 Patent were originally assigned to Claes Johansson Automotive AB, a Swedish
entity (Dabney Decl. irir 11-12 & Exs. 10-11).
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Teleflex is a Delaware corporation headquarered in Plymouth Meeting,

Pennsylvania (Dabney Decl. ir 2 & Ex. 1). Teleflex is a direct competitor of KSR in the

business of supplying pedal systems to Ford, GM, Daimler, and other vehicle

manufacturers.

Adiustable Pedal Assemblies

This case concerns position-adjustable vehicle pedals, commonly known as "gas

pedals," that are used to actuate a motor vehicle's fuel system. A position-adjustable

pedal is one whose resting position can be moved, or "adjusted," relative to a driver's

seating position. Set forth below is an image of an "adjustable" pedal assembly that was

installed in a 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile convertible (Wilemsen Decl ir 7 & Ex. 1;

Declaration of Daniel H. Krger, sworn to July 6, 2003 (hereinafter, "Krger Decl. ") ir 21

& Ex. 1):

'-,.,,'11.. 1"'...1 :'.\1"

:. I hr,.III.' ( :ihk

':. 1.1':':L1',:LIL'~ ..."11".1

" t"ljii.,iii,.'ni \;111

'ir.¡ Pi'..~ .\\1.;

I l,,:,,:k'i~i",i 1',,..'ii1

The pedal assembly depicted above includes a mounting bracket ("A") designed

for attachment to a vehicle structure. The accelerator pedal (liB") is mounted on an
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\. adjustment ar ("C"). A drive mechanism ("D") is operably connected to the adjustment

arm ("C"). Actuation of the drive mechanism ("D") causes the adjustment ar ("C") to

rotate about its pivot axis, thereby moving the pedal ("B") between a plurality of operable

positions (Wilemsen Decl. irir 7,27-28 & Exs. 1,3-4)). Computer anmations showing

the actual movement of strctures comprising a 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile adjustable

accelerator pedal, and how those structures anticipate the asserted claims of the '239 and

'695 Patents, appear in the files named "Pontiac" in the compact disk submitted as

Exhibit 1 to this Brief (see Krger Decl. irir 16 -24 & Ex. 1).2

The 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile, like most cars built prior to 2002, came with an

engine whose throttle was actuated by a cable. In vehicles equipped with cable-actuated

throttle controls, depression of the accelerator pedal typically causes a cable to pull on a

valve housed in a carburetor or fuel injection unit, thereby increasing the amount of fuel

and air entering the engine and hence engine speed (Wilemsen Decl. ir 8). Accelerator

pedals designed to actuate throttle cables also often actuate electronic sensors,

exemplified by the electronic sensor ("E") incorporated in the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile

pedal for controllng an automatic transmission fu. ir 7 & Ex. 1).

Commencing in the mid-1990's, increasing numbers of vehicles sold in the United

States came equipped with engines whose throttles were controlled electronically, by

computerized systems commonly known as "electronic throttle controls" ("ETC's").

Electronic throttle controls can accommodate improved traction control and vehicle

directional stabilty systems, simplified cruise controls, and on-board computer-

2 The mpeg files in Exhibit 1 are best viewed with Windows Media Player or a similar

program.
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controlled systems for improving fuel economy and reducing tailpipe emissions

(Wilemsen Decl. ir 9). In vehicles whose engines are equipped with electronic throttle

controls, accelerator pedals typically are coupled to a type of electronic sensor called a

"potentiometer," which works something like a light dimmer (Wilemsen Decl. irir 10 - 19

& Exs. 8-10).

In fact, an adjustable pedal assembly incorporating a potentiometer is disclosed in

Figure 4 of published French Patent Application No. 2,739,947 to Urset ("Urset"),

reprinted below (Dabney Decl. ir 7 & Ex. 6):

'L

In the above design, the accelerator pedal (34) acts on an electronic potentiometer

(98) that modulates an electronic signal as a function of the angular position of the pedal

around its pivoting axis A4 (Dabney Decl. irir 7-8 & Exs. 6-7; Wilemsen Decl. ir 29 &

Ex. 5). The electronic signal is communicated to a computer processor that, in turn,

causes a fuel injection unit or other fuel system to var the amount of fuel and air

entering the engine (Wilemsen Decl. ir 10). Computer animations showing the actual

movement of strctures disclosed in Urset, and how those strctues anticipate the
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\, asserted claims of the '239 and '695 Patents, appear in the files named "Urset" in Exhibit

1 to this Brief (Krger Decl. irir 32-39 & Ex. 1).

KSR Adiustable Pedals

In mid-1998, KSR was chosen by Ford to supply adjustable pedal systems for the

Ford Crown Victoria, Mercury Grand Marquis, and Lincoln Town Car lines commencing

with the 2001 model year. The Ford engines installed in these vehicles utilized cable-

actuated throttle controls, and the KSR-supplied accelerator pedals accordingly included

cable-attachment arms. Neither Teleflex nor THe has ever alleged that any pedal

systems supplied to Ford for the 2001,2002, or 2003 model Crown Victoria, Grand

Marquis, or Town Car programs incorporate or use any patented inventions allegedly

owned by Teleflex or THC. KSR was awarded U.S. Patent No. 6,151,986 for the design

of the adjustable pedal systems supplied to Ford commencing with the 2001 model year

(Wilemsen Decl. ir 24).

In mid-2000, KSR was chosen by GM to supply adjustable pedal systems for the

Chevrolet and GMC light pick-up truck lines commencing with the 2003 model year.

The GM engines installed in these vehicles utilized electronic throttle controls, and the

KSR-supplied accelerator pedals accordingly included off-the-shelf electronic pedal

position sensors -- the identical sensors, in fact, as had been utilized in 1994 and later

models of Chevrolet and GMC pick-up trcks equipped with optional diesel engines.

KSR has patents pending on the design of the adjustable pedal system supplied to GM

commencing with the 2003 model year (Wilemsen DecL. ir 14-18, 25).

By letter dated March 28,2001 --long prior to when Teleflex could have

legitimately or legally seen the design of any KSR adjustable pedals that were then being
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developed for the 2003 model Chevrolet and GMC light pick-up truck lines -- Teleflex

sent a letter to KSR which stated in par (Wilemsen Decl ir 26 & Ex. 2):

We understand that you have made several proposals to General Motors
Corporation based on an adjustable pedal product in combination with an
electronic throttle control. ~ . . Teleflex believes that any supplier of a
product that combines an adjustable pedal with an electronic throttle
control necessarily employs technology covered by one or more ofthe
above Teleflex patents and applications.

That is to say, Teleflex took -- and apparently stil takes -- the position that it had

somehow patented the "combination" of "an adjustable pedal with an electronic thottle

control," and so could accuse KSR of patent infrngement without even seeing how any

KSR-manufactured pedal assemblies were designed or operated.

Course of Proceedings

After attempting and failing to persuade KSR to enter into a ''business

arangement" involving "some tye of royalty arrangement coupled with the supply by us

(Teleflex) to you (KSR J of electronic thottle controls or other components of an

adjustable pedal system" (Wilemsen DecL. ir 26 & Ex. 2), Teleflex on December 17,

2001, commenced an action in this Court entitled Teleflex Inc. v. KSR International Co.,

Case No. 01-74775 (the "First Teleflex Action"). The Complaint in the First Teleflex

Action alleged that Teleflex was "the curent assignee of all right, title and interest in the

'565 Patent, including the right to bring and maintain this action with respect to the '565

Patent.,,3 The Complaint in the First Teleflex Action included no allegations relating to

the '239 Patent or the '695 Patent.

3 Teleflex's Amended Complaint for Patent Infrngement fied in the First Teleflex

Action dated Februar 13, 2002, at ir 8.
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On November 13, 2002, Teleflex voluntarily dismissed, without prejudice, its

Complaint in the First Teleflex Action. Five days later, on November 18,2002, Teleflex

fied a new complaint commencing the present action, Case No. 02-74586 (the "Second

Teleflex Action"). Teleflex's Complaint in this Second Teleflex Action alleged in par:

8. Teleflex is the current assignee as to all right, title and interest in the
'565 Patent, including the right to bring and maintain this action with
respect to the '565 Patent.

16. Teleflex is the current assignee as to all right, title and interest in the
'239 Patent, including the right to bring and maintain this action with
respect to the '239 Patent.

24. Te1eflex is the current assignee as to all right, title and interest in the
'695 Patent, including the right to bring and maintain this action with
respect to the '695 Patent.

In fact, as KSR subsequently discovered, Teleflex as of November 18, 2002, was

not the "assignee" or owner of any of the patents being asserted. Subsequent to the

commencement of the First Teleflex Action, and prior to.the commencement of the

Second Teleflex Action, Teleflex on September 27,2002, formally assigned to non-pary

THC "all of its (Teleflex's) right, title and interest in and to the Inventions" covered by

any "patent used exclusively or primarily in the conduct of Assignor's (Teleflex's)

automotive, marne, aerospace/defense divisions businesses" (Dabney DecL. ir 2 & Ex.

1), including specifically "all claims by reason of infrngement of the Patents and the

right to sue and collect damages for such infrngement" (id.). As KSR has previously

demonstrated,4 Teleflex's assignent of patents and patent claims to THC on September

27,2002, destroyed any basis Te1eflex might have had for claiming to be a "patentee" for

4 See Reply Brief 
in Support of Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter

Jurisdiction fied May 6,2003.
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purposes of35U.S.C. § 281, thus "necessitating dismissal under Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 12(b)(I)." Lans v. Gatewav 2000. Inc., 84 F. Supp. 2d 112, 114 n.6 (D.D.C.

1999), aff'd sub nom. Lans v. Digital Equip. Corp., 252 F.3d 1320, 1321 (Fed. Cir.

2001) ("if a pary lacks title to a patent, that party 'has no standing to bring an

infrngement action' under that patent") (citation omitted).

Promptly upon learing ofTeleflex's non-ownership ofthe patents being asserted

in this action, KSR commenced the Delaware Action against the patents' actual owner,

non-pary THC, and moved for an Order dismissing the present action for lack of subject

matter jurisdiction.5 On April 2, 2003, non-party THC served an answer in the Delaware

Action that accused KSR of infrnging the same three patents (the "THC Patents") that

Teleflex had attempted to assert in this Michigan action (Dabney Decl. ir 4 & Ex. 3). On

April 16, 2003, KSR moved in the Delaware Action for summar judgment declarng the

THC Patents invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 103 (id. ir 5 & Ex. 4). KSR's summar judgment

motion in the Delaware Action remains pending and undecided.6

In the event that this Court determines to adjudicate the merits of the THC-owned

patents and THC-owned claims for infrngement that Te1eflex has alleged in this action,

KSR hereby moves for summar judgment declarng invalid each of the THe Patents

under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103.

5 See Brief 
in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter

Jurisdiction filed April 2, 2003; Te1eflex's Response to KSR's Motion to Dismiss for
Lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction filed April 22, 2003; Reply Brief in Support of
Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Subject Matter Jursdiction fied May 6,2003.

6 On April 28, 2003, the Cour hearng the Delaware Action stayed proceedings in that

action pending determination ofKSR's pending motion to dismiss the within action for
lack of subject matter jurisdiction.
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The claimed "inventions" of the THC Patents are invalid under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102

and 103, because prior ar to the THC Patents expressly teaches both (a) the exact

adjustable pedal configurations claimed in the THC Patents, and (b) the desirability of

electronic pedal position sensors being deployed, mounted, and coupled to a vehicle's

fuel system in the exact maner claimed in the THC Patents.

When it issued the THC Patents, the United States Patent and Trademark Office

(the "Patent Offce") did not have before it various references -- including the 1975

Pontiac, Urset, U.S. Patent No. 5,010,782 to Asano ("Asano"), or U.S. Patent No.

2,860,720 to Huff ("Huff') -- that disclosed each and every mechanical strcture recited

in the claims of the THC Patents (Wilemsen Decl. irir 27-41 & Exs. 1,3-14; Krger Decl.

irir 2-39 & Ex. 1). Without the impediment of 
this art, Teleflex's and THC's patent

counsel procured issuance of the THC Patents by arguing to the Patent Office--

incorrectly -- that the prior art supposedly did not disclose the mechanical configurations

that the 1975 Pontiac, Urset, Asano, Huff, and other prior art indisputably do, in fact,

disclose (Dabney DecL. ir 14 & Ex. 13 at 13, ir 15 &Ex. 14 at 21; ir 16 & Ex. 15 at 10;

ir 17 & Ex. 16 at 11).7

The prior art submitted with this motion establishes, not just clearly and

convincingly, but beyond any doubt whatsoever, that at relevant times the claimed

"inventions" ofthe THC Patents were unpatentable under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102 and 103.

Sumar judgment is therefore waranted and appropriate. C£ Ryko Mfg. Co. v. Nu-

7 For purposes of the present motion, the Court may assume that THC's assignor's
misdescrptions of the prior ar during prosecution of the THC Patents were innocent.
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Star. Inc., 950 F.2d 714 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (affirming summary judgment of invalidity

under 35 D.S.C. § 103, where claimed "invention" consisted of mere substitution of

electronic for mechanical activation device in automatic car wash).

ARGUMENT

United States patents contain "a grant to the patentee, his heirs or assigns, of the

right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, or sellng the invention

throughout the United States.. . . " 35 U.S.C. § 154(a)(1). The scope ofa patent "grant"

is measured by the separately numbered "claims" appearing at the end of a patent. See

Graver Tan & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Prods. Co., 336 U.S. 271, 277 (1949) ("We have

frequently held that it is the claim which measures the grant to the patentee."). "While

the cases more often have dealt with efforts to resort to specifications to expand claims, it

is clear that the latter fail equally to perform their function as a measure of the grant when

they overclaim the invention." Id.

The validity of a patent grant thus tus on whether its corresponding "claim"

recites subject matter that is patentably distinct from the "prior ar" that existed at

relevant times. Overly broad patent claims cannot be "saved" from invalidity through

judicial importation of limitations appearing only in the "specification" portion of a

patent. E.!. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Philips Petroleum Co., 849 F.2d 1430, 1433-

34 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 986 (1988).

As used in the Patent Act, the term "prior ar" refers to subject matter fallng

within the scope of35 U.S.C. § 102. For puroses of the present motion, KSR relies on

"prior ar" meeting the standards of35 U.S.C. §§ 102 (a) and (b) which provide:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless--
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(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented
or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country, before the
invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this
or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this countr, more than
one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States,

According to interrogatory answers served by Teleflex, the alleged "inventions"

ofthe '239 and '695 Patents were made on May 23, 1997 (Dabney DecL. ir 6 & Ex. 5,

response to Interrogatory No. 11). Thus, under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a), the "prior art" of the

'239 and '695 Patents includes any pertinent patents or printed publications issued prior to

May 23, 1997, "in this or a foreign country," such as French Patent Appln. No. 2,739,947

to Urset published April 18, 1997 (Dabney DecL. ir 7 & Ex. 6).

The '239 and '695 Patents issued from "continuation" applications that claimed

priority to a "parent" application filed November 24, 1997 (Dabney DecL. irir 14-15 &

Exs. 13-14). Thus, under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b), the "prior ar" of the '239 and '695 Patents

also includes any pertinent products that were in 'public use or on sale in the United States

on or prior to November 24, 1996, such as the adjustable pedals that were offered as an

option in the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile (Wilemsen Decl. ir 7 & Ex. 1) and the electronic

throttle control ("ETC") pedals that came standard in 1994 Chevrolet C/K pick-up trcks

equipped with diesel engines (id. irir 14-19 & Exs. 8-10).

According to interrogatory answers served by Teleflex, the alleged "inventions"

ofthe '565 Patent were made on February 14, 1998 (Dabney Decl. ir 6 & Ex. 5, response

to Interrogatory No. 11). Thus, under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a), the "prior ar" of the '565

Patent includes any pertinent patents or printed publications issued prior to Februar 14,

1998, such as U.S. Patent No. 5,010,782 to Asano. The '565 Patent issued from a
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"continuation" application that claimed priority to a "parent" application filed January 26,

1999 (Dabney Decl. ir 17 & Ex. 16). Thus, under 35 U .S.C. § 1 02(b), the "prior ar" of

the '565 Patent also includes any pertinent products that were in public use or on sale in

the United States on or prior to J aIiuar 26, 1998.

I. THE '239 PATENT IS INVALID UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 102.

"It is well-settled that a claim is anticipated if each and every limitation is found

either expressly or inherently in a single prior ar reference." Celeritas Technologies.

Ltd. v. Rockwell Intl Corp., 150 F.3d 1354, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 1998). As set forth below,

Claim 1 of the '239 Patent is fully anticipated by both Urset and the 1975 Pontiac Grand

Vile adjustable accelerator pedaL.

The '239 Patent (see Exhibit 2 hereto) discloses a single embodiment of an

"adjustable pedal assembly" comprising the strctures depicted below:

12



In the above design, an adjustable pedal assembly is disclosed comprising a

"mounting arrangement" (2, 3, 23, 24, 25, 26) designed for attachment to a vehicle

strcture. A pedal (6, 7, or 8) is pivotally supported for rotation about a first pivot axis

(9) with respect to the "mounting arrangement.'; An "adjustment element" (5) is

pivotally supported for rotation about a second pivot axis (4) that is parallel to the first.

A drive mechanism (11) is operably connected to the "adjustment element" (5) and

causes it to rotate about its pivot axis, thereby causing the pedals to move between a

plurality of operable positions. With regard to the accelerator pedal (6), the specification

recites that it is "preferably connected to an electric control potentiometer," but that "a

mechanical connection such as a wire or cable, can be used as an alternative to the

electrical transfer" ('239 Patent at col. 5, lines 1,41-43).8

Although the '239 Patent discloses varous structures (e.g., the paricular

configuration ofthe disclosed, rearward facing "mounting arangement") that THC's

assignor(s) might have pointed out in claim 1 ofthe '239 Patent in order to distinguish the

subject matter of that claim from the prior ar, 9 they did not do so. Rather, in an apparent

attempt to exclude KSR from sellng KSR-designed (and separately patented) pedal

8 The drawings submitted with the original Swedish "parent" application ofthe '239

Patent, filed by non-pary Claes Johansson Automotive AB, notably did not include the
Figure "36" or the associated text referrng to "electronic control potentiometer 36"
appearng in column 6, lines 1-9 of the '239 Patent (Dabney Decl. ir 11 & Ex. 10 at
KSR007626). These matters appear to have been hand-wrtten in by Teleflex's and
THC's U.S. patent counseL.

9 The '239 Patent was prosecuted as a "continuation" application fied September 5,

2000, based on the disclosure of a "parent" application that was filed nearly two (2) years
previously and issued as U.S. Patent No. 6,151,984 (the "'984 Patent"; see Exhbit 3
hereto). The '984 Patent, whose claims are considerably narower than those of the '239
and '695 Patents, has never been assered against KSR.
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assemblies that are totally different, in design and mode of operation, from any

"invention" even arguably disclosed in the '239 Patent, THC's and Teleflex's patent

counsel wrote Claim 1 ofthe '239 so broadly and so genercally that it is fully anticipated

by prior ar to the '239 Patent. 10

The '239 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a), because its sole claim is fully

anticipated by Urset (see Wilemsen Decl. ir 30 & Ex. 6; Krger Decl. ir 32 & Ex. 1). A

computer animation, comparng the words of Claim 1 of the '239 Patent with 3-

dimensional images of the Urset disclosure, appears in the file named

"Urset_ 239 _claim _1.mpeg" in the disk submitted as Exhibit 1 to this Brief. A

conventional claim chart comparng the language of Claim 1 ofthe '239 Patent with the

Urset disclosure appears in Exhibit 6 to the accompanying Declaration of Lar

Wilemsen.

10 It should be noted that, for puroses of determining whether a person is using a

"patented invention" for purposes of35 U.S.C. § 271(a), "the court must consider the
substance of the invention along with the form of the claims," and must determine
whether an accused product is or "is not the equivalent of the invention disclosed in ( a) . .
. patent". Mead Digital Sys.. Inc. v. A.B. Dick Co., 723 F.2d 455,463 & n.12 (6th Cir.
1983) (emphasis added). See, ~.g., Santar Refrgerator Co. v. Winters, 280 U.S. 30,41-
42 (1929) (quoting Burr v. Duryee, 68 U.S. (1 Wall.) 531,573 (1864)); Autogiro Co. of
Am. v. United States, 384 F.2d 391, 399-400 (Ct. Cl. 1967); Nickerson v. Bearfoot Sole
Co., 311 F.2d 858, 879-81 (6th Cir. 1962), cert. denied, 375 U.S. 815 (1963). No
comparable "equivalents" analysis is pertinent to questions of anticipation under 35
V.S.C. § 102. Lewmar Marine. Inc. v. Barent. Inc., 827 F.2d 744, 747-48 (Fed. Cir.
1987), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 1007 (1988).
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Figures 3 and 4 ofUrset are reprinted below (Dabney Decl. irir 7-8 & Exs. 6-7):

In the above design, an adjustable pedal assembly is disclosed comprising a

mounting arangement (40, 44, 46, 52) designed for attachment to a vehicle structure. A

pedal (34) is pivotally supported for rotation about a first pivot axis (A4) with respect to

the mounting arrangement. An "adjustment element" (90) is pivotally supported on a

shaft (64) for rotation about a second pivot axis (A2) that is parallel to the first. A drive

mechanism (56) is operably connected to the "adjustment element" (90) and causes it

both to slide and to rotate about its pivot axis (A2), thereby moving the pedal (34)

between a plurality of operable positions. Mounted adjacent to the accelerator pedal (34)

is an "accelerator potentiometer" (98) whose electronic output vares "as a function of

the angular position of the pedal 34 about its pivoting axis". The output ofthe disclosed

"accelerator potentiometer" is independent of the pedal's adjustment movement between

operable positions (Krger Decl. ir 33; Wilemsen Decl. ir 30 & Ex. 6; see Exhibit 1

hereto).

Under 35 U.S.C. § 282, "(t)he burden of establishing invalidity ofthe patent or

any claim thereof shall rest with the pary asserting such invalidity." Furher, "the facts

15
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to support a conclusion of invalidity of an issued patent must be proved by clear and

convincing evidence. 
ii Ryko, 950 F.2d at 716. These principles flow from the presumed

expertise of the Patent Offce in discharging its statutory functions, and the deference

ordinarly due a Governent agency when it considers' a matter fallng within its

jurisdiction. See American Hoist & Derck Co. v. Sowa & Sons. Inc., 725 F.2d 1350,

1359 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 821 (1984).

But where, as here, an invalidity defense relies on prior ar that was never

considered by the Patent Office in issuing a challenged patent, there is no reason for a

Court to defer to any non-existent judgment of the Patent Offce with respect to the

uncited art:

When an attacker, in sustaining the burden imposed by § 282, produces
prior ar or other evidence that was not considered in the PTO, there is . . .
no reason to defer to the PTO so far as its effect on validity is concerned.
Indeed, new prior ar not before the PTO may so clearly invalidate a patent
that the burden is fully sustained merely by proving its existence and
applying the proper law. . . . When new evidence touching validity ofthe
patent not considered by the PTO as relied on, the tribunal considering it is
not faced with having to disagree with the PTO or with deferrng to its
judgment or with taking its expertise into account.

Amercan Hoist, 725 F.2d at 1359-60 (emphasis in original).

"A patent, in the last analysis, simply represents a legal conclusion reached by the

Patent Offce," typically reached "in an ex pare proceeding, without the aid of the

arguments which could be advanced by parties interested in proving patent invalidity. II

Lear v. Adkins, 395 U.S. 653,670 (1969). The present case is a paradigm of one in

which "new prior art not before the PTO . . . so clearly invalidate ( s) a patent that the

burden is fully sustained merely by proving its existence and applying the proper law. "

American Hoist, 725 F.2d at 1359-60.
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Here as set forth above, in Wilemsen Exhibit 6, and in the compact disk annexed

as Exhibit 1 hereto, a single reference -- Urset -- clearly discloses each and every

structue recited in Claim 1 ofthe '239 Patent. That claim is accordingly invalid under 35

U.S.C. § 102(a). Celeritas, 150 F.3d at 1361.

Claim 1 ofthe '239 Patent is also fully anticipated by the adjustable pedal

assembly that was installed as optional equipment in the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile

(Wilemsen Decl ir 27 & Ex. 3; Krger Decl. ir 18 & Ex. 1; see Exhbit 1 hereto). A

computer animation, comparing the words of Claim 1 ofthe '239 Patent with 3-

dimensional images of the 1975 Grand Vile accelerator pedal assembly disclosure,

appears in the file named "Pontiac _ 239 _claim _1.mpeg" in Exhibit 1 to this Brief. A

conventional claim chart comparing the language of Claim 1 of the '239 Patent with

photographs of the 1975 Grand Vile accelerator pedal assembly appears in Exhibit 3 to

the accompanying Declaration of Lar Wilemsen.

II. THE '695 PATENT is INVALID UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 102

The disclosure of the '695 Patent (see Exhibit 4 hereto) is identical to that of the

'239 Patent. The only difference between the '695 Patent and the '239 Patent is that the

two claims of the '695 Patent include some additional descriptions of the alleged

"inventions" that are not present in Claim 1 ofthe '239 Patent.

The '695 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S.c. § 102(a), because both of its claims are

fully anticipated byUrset and the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile accelerator pedal assembly

(see Wilemsen Decl. ir 28 & Ex. 4; Krger DecL. irir 19-24 & Ex. 1). Computer

animations, comparing the words of Claims 1 and 2 of the '695 Patent with 3-dimensional

images ofthe Urset disclosure and the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile accelerator pedal

assembly, appear in the files whose names include "Urset" and "Pontiac" in the
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accompanying compact disk (see Exhibit 1 hereto). Conventional claim charts,

comparng the language of Claims 1 and i of the '695 Patent with the Urset disclosure

and the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile accelerator pedal assembly, appear in Exhibits 4 and 7

to the accompanying Declaration of Larr Wilemsen.

For the same reasons that Claim 1 of the '239 Patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. §

102(a), Claims 1 and 2 ofthe '695 Patent are also and equally invalid under that statute.

Each and every strctue recited in Claims 1 and 2 of the '695 Patent is disclosed in Urset

(see Exhibit 1 hereto; Wilemsen Decl ir 31 & Ex. 7). Each and every strcture recited in

Claims 1 and 2 of the '695 Patent is also disclosed in the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile pedal

assembly (id. ir 28 & Ex. 4). These references are, without more, fatal to the validity of

the '695 Patent.

When it issued the '695 Patent to THC's assignor, the Patent Office explained its

action as follows (Dabney Decl. ir 15 & Ex. 14 at 26):

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: The
prior art taken as a whole, neither teaches nor renders obvious an
adjustable pedal assembly comprising a mounting arangement, at least
one pedal, an adjustment element, a first pivot axis connecting the pedal to
the adjustment element, and a second pivot axis connecting the adjustment
element to the mounting arangement, said axises being parallel, and
wherein the pedal is pivotal a.bout the first axis which is movable with the
adjustable element about the second axis (connected at the mounting
arangement).

When it made the above-quoted statement, the Patent Office did not have the

benefit ofUrset, the 1975 Pontiac Grand Vile Pedal, or U.S. Patent No. 2,860,720 to

Huff("Huft'; see Exhibit 13 hereto; Wilemsen DecL. ir 40 & Ex. 14), each of which

references disc10sedthe very combination of strctue whose purported non-existence

was the expressly stated basis for the Patent Office's issuance of the '695 Patent to
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Teleflex.11 The record of this case shows, clearly and convincingly, that both claims of

the '695 Patent are fully anticipated by prior ar, and are therefore invalid under 35 U.S.C.

§ 102.

III. CLAIM 4 OF THE '565 PATENT IS INVALID UNDER 35 D.S.C. § 103.

35 U.S.c. § 1 03 (a) provides:

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically
disclosed or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the
differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior
art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at
the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skil in the ar

to which said subject matter pertains.

"Obviousness is a question oflaw based upon underlying factual determinations."

Sandt Technology. Ltd. v. Resco Metal & Plastics Corp., 264 F.3d 1344, 1354 (Fed. Cir.

2001) (quoting Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG v. Hantscho Commercial Prods.. Inc.,

21 F.3d 1068, 1071 (Fed. Cir. 1994)). "Therefore, a district court can properly grant, as a

matter oflaw, a motion for summary judgment on patent invalidity when the factual

inquiries into obviousness present no genuine issue of material facts." Ryko Mfg Co. v.

Nu-Star. Inc., 950 F.2d 714, 716 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

In Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 17-18 (1966), the Supreme Court set

forth the analytical framework for determining questions of patent invalidity under 35

U.S.C. § 103:

II The Huff reference (see Exhibit 13 hereto) discloses all of 
the strcture recited in the

'239 Patent and '695 Patent claims except for the recited "electrc generator", an off-the-
shelf par used in vehicles whose engines utilze electronic, rather than cable-actuated,
thottle controls. The Patent Offce statement quoted in the text demonstrates clearly that
there was and is no patentable novelty in attaching an off-the-shelf pedal position sensor
to an otherwise old adjustable pedal configuration. The Huff reference is discussed more
fully in Part IV, infra.
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Under § 103, the scope and content of the prior art are to be determined;
differences between the prior ar and the claims at issue are to be
ascertained; and the level of ordinary skil in the pertinent ar resolved.

Against this background, the obviousness or nonobviousness of the subject
matter is determined. Such secondar considerations as commercial
success, long felt but unsolved needs, failure of others, etc., might be
utilized to give light to the circumstances surounding the origin of the
subject matter sought to be patented.

As set forth below, Claim 4 of the '565 Patent is written so broadly as to leave no

patentable "differences" between the claimed subject matter and the prior art ofthose

patents. The absence of patentable "differences between the prior ar and the claims at

issue," 383 U.S. at 17, is demonstrated in the file named "Asano_565_c1aim_ 4.mpeg" of

Exhibit 1 to the accompanying Declaration of Daniel H. Krger and attached to this Brief

as Exhibit 1. A conventional claim chart demonstrating the invalidity of the '565 Patent

are submitted as Exhibit 12 to the accompanying Declaration of Larr Wilemsen.

The '565 Patent (see Exhibit 5 hereto) discloses a "vehicle control pedal apparatus

12", the two preferred embodiments of which appear in the figures below:
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In the above design, an "adjustable pedal assembly 22" is pivotally mounted on a

support (18, 44). A screw drive mechanism housed in a guide member (62) causes the

pedal (14) to slide back and forth along the guide member. The position ofthe pivot (24)

remains constant while the pedal arm (14) slides back and forth along a tubular guide
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member (62). In one embodiment, the assembly includes a "cable attachment member

78" for actuating an engine throttle cable. In a second embodiment, in lieu of or in

addition to the "cable attachment member 78", the disclosed pedal assembly can

optionally include an electronic pedal position sensor (42), characterized in the '565

Patent as an "electronic throttle control 28" (see Exhibit 5 hereto at co!. 3, line 29). The

disclosed "electronic thottle control" is a modular unit (42) attached to a portion of the

pedal's support (18,44) and engaged with the pivot member (34) ofthe pedal ar (14).

A. Scope and Content of Prior Art.

"The relevant art is defined by the nature of the problem confronting the would-be

inventor." Ryko, 950 F.2d at 716. Here, the "problem" ostensibly confronting the '565

inventor was to provide an adjustable pedal assembly that could be installed in a vehicle

whose engine utilized an electronic, rather than a cable-actuated, throttle control system.

Thus, as the references cited on the face of the '565 Patent make clear, the "relevant art"

to that patent includes (a) adjustable vehicle pedal assemblies and (b) electronic pedal

position sensors.

The prior art to the '565 Patent includes U.S. Patent No. 5,010,782 filed July 28,

1989 ("Asano"; see Exhibit 6 hereto). Figure 5 of Asano is reproduced at right, below; a

computer animation of Asano appears at left, below (see Krger Decl. ir 5):
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In the above design, an adjustable pedal assembly is pivotally mounted on a

support (50). The assembly includes a cable attachment structure (58) for actuating an

engine throttle cable (61). A screw drive (100) housed in a guide member (52) causes the

pedal (74) to slide back and forth along the guide member. The position ofthe support

pivot (54) remains constant while the pedal ar (74) slides back and forth along a guide

member (52). The operation of Asano is depicted in the computer animation file named

"Asano_565_claim_ 4.mpeg" on the disk submitted as part of Exhibit 1 to the

accompanying Declaration of Daniel H. Krger. Asano was not cited to the Patent Office

during prosecution of the '565 Patent or its parent, even though Teleflex's and THe's

patent counsel had cited Asano to the Patent Office during prosecution of the "parent" of

the'239 Patent (see Exhibit 3 hereto).12

12 The design disclosed in the '565 Patent is virtally identical to that disclosed in U.S.

Patent No. 5,722,302 filed October 2, 1996, and originally assigned to Comfort Pedals,
Inc. (see Exhibit 1 at Rixon_Engelgau_565_ 4_compare.mpeg; Krger Decl. ir 29 & Ex.
1; Wilemsen Decl. ir 32 & Ex. 11; Dabney DecL. ir 9 & Ex. 8. KSR believes that pedal
assemblies embodying the design disclosed in the '302 Patent were on sale or in public
use long prior to Januar 26, 1998; however, THC and Teleflex have thus far interposed
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The prior art to the '565 Patent further includes specific teachings with respect to

the desirability of electronic, as distinguished from mechanical, throttle controls in

automotive vehicles, from the point of view of engine management and pedal operabilty:

Control of throttle in passenger cars and trcks is usually dependent upon
the position of an accelerator pedal, which represents vehicle operator
demand. The accelerator pedal position, or demand, is then linked to the
engine throttle. Accelerator pedal movement was transmitted for many
years through mechanical linkages consisting of solid rods and ball joints.
In some applications, the solid rod linkage was replaced by a cable within
a sleeve, referred to in the trade as a Bowden cable. These mechanical
linkages are prone to problems which tend to affect all mechancal
systems, such as sticking, freezing, breakage, and other mishaps. In
addition, adaptation ofthe mechanical linkages to allow for special
features such as more efficient energy utilization, reduced emissions, idle
speed control, and "limp-home" modes of operation are generally not
practical, or even possible in some cases.

By using a sensor to sense accelerator demand, a servo-motor to control
the throttle position, and a computer system to control operation of the
throttle relative to the input from the accelerator pedal sensor and other
varous sensed inputs, a variety of special features may be incorporated in
the accelerator-throttle linkage. In these computer-assisted systems, the
throttle linkage is commonly referred to as a "drve-by-wire" system, since
the linkage is electrical.

U.S. Patent No. 5,998,892 filed as of September 4, 1996; see Exhibit 7 at col. 1, lines 40-

64.

groundless objections to making discovery on this point. KSR has deferred challenging
these objections in view of the pending motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter
jursdiction and KSR's co-pending motion fied April 25, 2003, for a stay of discovery-
related proceedings pending determination of the subject matter jurisdiction issue.

The prior ar status ofthe Ford Expedition pedal disclosed in Rixon '302 is a matter that
KSR would pursue in discovery if this action were dismissed and proceedings in the
Delaware Action resumed, or if the discover perod in ths action were extended. In

order to avoid a factual dispute concerning cumulative evidence of invalidity, KSR does
not, in this motion, rely on Rixon '302, except to note that (a) Asano was cited during
prosecution ofRixon '302, and thus not surrisingly, (b) the claims ofRixon '302 are
much narower than the claims ofthe '565 Patent.
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The prior art to the '565 Patent further includes express teaching with regard to

the desirability of electronic, as distinguished from mechanical, linkages between vehicle

accelerator pedals and engine throttles:

In the automotive art, accelerator type foot pedals are employed for
controlling the flow of fluids to the engines. These usually include a pedal
mounting affixed to the vehicle body and a series oflinks and levers, or
Bowden wires, connecting the pedal to the carburetor, fuel injector,
controller or the link. These link connections usually must be designed to
withstand and accommodate engine movements relative to the vehicle
frame, as well as to provide accurate control despite such movements. In
addition, space must be provided for the linkages to fuction properly.

The choices for routing of the mechanical control rods or wires are limited
by their nature. With electrcal sensing means directly associated with the
pedal, the connection to a carburetor or the like can be accomplished with
electrical wiring which relatively speaking, can free the connection
problems from the special physical relationships of the older mechanical
systems.

U.S. Patent No. 5,408,899 filed June 13, 1993, at col. IlinesI4-32; see Exhibit 8.

The prior ar to the '565 Patent further includes express teachings with respect to

the desirabilty oflocating an electronic pedal position sensor adjacent to a vehicle's

accelerator pedal, inside the vehicle's passenger comparent, rather than in a vehicle's

engine comparent:

An early design of an electronic control system located the movement
detecting sensor in the engine compartent near the fuel pump; however,
this arangement proved undesirable due to the complex mechancal
linkage required to connect the foot pedal to the sensor. Moreover, the
harsh operating environment of the engine comparent exposed the
sensor to heat, oil and dirt, which can contrbute to premature failure of
sensitive components. Subsequent designs thus located the sensor in the
cab or operator comparment, the sensor being incorporated in a foot pedal
arangement that included a means for providing rotative motion of a
potentiometer in response to depression of the foot pedaL.

U.S. Patent No. 5,241,936 filed September 9, 1991; see Exhibit 9, at col. 1 lines 52-65.
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The prior art to the '565 Patent further includes a number of modular, self-

contained pedal position sensors that (a) were specifically designed to be mounted on the

pivot of an accelerator pedal, and (b) were specifically intended and marketed for use to

actuate electronic throttle controls in vehicles. One example of a modular prior ar pedal

position sensor is disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,385,068 filed December 18, 1992 (the

'''068 Patent"; see Exhibit 10; Wilemsen Decl. ir 12). Figure 1 ofthe '068 Patent,

depicting a "position sensor 17", is reproduced below:

A second example of a modular prior ar pedal position sensor is the "503 Seres"

pedal position sensor manufactured by CTS Corporation of Elkhar, Indiana ("CTS") and

offered for sale in the United States continuously since at least 1993 (Wilemsen Decl. irir

14-19 & Exs. 8-10). A physical sample of aCTS 503 Series pedal position sensor is

being submitted with this Brief (id. ir 18). The modular design of the CTS 503 Seres

sensor enabled it to be installed on different makes and models of vehicle accelerator

pedal assemblies at relevant times (id. ir 19). At relevant times CTS provided

specifications identifying minimum requirements (e.g., minimum surace requirements

for attachment points) that any person of ordinary skill in the pedal design ar could
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follow and use to design a pedal assembly that could accommodate aCTS 503 Series

sensor (id. ir 21)

The prior art to the '565 Patent fuher includes the accelerator pedal assembly

installed in certain 1994 Chevrolet C/K pick-up trcks depicted in Exhibit 11 to this Brief

(the "1994 GM ETC Pedal"). The 1994 GM ETC Pedal included aCTS 503 Series

position sensor mounted on the pedal's support bracket, adjacent to the pedal and

engaged with the pivot shaft about which the pedal rotated in operation (Wilemsen Decl.

ir 16). Depression of the 1994 GM ETC Pedal caused a pivot shaft to rotate inside the

position sensor engaged with the pedal's pivot shaft, producing electronic signal outputs

that var with the pedal's operating position (id.). At all relevant times, CTS 503 Series

pedal position sensors were specifically designed to be engaged with the rotating pivot

shaft of an accelerator pedal assembly, and were preferably mounted adjacent to an

accelerator's pivot shaft as exemplified by the 1994 GM ETC Pedal shown in Exhibit 6

to this brief (id. irir 19, 21).

The prior art to the '565 Patent further includes at least two adjustable pedal

assemblies incorporating an electronic pedal position sensor, namely, Urset (described

above) and U.S. Patent No. 5,819,593 fied August 17, 1995 ("Rixon '593"; see Exhibit

12). Figure 2 ofRixon '593 is reproduced below:
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In the above design, an accelerator pedal (46) is pivotally mounted on the housing

(24) of a sliding carrer assembly (12). A pedal position sensor, identified as

"potentiometer 60", is engaged with the disclosed pedal's pivot shaft and emits varing

electric signal outputs corresponding to the pedal's ar position as it pivots about the aXis

of the pivot shaft (50) between resting and applied positions. The pedal position sensor

disclosed in Rixon is mounted in exactly the same way -- engaged with the accelerator

pedal's pivot shaft -- as every other electronic pedal position sensor in the prior ar of

record, and also functions in exactly the same way as every other electronic pedal
J

position sensor in the prior ar of record.

B. Differences Between the Prior Art and

Claim 4 of the '565 Patent

As is set forth in the computer animation file named "Asano _565_ claim _ 4.mpeg"

(see Exhibit 1 hereto; Krger Decl. irir 5-6), and as is also set forth in the claim char

submitted as Exhibit 12 to the accompanying Declaration of Lar Wilemsen, Asano

discloses each and every structure recited in claim 4 ofthe '565 Patent, with the

exception of the optional "an electronic control (28) attached to. said support" and
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-"responsive to said pivot (24) for providing a signal (32) that corresponds to pedal arm

position as said pedal ar pivots about said axis (26) between rest and applied positions."

According to the '565 Patent, the recited "electronic control" can be "any of varous

electronic throttle control mechanisms known in the art, as the one described in" Rixon

'593 (see Exhibit 12 hereto, at col. 3, lines 22-25).

C. The Level of Ordinary Skil in the Art at Relevant Times.

At relevant times, a person of average or "ordinar" skil in the ar of the THC

Patents would have had a minimum of two (2) years of college level training in

mechanical engineering and two-three years' work experience spaning at least one

complete pedal design "cycle" (Wilemsen Decl. ir 20).13 As set forth below, however,

one need not have had any training in the mechanical arts in order to see that the subject

matter of claim 4 of the '565 Patent was neither novel nor patentable as of Januar 26,

1998.

D. Claim 4 of the '565 Patent Recites a Trivial

and Obvious Variant of Asano.

With regard to the '565 Patent, the legal question raised by this motion is whether,

to a person of ordinar skil in the pedal design art as of Januar 26, 1998, it would have

been obvious to combine (a) the adjustable pedal assembly of Asano, with (b) an off-the-

shelf electronic pedal position sensor, such as the CTS 503 Series pedal position sensor.

Under well-settled law, "when deterining the patentability of a claimed invention which

13 Teleflex contends that a person of 
"ordinar" skill in the ar of the THC Patents would

have had "an undergraduate degree in mechanical engineerng (or an equivalent amount
of industry experience) who has familarty with pedal control systems for vehicles"
(Dabney Decl. ir 6 & Ex. 5, answer to Interrogatory No.6). For purposes ofthis motion,
the Cour may assume, for purposes of arguent, the skill level contended for by
Teleflex,to the extent it differs from KSR's description.
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combines two known elements, 'the question is whether there is something in the prior ar

as a whole to suggest the desirability, and thus the obviousness, of making the

combination.'" Ecolochem. Inc. v. Southern Cat Edison Co., 227 F.3d 1361, 1372 (Fed.

Cir. 2000) (quoting In re Beattie, 974F.2d 1309, 1311-12 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (quoting

Lindemann Maschinenfabrik GmbH v. Amercan Hoist & Derck Co., 730 F.2d 1452,

1462 (Fed. Cir. 1984))).

The record here abounds with evidence suggesting the "desirability" of adding an

electronic pedal position sensor to Asano at relevant times:

-- As of January 26, 1998, a vehicle manufacturer's choice of fuel system dictated

whether a vehicle's accelerator pedal needed to be coupled to an electronic pedal position

sensor, or not (Wilemsen Decl. ir 22). Vehicles equipped with electronic throttle controls

require, by their very nature, the use of electronic sensors capable of sensing an

accelerator pedal's position fu. ir 11). To be installable in a vehicle whose engines

utilized an electronic throttle control, such as certain 1994 Chevrolet C/K pick-up trcks,

the Asano pedal would have had to be coupled to an electronic pedal position sensor (id.).

The fundamental requirements of electronic throttle control systems, without more,

provided compellng suggestion and motivation to add an electronic pedal position sensor

,to Asano: without such an addition, the Asano pedal could not be installed in a vehicle

with an electronic throttle control system,

-- As of Januar 26, 1998, prior ar of record expressly taught that electronic pedal

position sensors coupled to electronic throttle controls had varous operational advantages

over mechanical cable linkages coupled to mechanical throttle controls (see Exhibits 7-9

hereto; Wilemsen Decl. ir 9). These advantages (e.g., reduced emissions, better mileage,
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suit claimed an automatic car wash activated by an electronic keypad entry system. Id. at

717. The plaintiff alleged that he was the first to think of using a keypad entry system to

activate a car wash (as distinct from some other type of powered system). In affirming a

grant of summar judgment of invalidity under 35 U.S.C. § 103, the Federal Circuit in

Ryko held that known advantages of using electronic keypad systems to control powered

systems in general (e.g., garage doors) provided ample motivation for using such a

system to control a car wash. The present case is considerably more compellng than

Ryko; for here, the record shows not only that pedal position sensors offer exactly the

same functional advantages when coupled to adjustable and non-adjustable pedal

systems, but that the choice of a vehicle engine's fuel management system, when

electronic, actually dictates use of electronic pedal position sensors coupled to a vehicle's

accelerator pedal as described above.

In Novo Nordisk AlS v. Becton Dickinson & Co., 304 F.3d 1216 (Fed. Cir. 2002),

the patent-in-suit claimed a 30 gauge needle in a pen-style insulin injection system. Id. at

1218-19. The prior ar disclosed 30-gauge needles and pen-style insulin injection

systems, but the plaintiff alleged that it was the first to think of offering the two features

in combination. Id. In affrming a judgment holding the patent invalid under 35 U.S.C.

§ 103, the Federal Circuit cited evidence that the thinner needles "reduced the pain

associated with self-administered insulin injections," and that "the known pain reduction

provided the requisite motivation to narow the needle" in the accused devices. Id. at

1219. Here, the known desirability, if not necessity, of utilizing electronic pedal position

sensors to cooperate with an electronic throttle control in a vehicle provided "motivation"

at least a compellng as that found invalidating in Novo Nordisk.
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In Richardson-Vicks Inc. v. Upiohn Co., 122 F.3d 1476 (Fed. Cir. 1997), the

patent-in-suit claimed an over-the-counter ("OTC") medicine that combined the

analgesic, ibuprofen, and the decongestant pseudo ephedrine. Id. at 1477. Although both

medicaments were in the prior ar, and the prior ar also included tablets combining

pseudo ephedrine with aspirin and with acetaminophen, the plaintiff claimed that it was

the first to think of offering pseudo ephedrine in a tablet with ibuprofen. In upholding a

judgment of invalidity under 35 U.S.C. § 103, the Federal Circuit found that there was

"strong motivation to combine the two ingredients into a single unit dosage" in view of

publications anouncing FDA intent to permit OTC sales of ibuprofen, and OTC industry

anticipation that 'ibuprofen would quickly begin displacing acetaminophen and aspirin as

the preferred analgesic." Id. at 1484. So too here, as of January 26, 1998, an increasing

number of vehicles sold in the United States were being equipped with electronic throttle

control systems because such systems offer varous operational advantages over cable-

actuated throttle control systems (Wilemsen DecL. ir 9). This increased demand for

pedals compatible with electronically controlled throttle systems provided clear

commercial motivation for combining Asano and aCTS 503 Series sensor that was

identical, in principle, to the motivation identified in Richardson-Vicks as waranting a

conclusion of obviousness.

During the prosecution of the '565 Patent, the Patent Offce took the position that

"the use of an electronic throttle control means (28) attached to a support member (40,

26) in a pedal assembly is old and well-known in the ar" (Dabney Decl. ir 17 & Ex. 16 at
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4).14 THC's assignor did not, and could not, dispute this contention. Instead, counsel for

THC and Teleflex argued that claim 4 of the '565 Patent was patentable because a

mechanical limitation recited in the claim, namely, "wherein the position of said pivot

(24) remains constant while said pedal ar (14) moves in fore and aft directions with

respect to said pivot" (see Exhbit 5 hereto at co!. 6, lines 34-36), purportedly did not

exist in the prior art. 
is In fact, as ilustrated in accompanying compact disk (Krger Decl.

Ex. 1; Wilemsen Deci.ir 36), Asano discloses an adjustable pedal assembly whose

support pivots remains in a constant position during pedal ar adjustment -- the ver

feature that defendant's assignor argued distinguished claim 4 ofthe '565 Patent from the

prior ar.

Under a long and unbroken line of Supreme Court decisions, "(a J patent for a

combination which only unites old elements with no change in their respective fuctions

. . . obviously withdraws what already is known into the field of its monopoly and

diminishes the resources available to skilful men." Sakraida v. Ag Pro. Inc., 425 U.S.

273,281 (1976) (quoting Great Atl. & Pac. Tea Co. v. Supermarket Equip. Corp., 340

U.S. 147, 152 (1950)). The Supreme Court has thus repeatedly articulated and applied a

special "test of validity of combination patents," Sakaida, 425'U.S. at 482, which test

14 The Patent Offce notably took the same position during prosecution of both the '239
Patent (Dabney Decl. ir 14 & Ex. 13 at 3-5) and the '695 Patent fu. ir 15 & Ex. 14 at 13).

is With reference to what became claim 4 of the '565 Patent, defendant's assignor
argued: "Independent claim 24 is a duplicate of claim 15 in the parent application except
the word 'throttle' has been eliminated. . . . Accordingly, claim 24 is allowable for the
same reasons claim 15 was allowed in U.S. Patent No. 6,129,241" (Dabney Decl. ir 17 &
Ex. 16, at p. 11). THC's assignor argued that "claim 15 in the parent application" was
allowable because the claim "require( dJ the position of the pivot to remain constant while
the pedal ar moves in fore and aft directions with respect to the pivot" (id. ir 16 & Ex.
15 at p. 10). That is exactly the design of Asano.
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asks whether an alleged invention "simply arranges old elements with each pedorming

the same function that it had been known to pedorm," or whether a claimed combination

produces "a 'new or different function'''. Id. (quoting Anderson's-Black Rock. Inc. v.

Pavement Salvage Co., 396 U.S. 57, 60 (1969) (quoting Lincoln Engineering Co. v.

Stewar-Warer Corp., 303 U.s. 545,549 (1938))).

In the present case, Claim 4 of the '565 Patent plainly flunks "the test of validity

of combination patents." Sakraida, 425 U.S. at 282 (quoting Anderson's-Black Rock,

396 U.S. at 60). The claim purports to combine a pre-existing pedal assembly, such as

Asano, with a pre-existing electronic position sensor, such as the CTS 503 series sensor,

with both components doing nothing more than each component was designed,

individually, to do. Claim 4 ofthe '565 Patent is thus indistinguishable in principle from

the patent claim held invalid in Anderson's-Black Rock, where the claimed invention

consisted of combining an old radiant heat burer with an old black top spreader, with

neither component pedorming any new or different function from what they had been

designed to do originally. As a matter of law, such a combination is "not an invention by

the obvious-nonobvious standard." 396 U.S. at 63. "The mere aggregation of a number

of old pars or elements which, in the aggregation, pedorm or produce no new or

different function or operation than that theretofore pedormed or produced by them, is

not patentable invention." Great Atl., 340 U.S. at 151 (quoting Lincoln Engineering, 303

U.S. at 549).

In view ofthe uncited Asano reference, the subject matter of claim 4 of the '565

Patent consists of nothing more than following the instructions associated with aCTS

'503 Series position sensor and using such a sensor for its intended and designed purpose
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on a pre-existing adjustable pedal assembly design (Wilemsen Decl. irir 17-21 & Exs. 8-

10). The claim is clearly invalid under 35 U.S.c. § 103.

E. Secondary Considerations.

KSR is unaware of any secondar considerations as could support a legal

conclusion of non-obviousness with respect to the subject matter of claim 4 of the '565

Patent (Wilemsen Decl. irir 42-44). In response to interrogatories directed to this topic,

Teleflex identified no secondary considerations tending to show non-obviousness

(Dabney DecL. ir 6 & Ex. 5, answers to Interrogatory Nos. 8, 13).

Notably, however, as the Federal Circuit held in Ryko, summar judgment may

be granted under 35 U.S.C. § 103 even where a patentee (which Teleflex is not) puts

forward evidence of "secondary considerations" favoring patentability. The plaintiff in

Ryko submitted affidavits that the claimed invention in that case -- use of an electronic

keypad to control a car wash -- had enjoyed commercial success, had met a long felt

need, and that others had tred and failed to solve the problem solved by the claimed

invention. 950 F.2d at 719. The Federal Circuit nevertheless upheld the District Cour's

award of summar judgment invalidating the plaintiffs patent under 35 D.S.C. § 103,

holding that "secondar considerations did not car suffcient weight to overrde a

determination of obviousness based on primary considerations," and that "a court is

entitled to weight all the considerations, primar and secondar, and then render its

decision" on the question of obviousness. Id.

IV. THE '239 AND '695 PATENTS ARE
INVALID UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 103.

For substantially the same reasons that claim 4 of the '565 Patent is invalid under

35 U.S.C. § 103, claim 1 of the '239 Patent and claims 1 and 2 ofthe '695 Patent are
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equally invalid under that statute. The desirability, and thus the obviousness, of using

pedal position sensors on vehicle pedal assemblies intended for use in vehicles having

electronic throttle controls, described at pp. 23-27, supra, was no less documented as of

November 20, 1996 (the critical date for the '239 and '695 Patents under 35 V.S.C.

§ 1 02(b)) than it was on January 26, 1998. The level of ordinary skil in the pedal design

art was also the same as of both dates (Wilemsen Decl. ir 20).

It remains only to be demonstrated that, as with the '565 Patent, the prior art

considered by the Patent Office during the prosecution of the '239 and '695 Patents did

not include a key reference, Huff (see Exhibit 13 hereto; Willemsen DecL. irir 38-40 &

Exs. 13-14), which disclosed the exact mechanical configuration claimed in the '239 and

'695 Patents. Figure 2 of Huff is reproduced at right, below; a computer animation ofthe

Huff adjustable pedal assembly is reproduced at left, below (Krger Decl. ir 7 & Ex. 1):
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In the above design, an accelerator pedal (62) is pivotally supported for rotation

about a first pivot axis (64). An "adjustment element" (42) is pivotally supported on a

mounting arrangement (38) for rotation about a second pivot axis (48) that is parallel to
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the first. A drive motor (78) is operably connected to the "adjustment element" (42) and

causes it to rotate about its pivot axis, thereby causing the pedals also to rotate about that

axis. The accelerator pedal (62) is connected to a rod for actuation of a thottle control.

Huffwas not cited to the Patent Office during prosecution of the '239 Patent or the '695

Patent.

As set forth above, in the animations named "Huff' on Exhibit 1 hereto, and in

the claim chars submitted as Exhibits 13 and 14 to the accompanying Declaration of

Larry Wilemsen, the sole difference between Huff, on the one hand, and the claimed

"inventions" of the '239 and '695 Patents, on the other, is the presence of an optional, off-

the shelf pedal position sensor, mounted on an accelerator pedal pivot in exactly the same

way as the pedal position sensor in the 1994 GM ETC Pedal, Urset, RIxon '593 and every

other prior art pedal position sensor of record.

For all of the reasons set forth on pp. 28-35, above, claim 1 ofthe '239 Patent and

claims 1 and 2 ofthe '695 Patent are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 103. As of November 20,

1996, as the Patent Office repeatedly ruled during the prosecution ofthose patents, 
16

there was no patentable novelty in adding on off-the-shelf pedal position sensor to a pre-

existing adjustable pedal assembly, such as Huff. A position sensor could have been

added to Huff without materially altering the design of Huff (Wilemsen Decl. ir 41) and

an artisan would have been naturally motivated to do this in order to render the Huff

design usable in a modern vehicle whose fuel system was managed by an electronic

throttle control fu. at ir 11). As of November 20, 1996, abundant motivations, incentives,

and teachings existed to combine a modular position sensor, such as the CTS 503 Series
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sensor, with the Huff adjustable pedal assembly.

CONCLUSION

For all the reasons set forth above, defendant's motion for summar judgment

should granted.

Dated: July 7, 2003 Respectfully submitted,

DICKINSON WRIGHT PLLC

By ,£'tyre (P17450)

L. PahlZinn (P57516)
Attorneys for Defendant
500 Woodward Avenue, Suite 4000
Detroit, MI 48226-3425
(313) 223-3500

JAMES W. DABNEY
Pennie & Edmonds LLP
Attorneys for Defendant
1155 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
(212) 790-9090

""

16 See Dabney Decl. ir 15 & Ex. 14 at 13; ir 14 & Ex. 13 at 3-5.
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(51) ABSTRACT
An adjustable pedal asembly includes a mountig arange-
ment (1) for attachment to a vehicle strctue (31), an

acclerator pedal (6), a brake pedl (7), an a clutch pedal
(8). The pedals (6, 7, 8) are pivotally supported with respec
to the mounting arrangement (1) and defie a first pivot axi

(9). An adjustment element (5) is pivotally supported with
respct to the mountig strcture (1) and defies a seond
pivot axi (4). The adjustment element (5) selecvely moves
the pedals (6, 7, 8) betwen a pluralty of operable positions.
The adjustable pedal assembly is characteried by the pedal

(6, 7, 8) being pivotally supported with respct to, the
adjustment element (5) wherein the second pivot ax (4) is

generaly parallel to the fit pivot ax (9). A drivig

mechanism with an electric motor (11) and gear asembly
(U) is usd to rotate the adjusment element (5) about the
second pivot axi (4). The pedal (6, 7, 8) ar pivotaly
mounted withn the adjutment element (5) to pivot about
the fist pivot ax (9), thus the first pivot ax (9) mòves with
respect tò the second pivot axi (4) when the adjustment
element (5) is rotated.

1 Claim, 3 Drawing Sheets
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US 6,305,239 Bl
i

ADJUSTABLE PEDAL ASSEMBLY

RELAD APPUCATON

2
SUMY OF TIE INNTON AN

ADVANGES
An adjustable peda asembly includes a mounting

Th application is a continuation of copending applica- arangement for attachment to a vehicle stcture and at least
tion Senal No. 09/174,748, fied Oct 19,1998. 5 one pedal pivotay supported with respct to the mountig

strctu. The pedal pivots about a fit pivot ax. An

adjustment elemeiit is pivotally supportd with resect to the
The present invention concern an adjustable pedal mounting strcture an defies a send pivot ax. The

asmbly for a vehicle including a mountig arangement, adjustment element selectively moves the pedal between a

for attachig the pedal asembly to a vehicle structe where 10 plurality of operable positions. The asmbly is character-
a pluralty of pedal are aranged pivotally relative to the iZed by the pedal being pivotaly supported with respect to

mountig arangement and are aranged pivotay relatve to the adjustment element wherein the second pivot ax is

an adjustment element, with the pedal pivotig about one generay parallel to the fit pivot ax.

ax and the adjustment element pivotig about another ax. 15

TECHCA FIELD

BRIE DESCRION OF TI DRAWIGS
BACKGROUND OF TI INNTON Other advantages of the presnt invention wi be readiy

Conventional automotive technology ha provided an appreciated as the same becomes better understood by

adjustable dnver's seat to accommodate dnvers of varous reference to the followig detailed descrption when con-

heights. Typically, seat adjusters can move the seat in sidere: in connection with the accompanying drawigs
varus directions including up and down, fore and aft, 20 wherein:
and/or tüting the seat relative to the vehicle. This allows the FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the subject adjustable

dnver to move closer to or farther away frm vehicle control pedal assembly;
pedals. Another option usd in the automotive industry to FIG. 2 is a front view of the adjustable pedal asembly

accomiiodate, dnvers ~aving difere~t heights, is to pro~de 2S shown in FIG. 1; and
the vehicle with an adjustable steenng wheeL. The steenng FIG. 3 is a side view of the adjusable pedal asembly

wheel is tyically adjustable ina longitual direction in shown in FIG. 1.
relation to the vehicle and can usualy be adjusted vertically.

Despite the great adjustment possibilties that exit with

thes two dierent options, it is not always posible to fid 30
an optial dnvig positon if the mountig of the vehicle Referring to the Figues, wherein li numerals indicate

coiitrol pedal is fixed wi the vehicle. A third option is lie or correspondig parts thoughout the several views, an

to have vehicle control pedal that are selectively adjustable adjustable pedal asmbly is shown in FIG. 1. The invention
to accommodate dnvers having diferent heights. One such wil be descred below using diectional and positional

adjusble pedal assmbly is desried in U.S. Pat. No. 35 indications Thse indications concern the condtions that
4,870,871. The adjustable peda assembly in th patent prevail when the object of the invention is mounted in a
involves fastenin the pedal along tbreaded shaft whereby vehicle. Thus, inications such as "left" "nght," "forward

the pedals ca be shifted honzntaly toward or away frm (fore direction)," "rearard (af diection)," etc. in the

the vehicle dnver through rotation,of the sha. Th con- application concern corrspondig indications as normally
strction is complicated and expensive. Aditinaly, if the 40 usd in connection with a vehicle an should not be. con-

vehicle colldes with another object, some of the pedal sidered liting.

components in this design may come into contact with the In FIG, 1, reference number 1 generally concern a

dnver, which is undesirable. mounting arrangement by which the adjutable peal asem-
For an adjustable pedal assembly to operate well in bly is, mounted to a vehicle strctue 37. The mountig

practice, it is not suffcient that the peda merely be shtable 45 arngement 1 is designed and situated to provide aSecug ,
toward and away from the dnver. In positions where the of the pedal asmbly in a speial supprtg bar that is

pedal are far away, i.e., at a long diance from the dnver, separate from a vehicle cowl so that the peda asmbly is
it is necery that pedal pad be onentated in a more not affected by such movements that th cowl might mak
vertcal position than is the cas when the pedals are closer dung a collion. The mounti argement 1 which thus
to the dnver. A shortr dnver, who moves the drver's set 50 wi be designated as stationar relative to the vehicle, is
closer to the steenng wheel and high~ wi maneuver the compri of a fit fatenig element 2 and a send
¡iedal more from abOve than is the cas' Wìii i-iåiïdrVer WiteiieienT3 wi fatenig points 23 ãñd 24 as well"
whci lowers the driver's seat and moves it away frm the as 2S and 26, reectively. The tw (2) fastening elements 2
,steerig wheel. an 3 have support that defie a pivot ax 4. Any ty of

Thus, it would be desirable to provide an adjustable pel 55 fateners known in the art can be used to fasten the fateni

asmbly that includes honzntal adjustment, i.e., adjust- elements 2, 3 to the vehicle stct 37 at fastenig points

ment in fore and af dirctions with reect to the vehicle, 23, 24, 25, 26.

and which includes angula adjustment of the pedal pads so The object of the inventin al includes an adjustment

that the pads can be angled upwardly when the pedal ar element that is generaly designted by S. The adjustment

closer to the drver. It is important that th peal asmbly 60 element 5 is conned to the mounti arangement 1 and
include a drive arraement for selectively adjustig pedal is pivota relative. to the mounting arement about the
position that can be easy integrated in the vehicle. It is al pivot axis 4. . ,
desirable for the adjustable pedal asembly to to be designed The adjustment element 5 serves to fasten and support a
such that if the vehicle is in a colliion, the pedal compo- plurality of pedal .6, 7, 8 which ar suported by the
Dents wi not come into contact with the dnver. Finaly, the 65 mountig arangement 1. Each of the peda 6, 7, 8 is
adjustable pedal asmbly shoul be simpler in design and connected to an actuator that is us to contrl a vehicle

less expensive than prior ar pedal asmblies. system. Th wi be dis in grater detail below.

DESCRIPTON OF TI PREFERED
EMBODIMENT
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Preferably, pedal 8 is a clutch pedal used to, activate a A drg mechanism is usd to selectively move the

clutch mechanism for shifting gears wihi a vehicle. Pedal adjuStment element 5 about the pivot axi 4. In the fatenig

7 is preferably a brake pedal usd to activate a vehicle element 2 of the mountig arrangement 1, shown in FIG. 2,

brag system and pedal 6 is preferably. an acclerator a stator element 10 is attached to an angu gear asembly

pedal usd to activate an engine throtte..Whe thr (3) 5 that can be selectively drven under the effect of an electrc
pedals 6, 7, 8 are shown it should be, understood that the drive motor 11. The angular gear asmbly has a rotor
adjustable pedal asembly could include more or les peda. element 12, seen in FIG. 1, which rotates with respect to the
Each of th pedal 6, 7, 8 extends downwardly frm. the stator 10, and whch is supported on the fastening element
adjustment element 5 and termate at a pedal pad 30, 31, 2 to drve the adjustment element 5. Thus, with the rotation
32, respectively. The pedal pads 30, 31, 32 are attached to 10 of the rotor element 12, the adjustment element 5 wi follw
free ends of the pedals 6,7,8 and are adapted to receive the the movement and hence pivot about the pivot ax 4.

driver's foot. The anr gear asmbly is designed as a planetary gear
The pedal 6, 7, 8 are pivotaly supported in the adjust- that is self-brakng and designed to handle very large rota-

ment element 5 and are pivotal around a common pivot axi tional torques on the order of 100 Nm (Newton-meters) or

9, which is shown in FIG. 1. The two (2) pivot axes 4 and 15 more. Thus, no lockig element is requed for lockig the
9 are esentially parallel to each other, and are approxi- adjustment element 5 in the selected adjustment position.

mately horiontal and crosswi relative to the longitunal The gear asembly is al extremely compact in its outer
diection of the vehicle. dimensions which improves packaging.

As an alternative to the common pivot axis 9 for the three As an alternative to the angular gear, a liear adjustig

(3) peal 6, 7, 8, it is possible that each of the pedal 6, 7, 20 device can be coupled to a connectg element 15 that
8 could be suspended around two or possibly thee pivot extends between fastenig element 2 and fatening element

axes separated from each other. In this embodiment alo, the 3, and whch is located at a ditance from the pivot axs 4.

pivot axes ar approxiately parallel to each other, and are Optionaly the linear adjustig device can be'connected to an

generally horintal and orientated crosswi relative to the element that is non-rotationaly connected to the connectig

longidial direction of the vehicle. 2S element 15.
It is evident from the view in FIG. 3, which shows the To sumare, the the pedals 6, 7, 8 in the adjustable

adjustable pedal assembly from the side, that the pivot axi pedal asembly are pivotally supported with resect to the
9 for the pedals 6, 7, 8 is located beneath and in frnt of the adjustment element 5 wherein the second pivot ax 4 is
pivot axis 4 for the adjustment elementS. Becaus the pedal 30 generaly paralel to the first pivot ax 9. Th driving

6,7,8 in the unactuated state are sprig-tensioned to stop mechanism with the electric motor 11 and gear asembly 12

positions in the clockw direction around the pivot axi 9, is usd to selectively rotate the adjustment element 5 about

it is evident that with the pivoting of the adjustment element the second pivot ax 4. The pedal 6, 7, 8 ar pivotay
5 around the pivot axis 4, the adjustment element 5 and the mounted withn the adjustment element 5 to pivot about the
pedals 6, 7,.8 .susp~nded on the adjustment element 5 wi 3S fit pivot ax 9, thus the position of the first pivot ax 9
move as a ngid umt. moves with respect to the seond pivot ax 4 when the

FIG. 3 shows the pedals 6, 7, 8 with solid lines in'the adjustment element 5 is rotated

unactuated state and in an initial position before such a The adjustment element 5 ha two (2) opposite fatenig
pivotig and with dashed lies in the unactuated stated after ears 13 and 14, one on each side of the connectig element
such a pivoting, In other words, the solid lies show the 40 IS. One fastenig ear 13 is connected to the rotor element 12

position of the ped 6, 7, 8 at their fuest position from of the anguar gear asmbly. The other fastening ear 14 has

the driver before they are pivoted as a unit about pivot ax an articuated connection with fastenig element 3 so that
4 and the dashed lines show the position of the pedal 6, 7, the adjustment element 5 becomes pivota around the above
8 after they have been pivoted as a unit about pivot ax 4 pivot ax 4. The connectig element 15 extends horintally
and where the pedal 6, 7, 8 are in their closet position to 45 between the tw (2) fastenig ears 13, 14.
the drver. It is ,evident from FIG. 3,that as the pedal 6, 7, Fastenig ear 13 on the a4jusment element ~ extends

8 were pivoted abut pivot ax 4, the pedal pads 30, 31, 32 forwardly from the rotor element 12 and serves to support a
were shited rearardly in the longidinal directon òf the pivot pin 16, shown in FIG. 2. The pivot pin 16 rotatably

vehicle to a considerable extent. Additionally, as the pedal support the clutch 8 and brake 7 pedal and extends
6,7,8 were pivoted about pivot ax 4, the pedl pads 30, 50 longituinaly along pivot ax 9 suh tht the peda 7, 8
31, 32 were angled upwardly at.amg th is...gl.a. rotate about lÙ.a
the angle of rotation for the adjustment element 5 arund the The clutch peal 8is connected to an acttor that
pivot ax 4. The pedal pads 30, 31, 32 ar al lite to a controls the vehicle clutch. The actuator includes a forwar-

higher leveL. diected ar 17 tht is attached to the adjustment element 5,

In the example shown, the longitudinal shift of the peda 55 a~ which serves to faten a maneuverig device 18 in th
pads can be up to 100 mm with a pivot angle of abut 18° form of a piston/cylider unt that is to be actuated by the
around the pivot ax 4 at the same time as the pedal pads 30, clutch pedal 8. The maneuverig device 18 is connecte to
31, 32 are li about 20 ro. A correspondig anlig up a freewheel clutch of the vebicle via a tube that is desigated
of the pedal pads 30,31, 32 is also effected. The position of by 19. The tube 19 is ready bendale and deformable such
the pivot ax 9 of the pedals 6, 7,8 in the example ilusrate 60 that it canot transfer any movements to the ped asmbly
mean that in the initial position according to the drawi, or components of the ped asmbly in the ca of ,a vehicle
an angle is formed between a vertcal lie 34 thrugh the collion. Thus, when the tube 19 experinces a load level

pivot ax 4 and a connecting lie 35 between the pivot.ax that exceed a predetermed liit, such as when the vehicle

4 and the pivot axi 9 of approxiately 35°. It should be colldes with another object, the tue 19 wi bend and wi
understood that the numerica quantities for the horinta 65 prevent the clutch pedal 8 frm contacting the driver.

vertca, ,aDd anguar adjustments dis above, are The accelerator pe4al 6 is conncted to an actuator that
exemplary in nature and are not limiting. controls the vehicle engie thttle. The acclerato,r pedal 6
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is preferably connected to an electrc control potentiometer in connection with the clutch pedal 8. With regard to the
36, shown schematically in FIG. 2. The potentiometer 36 is accelerator pedal 6, a mechanical connectin such as a wie

fastened in the adjustment element 5 and which emits an or cable, can be us as an alternative to the electrical

electric signal that is dependent on the position of the tranfer descbed above.
accelerator pedal 6 around the pivot ax 9. The potentiom- 5 The invention has been described in an ilustrative
eter 36 is connected to the engie of the vehicle vi electc manner, and it is to be understood that the terminology

lies. While an electronic throttle contrl configuation is which has been use is intended to be in the natle of words

prefei;ed, the Subject adjusable pedal asmbly co~ld be of description rathr than of litation.
usd in standard push-pul cable operated confgurations Ob' 1 od t' . d . t' f th

dal . ed th Is 10 VI0US y, many m ca ions an vana ions 0 eThe ~rake pe. 715 connect to an actuator at contro present invention ar poble in light of the above, teach-
~e vehicle brakg sy~tem. The brake pedal 7 has ~n ar 20 ings It is, therefore, to be understood that with the scpe

diected upwardly, w~lch ca~ be sen as an exte~ion of the of the appended claim, wherein reference numeral are
pedalarm7pastthi:Pivot.ax9.The.upwa~lydiectedar merely for'convenience and ar Dot 

to be in any way
20 has a recess 211n which a drag link 22 15 fastened. The liitig the invention may be practiced otherw than as

opposite (front) end of the drag li 22 is connected to a lS spe~lly desed
brake se~o located in the vehicle. By application of the Wh t' l' d':
upwardly directed arm 20 the brak ped 7 wi be swg a 15 ~ aie IS. ' . .
ç d ( fr th dr ) if th d li 22 h ld b 1. An adjustable pedal asmbly compnsmg:10rwar away m ever e rag s ou e. .
shifted rearwardly (toward the drver) durig a vehicle a mountig arangement (1) for attchment to a vehicle
collion. Ths wi prevent the brake pedal 7 frm coming 20 structure (37);
into contact with the drver durig a vehicle collion. a pedal (6, 7, or 8) pivotally supported for rotation about

To make the brake fuction independent of the pivotig of a fist pivot ax with respect to said mountig arrnge-

the adjustment element 5 around the pivot ax 4, the drag ment (1); .

link 22 is located in the forward end position of the pedal an adjustment element (5) pivotally supported for rotation

6, 7, 8 over a connection line between the pivot axis 4 and 2S about a second pivot ax with respect to sad mountig
the forward fastenig of the drag li 22 in the brake servo. arrangement (1) for selectvely movig sad peda (6, 7,

With a counter-clockwe pivoting of the adjustment or 8) between a pluralty of operable positions, sad
element, as seen in FIG. 3, such that the pedals 6,7,8 are second pivot axis (4) being generay paralel to said
shied rearardly in the vehicle, the drag lin will pas first pivot ax (9); an

down .on the .underside of the C?nnection lie. Suitably, ~e 30 an electrcal generator (36) mounted adjacent to sad
drag li 22 is located symmetncally around the connection pedal (6) for emittg an electrc signa that varies with
line in the two extreme positions of the pedal 6, 7, 8. the position of said pedal (6) arund said fist pivot axis

The maneuverig device designed as a piston/cylinder (9) and independently of movement of said pedal (6)
unit 18 for the clutch pedal 8 can be omitted and replaced 3S between said pluralty of operable positioos about said
with an arrangement of the typ descnbed, above in connec- second pivot ax.
tion with the brake pedal 7. It is al conceivable to us a
hydraulic traosfer with the brake pedal 7 of the tye descre . . . . . .
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(57) ABTRCl
An adjustable pedal asembly includes a mountig arge-
ment (1) for attachment to a vehicle strcture (37), an
accelerator pedal (6), a brak pedal (7), and a clutch pedal
(8). The pedal (6, 7, 8) are pivotally supported with respect
to the mounting arrangement (1) and defie a first pivot áxis
(9), An adjustment element (S) is pivotally supported with
respect to the mountig slIctue (1) and defies a second
pivot axi (4). The adjustment element (5) selectively moves
the pedals (6, 7, 8) between a pluralty of operable poitions.

The adjustable pedal assembly is characteri by the pedals

(6, 7, 8) being pivotally supported with respect to the
adjustment element (S) wherein the second pivot axis (4) is
generaly parallel to the first pivot ax (9). A dnvig
mechanism with art electric motor (11) and gear asembly
(12) is used to rotate the adjustment element (5) about the
second pivot axi (4). The pedal (6, 7, 8) are pivotálly
mounted withi the adjustment element (S) to pivot about
the first pivot axi (9), thus tbe first pivot ax (9) moves with
respect to the second pivot axis (4) when the adjustment
element (S) is rotated.

5 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets
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1
ADJUSTABLE PEDAL ASSEMBLY

TEæNICAL FIEL

The present invention concern an adjustable pedal
asmbly for a vehicle including a mountig arangement
for attachig the pedal assembly to a ,:ehicle stru~e where
a plurality of pedals are aranged pivo~y relative t? the
mountig arangement and are aranged pivotay relative to
an adjustment element, with the pedal pivotig about one
axi and the adjustment element pivoting about another ax.

BACKGROUND OF TH INVNTON
Conventional automotive technology has provided an

adjustable drver's seat to ~ccommodate drivers of vano~
heights, Typicaly, seat adjusters can move the seat 10 15
various diections including up and down, fore and aft,
and/or tiltig the seat relative to the vehicle. Th allows the .
driver to movecloser to or farther away from vehicle control
pedals, Another option usd in the automotive industry to
,accommodate drivers having different heights, is to provide 20
the vehicle with an adjustable steering, wheeL. The steerig
wheel is typically adjustable in a longitud~al direc~on in
relation to the vehicle and can usualy be adjusted vertically,

Desite the great adjustment possibilties that exist with
these two different options, it is not always possible to find 25
an optimal driving position if the mounting of the vehicle
control pedal is fixed within the vehicle. A third option is
to have vehicle control pedal that are selectively adjustable
to accommodate drivers having diferent heights. One such
adjustable pedal asmbly is descnbed in U,S. Pat. No. 30
4,870,871. The adjusable pedal'.aSmbly in, thi patent
involves fastening the pedal along threaded shaft, whereby
the pedals can be shited horiontally toward or away from
the 'vehicle drver through rotation of the shafts. Th con-
strction is complicated and expensive, Additionaly, if the 35

vehicle collides with another object, some of the pedal
components in this design may come into contact with the
driver, which is undesirable.

For an adjustable pedal asembly to operate well in
practice, it is not suffcient that the pedals merely be shitable 40
toward and away from the drver. In positions where the
pedals ar far away, i.e" at a long ditance from the drver,
it is necesar that pedal pads be orientated in a more

verica position than is the cas when the pedals are closer

to the drver. A shortr drver, who moves the drver's seat 45
closer to the steering wheel and higher up, will maneuver the
pedals more from above than is the ca with a tall driver
who lowers the driver's seat and moves it away from the
steerig wheeL.

Thus, it would be desirable to provide an adjustable pedal 50
asmbly that includes horiontal adjustment, i.e., adjust-
ment in fore and aft diections with respect to the vehicle,
and which includes anguar adjustment of the pedal pads so
that the pads can be angled upwardly when the pedal are
closr to the driver. It is importt that th pedal asmbly 55
include a drve arranement for selectively adjusti peda
position that can be easy integrated in the vehicle. It is als
desirable for the adjustable peal assembly to to be desgned
such that if the vehicle is in a collion, the pedal compo-
nents wi not come into contact with the driver. Finaly, the 60
adjustable pedal asmbly should be simpler in design and
less expensive than prior ar pedal asmblies,

SUMMAY OF TH INVON AN
ADVANGES

An adjustable pedal asmbly includes a' mountig
àrangement for attachment to a vehicle strc:ture and at least
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one pedal pivotally supported with respect to the mountig
strctue. The pedal pivots about a first pivot axis, An
adjustment element is pivotally supported with resect to the
mounting structure and defines a send pivot ax. The

5 adjustment element selectively moves the pedal between a
pluralty of operable pósitions. The asmbly is character-
izd by the pedal being pivotaly supported with respect to

the adjustment èlement wherein the second pivot axi is

generaly parael to the fit pivot ax.

10
BRIEF DESCRIPTON OF TH DRAWINGS

Other advantages of the present invention wi be readily

apprecited as the same becmes better understood by
reference to the following detailed description when con-
sidered in connection with the accompanyig drawigs
wherein:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the subject adjustable

pedal asmbly;
FIG. 2 is a front view of the adjustable pedal asembly

shown in FIG. 1; and
FIG, 3 is a side view of the adjustable pedal asembly

shown in FIG, 1,

DET~ED DESCRæTION OF TH
PRERRD EMBODIME

Referrg to the Figures, wherein lie numerals indicate
lie or corresndig parts thoughout the several views, an
adjustable pedal asembly is shown in FIG. 1. The invention
wil be descnbed below using directional and positional
indications. These indications concern the conditions that
prevail when the, object of the invention is mounted in a

'. vehicle. Thus, indications such as "left" "right," "forward
(fore direction)," "rearard (aft diection)," etc. in, the
application concern corrspnding indications as normaly
usd in connection with a vehicl~ and should not be con-
sidered limting,

In FIG. 1, reference number 1 generally concern, a
mounting arrangement by which the adjustable pedal asm-
bly is mounted to a vehicle strctue 37. The mountig
arrngement 1 is designed and situated to provie a securig
of the pedal asmbly in a special supporting bar that ~
separate from a vehicle cowl so that the ped asmbly IS
not afcted by such movements that the, cowl might make

durg a collion. The mounting arrangement 1 which thus

Wi be designated as stationar relative to the vehicle, is
compri of a first fastenig element 2 an a seond
fatenig element 3 with fastenig points 23 and 24 as well
as 25 and 26; respectively. The two (2) fastenig elements 2
and 3 have support that define a pivot ax 4. Any tye of
fasteners known in the art ca be us to fasten the fatenig

elements 2, 3 to the vehicle strcture 37 at fastening points

23, 24, 25, 26.

The object of the invention als includes an adjustment

element that is generaly designted by 5. The adjustment
element 5 is connecte to the mountig argement 1 and
is' pivota relative to the mounting argement about the
pivot ax 4.

The adjustment element 5 serves to fasten and support a
plualty of pedal 6, 7, 8 which are suported by Lhe

mounting arangement 1. Each of the pedal 6, 7, 8 IS

connected to an actuator that is usd to contrl a vehicle

system. This wil be dis in grater detail below.
6S Preferably, pedal 8 is a clutch pedal used to activate a

clutch mecham for shig gears withi a vehicle. Pedal
7 is preferably a brake peal us to activate a vehicle
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brakg system and pedal 6 is preferably an accelerator
pedal usd to activate an engie throttle. Whe three (3)
pedals 6, 7, 8 are shown it should be understood that the
adjustable pedal asembly could include more or les pedal,

Each of the pedal 6, 7,8 extends downwardly from the S

adjustment element 5 and termates at a pedal pad 30, 31,
32, resectively. The pedal pads 30, 31, 32 are attached to

free ends of the pedals 6, 7,8 and are adapted to receive the
driver's foot.

The pedal 6, 7, 8 are pivotally supportd in the adjust- 10
mentelement 5 and are pivotal around a common pivot axi
9, which is shown in FIG, 1. The two (2) pivot axes 4 and
9 are esentially parallel to each other, and are approxi-

'mately horizontal and crosswi relative to the longitudial
direction of the vehicle.

As an alternative to the common pivot axis 9 for the three
(3) pedal 6, 7, 8, it is possible that each of the pedals 6,7,
8 could be suspended around two or possibly three pivot
axes separated from each other. In th embodiment also, the
pivot axes are approxiately parallel to each other, and are 20
generally horintal and orientated crosswise relative to the
longitudinal direction of the vehicle.

It is evident from the view in FIG, 3, which shows the
adjustable pedal asembly from the side, that the pivot axis 2S
9 for the pedals 6, 7, 8 is located beneath and in front of the
pivot axis 4 for the adjustment element 5. Becaus the pedal
6, 7, 8 in the unactuated state are sprig-tensioned to stop
positions in the clockw diection around the pivot axis 9,
it is evident that with the pivotig of the adjiitment element 30
5 around the pivot ax 4, the adjustment element 5 and the

pedals 6, 7, 8 susended on the adjustment element 5 wil
move as a rigid unit.

FIG. 3 shows the pedals 6, 7, 8 with solid lines in the
unactuated state and in an. intial position before such a 3S
pivotig and .with dashed lies in the unactuated stated after
such a pivotig, In other words, the solid lies show the
position of the pedals 6, 7, 8 at their furthest position from
the drver before they are pivoted as a unit about pivot axis
4 and the dashed lines show the position of the pedals 6, 7, 40

8 after they have been pivoted as a unit about pivot axis 4
and where the pedals 6, 7, 8 are in their closet position to
the drver. It is evident from FIG. 3 that as the pedals 6, 7,
8 were pivoted about pivot axis 4, the pedal pads 30,31,32
were shifted rearwardly in the longtudial direction of the 45

vehicle to a considerable extent. Additionaly, as the pedal
6,7,8 were pivoted about pivot axi 4, the pedal pads 30, .
31, 32 were angled upwardly at an angle that is as great as
the angle of rotation for the adjustment element 5 arund the
pivot ax 4. The pedal pad 30, 31, 32 are als lid to a so

higher leveL.

In the example shown, the longitudinal shift of the pedal
pads can be up to 100 mm with a pivot angle of about 18°
arund the pivot axi 4 at the same tie as the pedal pads 30,
31, 32' are lied about 20 mm. A corresponding angling up
of the pedals pads 30, 31, 32 is al effected. The position

'of the pivot axis 90f the pedals 6, 7, 8 in the example

ilustrated means that in the initial position according to the
drawig, an angle is formed between a vertcal lie 34

thugh the pivot axis 4 and a connectig lie 35 between 60
the pivot ax 4 and the pivot ax 9 of approximately 35°.

It should be understood that the numerical quantities for the'
horizontal, vertcal, and angular adjustments discud
above, are exemplary in nature and are not liitig.

A drving mechanm is usd to selectively move the
adjustment element 5 about the pivot axi 4. In the fastening

,element 2 of the mountig arangement 1, shown in FIG, 2,
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a stator element 10 is attached to an angular gear asembly
that can be selectively driven under the effect of an electric
drive motor, 11. The angular gear asmbly has a rotor
element U, seen in FIG. 1, which rotates with respect to the
stator 10, and which is supported on the fastening element
2 to drve the adjustment element 5. Thus, with the rotation
of the rotor element 12, the adjustment element 5 wi follow
the movement and hence pivot about the pivot axis 4.

The anguar gear asembly is designed as a planetary gear
that is seIf-brwg and designed to handle very large rota-

tional torques on the order of 1000 Nm (Newton-meters) or
more. Thus, no lockg element is requied for locking the
adjustment element 5 in the selected adjustment position.
Th gear asembly is alo extremely compact in its outer

15 dimensions which improves packaging.
As an alternative to the angular gear, a liear ¡idjustig

device can be coupled to a connecting element 15 that

extends between fastenig element 2 and fatenig element

3, and which is located at a ditance from the pivot axi 4.
Optionally the linear adjusting device can be connected to an
element that is non-rotationalyconnected to the connectig
element 15.

To summare, the the pedals 6, 7, 8 in the adjustable
pedal asembly are pivotaly supported with respect to the
adjustment element 5 wherein the second pivot ax 4 is

generaly parallel to the first pivot axi 9. The drvig
mechanm with the electric motor 11 and gear asmbly 12
is usd to selectively rotate the adjustment element 5 about
the second pivot ax 4. The pedal 6, 7, 8 are pivotally
mounted withi the adjustment element 5 to pivot about the
first pivot axi 9, thus the position of the first pivot ax 9
moves with respect to the Second pivot ax 4 when the
adjustment element 5 is rotated. ,

The adjustment element 5 has two (2) opposite fastenig

ears 13 and 14, one on each side of the connectig element
15. One fastenig ear 13 is connected to the rotor element 12
of the anguar gear asmbly. The other fastening ear 14lias
an articuated connection with fastening element 3 so that

the adjustment element 5 becomes pivota around the above
pivot ax 4, The connecting element 15 extends horizontay
between the two (2) fastenig ears 13, 14.

Fastenig ear 13 on the, adjustment element 5 extends

forwardly from the rotor element U,and serves to support a
pivot pin 16, shown in FIG. 2. The pivot pin 16 rotatably
support the clutch 8 and brake 7 pedal and extends

loniitudialy along pivot axi 9 such that the pedals 7, 8

rotate about pivot ax 9.
The clutch pedal 8 is connected, to an actator that

controls the vehicle clutch. The acttor includes a forward-
diected ar 17 that is attached to the adjustment element S,

an which serves to faten a maneuverig device 18 in the
form of a piston/cylider unt that is to be actuated by the
clutch pedal 8. The maneuverig device 18 is connected to

55 a freewheel clutch of the vehicle via a tube that is designated
by 19. The tube 19 is readiy bendable and deformable such
that it cannot transfer any movements to the pedal asmbly
or components of the pedal asmbly in the ca of a vehicle

collion. Thus, when the tube 19 experincs a load level
that exceeds a predetermind lit, such is when the vehicle

colldes with another object, the tub 19 wi bend and wi
prevent the clutch peal 8 frm contacting the driver.

The acclerator peal 6 is connected to an actuator that
controls the vehicle engie thttle. The accelerator pedal 6

65 is preferably connected to an electrc control potentiometer
36, shown sclematicalyin FIG, 2. The potentiometer 36 is
fastened in the adjustment element 5 and which' emits an
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electric signal that is dependent on the position of the
accelerator pedal 6 around the pivot ax 9. The potentiom-
eter 36 is conneced to the engie of the vehicle via electc
lines. While an electronic throttle control confguration is
preferred, the subject adjustable pedal asembly could be S
used in standard push-pull cable operated confgurations.

The brake pedal 7 is connected to an actuator that controls
the vehicle brakg system. The brake pedal 7 has an ann 20
directed upwardly, which can be seen as an extension of the
pedal ann 7 past the pivot axs 9. The upwardly directed ar 10
20 has a rece 21 in which a drag link 22 is fastened. The
opposite (front) end of the drag li 22 is connected to a

brake servo located in the vehicle. By application of the
upwardly diected ann 20 the brake pedal 7 wil be swng
forward (away from the drver) if the drag li 22 should be 15

shied rearwardly (toward, the drver) durg a vehicle

collion, Th wi prevent the brake pedal 7 from coming

into contact with the drver durig a vehicle collion.
To make the brake function independent of the pivotig of

the adjusment element 5 around tle pivot ax 4, the drag 20

link 22 is located in the forward end position of the pedal
6,7,8 over a connection line between the pivot axis 4 and
the forward fastenig of the drag li 22 in the brake servo.

With a counter-clockwie pivoting of the adjustment

element, as seen in FIG. 3, such that the pedals 6,7,8 are ZS
shifted rearardly in, the vehicle, the drag li wi pas
down on the underside of the connection lie. Suitably, the
drag li 22 is located symmetricallyarouòd the connection

line in the two extreme positions of the pedal 6, 7, 8.
30

The maneuverig device designed as a piston/cylider
unit 18 for the clutch pedal 8 ca be omitted and replaced
with an arrangement of the typ descrbed above in'connec-
tion with the brake pedal 7. It is al conceivable to'us a
hydraulic transfer with the brake pedal 7 of the type describe 35

in connection 'Ñith the clutch pedal 8. With regard to the
accelerator pedal 6, a mechanical connection such as a: wie
or cable, can be used as an alternative to the electrcal
transfer descrbed above.

The invention has been desribed in an ilustrative 40
manner, and it is to be understood that the termiology
which has been usd is intended to be in the nature of words
of descption, rather than of limitation.

Obvously, many modifications and variations of the
present invention are possible in light of the above teach- 4S
ings, It is, therefore, to be understood that within the scpe
of the appended clas, wherein reference numeral are

merely for convenience and are not 'to be in any way
limitig, the invention may be practiced otherwe than as
specifcaly descred

6
What is claimed is:
1. An adjustable pedal asmbly compriing:

a mounting arangement (1) attachable to a vehicle strc-
tue (37);

at least one pedal (6, 7, or 8) pivotally supportd with
respect to sad mountig arangement (1) and defung
a fit pivot axis (9); and

an adjustment e1ement(5) pivotally supported with
respect to said mounting arangement (1) and defung
a second pivot ax (4), said adjustment element (5) for
selectively moving said pedal (6, 7, or 8) between a
plurality of operable positions, said pedal (6, 7, or 8)

being pivotaly supported with reect to. said adjust-
ment element (5) wherein said second pivot ax (4) is

generaly parallel to said first pivot axi (9); and
said assmbly characterized by said adjustment element

(5) including a connector (15) extendig between a fit
ear (13) and a second ear (14), sad fist (13) and secnd
(14) ears havi pivotal connections wi reect to
sad mountig arrangement (1) such that said connector
(15) ca pivot about sad send pivot axis (4).

2. An asembly às set fort in claim 1 wherein said pivotal
connection for said first ear (13) is a connection to a drive
mechanim and said pivotal connection for said second ear
(14) is an artculated connection to a fied mountig element
(3).

3. An adjustable pedal asmbly compriing;
a mount (1) attachable to a vehicle structure (37);
an adjustment element (5) pivotally supported by sad
. mount (1) for pivotal movement about an adjustment .

pivot axis (4) between a plurality of adjustment posi-

tions;
a pedal (7) pivotaly supportd by said adjustment ele-

ment (5) for pivotal movement about an operational
pivot axis, (9) between a pluralty of operable poitions;
and

a drag lin (22) pivotally connected to sad pedal (1) at a

first end (20, 21) and extendig to a second end for
maitaining the movement of the second end indepen-
dent of the pivotal movement of said adjustment ele-
ment (5) between said plurality of adjustment positions.

4. An asmbly as set forth in claim 3 includig a drive
mechanism for pivoting said adjustment element (5)
between said adjustment positions.

5. An asmbly as set forth in clai 4 wherein said drve
mechanim compris a motor (11) and gear asembly (12)......
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(57) ABSTRCT

An adjustable pedal asembly include a mounting arrge-
ment (1) for attachment to a vehicle strcture (37), an
acclerator pedal (6), a brae pedal (7. and a clutch pedal
(8). The pedal (6, 7, 8) are pivotally supported with resect
to the mounting arangement (1) and defie a fit pivot ax

(9). An adjustment element (5) is pivotay supportd with
respect to the mountig strctu (1) and defies a second
pivot ax (4). The adjustment element (5) selectively moves
the pedals (6, 7, 8) between a plurality of operable positions.
The adjustable pedal asembly is characterized by the pedal

(6, 7, 8) being pivotally supported with respect to the
adjustment element (5) wherein the second pivot axs (4) is

generally parallel to the first pivot axis (9). A drivig
mechani with an electric motor (11) and gear assmbly
(12) is used to rotate the adjustnent element (5) about the
second pivot axi (4). The pedals (6, 7, 8) are pivotally
mounted withi the adjustment element (5) to pivot about
the first pivot ax (9), thus the fist pivot ax (9) moves with
resct to the seond pivot axi (4) when the adjustment

element (5) is rotated.

2 Claims, 3 Drawig Sheets
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1

ADJUSTABLE PEDAL ASSEMBLY
2

SUMY OF THE INNTON AN
ADVANGES

The present invention concern an adjustable pedal
asmbly for a vehicle including a mountig arangement
for attacbigthe pedal asmbly to a vehicle stnicte where
a pluralty of pedal. are arranged pivotay relative to the
mountig arngement and are aranged pivotay relative to
an adjustment element, with the pedal pivotig about one
ax and the adjustment element pivoting about another ax. 15

An adjustable pedal asmbly includes a mountig
Th application is a contiuation. of copending applica- arangement for attachment to a vehile stnicture and at least

tion Serial No. 09/174,748, fied Oct 19, 1998. 5 one peda pivotay supported with respeCt to the mountig
strcture. The pedal pivots about a fit pivot ax. An

adjustment element is pivotally supportd with reect to the

mounting strcture and defies a send pivot ax. The
adjustment element'selectively moves the pedal betwn a

10 pluralty of operable positions. The asmbly is charaèter-

izd by' the pedal being pivotaly supported with resect to

the àdjustment element wherein the second pivot axis is
generay parallel to the fit pivot ax

RELAD APPUCAON

lECHCA FIEL

BRIEF DESCRPTON OF TH DRAWIGS
BACKGROUN OF 1l INNTON Other advantages of the present invention wi be readily

Conventional automotive technology has provided an appreciated as the same becmes better understood by
adjustable drver's seat to accommodate drivers of varous reference to the following detailed descrption when con-
heights. Typically, seat adjusers can move the seat in sidered in connection with the accompanyig drawigs
various directions includi up and down, fore and aft 20 wherein:
and/or titig the seat relative to the vehicle. Th allows the FIG. lis a perspective view of the subject adjusable
driver to move closer to or farter away from vehicle contrl pedal assmbly;
pedals. Another option usd in the automotive indiitry to FIG. 2 is a front view of the adjustable pedal asmbly

acco~odate. drivers ~aving diere~t heights, is to pro~de 2S shown in FIG. 1; and
the vehicle with an adjustable steenng wheeL. The steenng FIG. 3 is a side view of the adjustable pedal asembly

wheel is tyically adjustable in a longituinal direction in shown in FIG. 1.
relation to the vehicle and can usualy be adjusted vertically.

Despite the great adjustient possibilties that exit with
these two diferent options it is not always posble to fid 30
an optial drving position if the mounting of the vehicle Referring to the Figues, wherein lie numeral indicate

control pedal is fied with the vehicle. A thd option is lie or correspondig par thoughout the several views, an

to have vehicle control pedal that are selectively adjustable adjustable pedal asembly is shown in FIG. 1. The invention
to accommodate drivers having diferent heights. One such wi be descnbed below usg diectional and positional
adjustable pedal asmbly is descried in U.S. Pat. No. 35 indications. These indications concern the conditions that
4,870,871. The adjustable pedal assembly in thi patent prevàil when the object of the invention is mounted in a

involves fastening the pedals along threaded shaft whereby vehicle. Thus, indications such as "left .. "rit," "forward

the pedals ca be shifted horiontaly towar or away frm (fore direction)," "rearard (af direction)," etc. in the

the vehicle drver though rotation of the shafts. Th con- application concern corrspndig indications as normaly
strction is complicated and expensive. Aditionally, if the 40 usd in connection with a vehicle and should not be con-
vehicle colldes with another, object, some of the pedal sidered liting.

components in this design may come into contact with the In FIG.' I, referenc number 1 generaly concern a

driver, which is undesirble. mounting arrangement by which the adjutable peal asm-
For an adjustable pedal assmbly to operate well in bly is ,mounted to a vehicle strcture 37. The mountig

practice, it is not suffcient that the pedals merely be shtable 45 arrangement 1 is designed and situated. to provide a secug
toward and away frm the driver. In positions where the of the peda asmbly in a special supprtg bar that is
pedal ar far away, i.e., at a long ditance from the driver, separate from a vehicle cowl so that the pe asmbly is
it is necesry that pedal pads be orientate in a more not afected by such moVements that th cowl might mak

vertical position than is the ca when the pe are closer durg a collion. The mountig arangement 1 which thus
to the drver. A shortr driver, who moves the drer's set so' wil be desigated as stationary relative to the vehicle, is
closer to the steering wheel and higher up, wi maneuver the compri of a fit fastenig element 2 an a send

peaaT. -riorë uori aOeivetlãiï is tlëë:ãS Wíilia iãii onv-eÍ fateii ërêiiëiït"3' WitIfa1Cigpöiits23mdi4-aš,;¡ëll
who lowers the drver's seat and moves it away frm the as 2S and 26, reectively. The tw (2) fastenig elements 2
steerig wheeL.' and 3 have support that defie a pivot ax 4. Any ty of

Thus, it would be desirable to provie an adjutable peda 55 fateners known in the art can be us to fasten the fateni

asmbly that includes horintal adjustment, i.e., adjust- elements 2, 3 to the vehicle stct 37 at fatenig points

ment in fore and af dirctons with resct to the vehicle, 23, 24, 25, 26.

and which includes angular adjustment of the pe pad so The object of the inventon al includes an adjustment

that the pads can be angled upwardly when the peal are element that is generaly deated by 5. The adjustment

closer to the driver. It is important that th pedal asmbly 60 element 5 is connecte to the mountig arangement 1 and
. include a drive arangement for selectively adjusting pedal is pivota relative to, the mounti arngement about the
position that can be easily integrated in the vehicle. It is als 'pivot ax 4.
desirable for the adjustable pedal asembly to to be designed The adjustment elemen.t S serves to fasten and support a
such that if the vehicle is in a collion, the pedal compo- plurality of peda 6, 7, 8 which ar supported by the
nents wi not come into contact with the drver. Finaly, the 65 mountig arangement 1. Each of the peal 6, 7, 8 is
adjustable pedal asmbly should be simpler in desgn and connected to an actuator that is us to contrl a vehicle
less expensive than prior art pedal asmblies. system. Th wi be dis in grater detail below.

DETAID DESCRION OF 1l
PREFERRED EMBODIMNT
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Preferably, pedal 8 is a clutch pedal used to activate a A driving mechanm is used to selectively move the

clutch mechanism for shiftg gears withi a vehicle. Pedal adjustment element 5 about the pivot ax 4. In the fastenig
7 is preferably a brak pedal used to activate a vehicle element 2 of the mountig arrangement l;shown in FIG. 2,
brag system and pedal 6 is preferably an accelerator a stator element 10 is attached to an anguar gear asembly

pedal usd to activate an engie thttle. While three (3) 5 that caI be selectively dnven under the effct of an electric
pedals 6, 7, 8 are shown it should be understod that the drive motor 11. The angur gear asmbly has a rotor
adjustable pedal asembly coul include more or les peda. element 12 rotates with ret to the stator 10 and whch is

Each of the pedals 6, 7, 8 extends downwardly from the supportd on th~ fastening eiement 2 to drive the adjustment
adjustment element 5 and termate at a pedal pad 30,31, element 5, seen in FIG. 1. Thus, with the rotation of the rotor
32, resectively. The pedal pads 30, 31, 32 are attached to 10 element 12; the adjustment element 5 wi follow the move-
free ends of the pedals 6,7,8 and are adapted to recive the ment and hence pivot about the pivot axi 4.
driver's foot.' The angur gear aSembly is designed as a planetary gea

The pedal 6, 7, 8 are pivotally supportd in the adjust- that is self-brakg and designed to handle very large rota-

ment element 5 and are pivotal around a common pivot axi tionaltorques on the order of 100 Nm (Newton-meters) or
9, which is shown in FIG. 1. The two (2) pivot axes 4 and 15 more. Thus no lockg element is requed for lockig the
9 are esentialy paralel to each other, and are approxi- adjustment element 5 in the selected adjustment position.

mately horiontal and crosswi relative to the longitudnal The gear asmbly is alo extemely compact in its outer
direction of the vehicle. dimensions whih improves packagig.

As an alternative to the common pivot ax 9 for the three . As an alternative to the anguar gear, a liear adjustig

(3) pedal 6, 7, 8, it is possible that each of the pedals 6, 7, 20 device ca be coupled to a connectig element 15 that
8 could be suspended around two or possibly thee pivot extends between fastening element 2 an fatening element

axes separated from each other. In this embodiment also, the 3, and whch is located at a ditace frm the pivot ax 4.

pivot axes are approximately parallel to each other, and are Optionaly the linear adjusti device can be connected to an
generally horizontal and orientated crosswi relative to the element that is non-rotationaly connected to the connectig

longitudinal diecton of the vehicle. '2S element 15.
It is evident from the view in FIG. 3, which shows the To summare, the the pedals 6, 7, 8 in the adjustable

adjustable pedal asembly from the side, tht the pivot ax pedal asembly ar pivotay supported with resect to the
9 for the pedal 6, 7, 8 is located beneath and in frnt of the adjustment element 5 wherein the second pivot ax 4 is
pivotaifs4fortheadjustmentelement~.Beca~thepeal 30 generaly par~llel to the .first ,pivot axis 9. The driving
6,7, 8 in the unactuated state are spring-tensioned to stop mechanim with the electnc motor 11 and gear asembly 12
positions in the clockwse diection around the pivot axi 9, is usd to selectively rotate the 

adjustment element 5 about

it is evident that with the pivotig of the adjustment element the second pivot ax 4. The pedal 6, 7, 8 are pivotally
5 around the pivot ax 4, the adjustment element 5 and the mounted withi the adjustment element 5 to pivot about the
pedals 6, 7, 8 suspended on the adjustment element 5 wi first pivot ax 9, thus the position of the first pivot ax 9

move as a rigid unit. 35 moves with respect to the seond pivot axis 4 when th
FIG. 3 shows the peda 6, 7, 8 with solid lines in the adjustment element 5 is rotated.

unactuated state and in an initial position before such a The adjustment element 5 has two (2) opposite fateni

pivotig and with dashed lies in the unactuated stated afer ears 13 and 14, one on each side of the connectig element
such a pivotig. In other words, the solid lies show the 40 15. One fastenig ear 13 

is connected to the rotor element 12

position of the pedals 6, 7, 8 at their fuest position from of the anguar gear asmbly. The other fastening ear 14 has
the dnver before they are pivoted asa unit about pivot axi an articuated connection with fastening element 3 so that
4 and the dashed lies show the position of the peda 6, 7, the adjustment element 5 becomes pivotal around the above

8 afer they have been pivoted as a unt about pivot axi 4 pivot a. 4. The connecti element lS extnds horintally
and where the pedal 6, 7, 8 are in their closest positon to 4S between the two (2) fatenig ears 13, 14.
the dnver. It is evident frm FIG. 3 that as the pedal 6, 7, Fastenig ear 13 on the adjustment element 5 extends
8 were pivote about pivot ax 4, the pedal pads 30,31,32 forwardly from the rotor element 12 and serves to support a
were shited rearardly in the longidina dirction of the pivot pin 16, shown in FIG.. 2. The pivot pin 16 rotatably

vehicle to a consderable extent. Adtionaly, as the peda supports' the' clutch 8 and brake 7 pedal an extends
6, 7, 8 were pivoted about pivot axi 4, the peal pads 30, 50 longitualy along pivot axi \I such that the pedals 7, 8
3li3~~~~ angle.. ~_l!Lai !~,tta.t!s ~.i~_a.t lS rot~t~,abut.È"c:t ai~.9~
~e angi~ of rotation for the adjustment element 5 ~und the The clutch pedal 8 is connected to an actator that
pivot ax 4. The peda pads 30, 31, 32 ar alo lited to a controls the vehicle clutch. The actator includes a forwrd-

hiher leveL.' directed ar 17 tht is attached to the adjustient element 5,
In the exaiple,showo, the longitudinal shit of the peda 55 an which serves to faten a maneuverig device 18 in the

pads can be up to 100 mm with a pivot angle of about 18° form of a piston/cylider un that is to be actuated by the

aroun the pivot axi 4 at the sae tie as the pedal pad 30, clutch p,eda18. The maneuverig device 18 is connected to

31, 32 are lited about 20 mm. A correspondig angling up a freewheel clutch of the vehicle via a tube that is designated
of the pedal pads 30, 31, 32 is also effected. The position of by 19. The tube 1\1 is readiy beDdable and deformable such
the pivot axis \I of the pedal 6,7, 8 in the example ilustrated 60 that it cannot, trnsfer any movements to th peda asembly
mean that in the intial position accrdig to the drawi, or components of the pedal asmbly in the cas of a vehicle

an angle is formed between a" vertcal line 34 though the collion. Thus, when the tube 1\1 exprience~ a load level
pivot ax 4 and a connecting lie 3S between the pivot ax that exceed a predetermined lit, such as when the vehicle
4 and the pivot ax \I of approxiately 35°. It shoù1d be colldes with anthr object, the tu 1\1 wi bend and wi
i,derstod that the numerical quantities for the horinta 65 prevent the clutch pedal 8 frm contactg the driver.
vertcal, and anguar adjustments died above, are The açclerator peal 6 is COIUcted to an actor that
exemplar in nature an ar~ not liitig. contrls the vehicle engine throttle. The accelerator pedal 6
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is preferably connected to an electrc control potentiometer
36, shown schematically in FIG. 2. The potentiometer 36 is
fastened in the adjustment element 5 and whch emits an
electric signal that is dependent on the position of the
accelerator pedal 6 around the pivot ax 9. The potentiom- 5
eter 36 is connected to the engine of the vehicle via electric
lines. While an electromc throttle control confguation is
preferred, the subject adjusable pedal asmbly could be
usd in standa push-pul cable operated confgurations.

10
The brake pedal 7 is connected to an actuator that controls

the vehicle brag system. The brake pedal 7 has an arm 20

directed upwardly, which can be sen as an extension of the
pedal arm 7 past the pivot axs 9. The upwardy diected ar
20 has a recess 21 in which a drg link 22 is fastened. The 15
opposite (front) end of the drag li 22 is connected to a

brake servo located in the vehicle. By application of
upwardly directed arm 20 the brake pedal 7 wi be swng
forward (away frm the drver) if the drag li 22 should be
shifted rearwrdly (toward the drver) durg a vehicle 20

collion. 1b wi prevent the brake pedal 7 from coming

into contact with the driver durg a vehicle collion.

To make the brakè fuction independent of the pivotig of

the adjustment element 5 around the pivot ax 4, the drag
link 22 is located in the forward end position of the pedal 2S
6, 7, 8 over a connection line between the pivot ax 4 and
the forward fastenig of the drg li 22 in the brake servo.

With a counter-clockwe pivotig of the adjustment
element, as seen in FIG. 3, such that the pedal 6, 7, 8 are
shied rearardly in the vehicle, the drag lin wi pas 30
down on the underside of the connection lie. Suitably, the
drag li 22 is located symmetrcaly around the connection

line in the two extme posiiions of the pedals 6, 7, 8.

The maneuvering device, desiged as, a pist6n!cylinder 3S
unit 18 for the clutch pedal 8 can be omitted and replaced

with an arrangement of the typ described above in connec-
tion with the brake pedal 7. It ,is al conceivable to us a
hydraulic transfer with the brake pedal 7 of the type descòe
in connection with the clutch pedal 8. With regard to the 40

accelerator pedal 6, a mechanical connection such as a wie
or cable, ca be uSt as an alternative to the elecica
transfer desnòed above.

The invention has been desribed in an ilustrative
manner, and it is to be understood that the terminology 4S

which has been usd is intended to be in the nature of words
ot desction rather than of liitation.

Obviously, many modifcations and varations of the
present invention are poible in light of the above teach- 50

ings. It is, therefore, to be understood tht within the scpe
of'!lë appeiiãe ctiis, wliëreirëfreiicenuiieraI áre

merely for convenience and are not to be in any way

limitig, the invention may be practiced otheiw than as
specicay desòed.

6
What is claimed is:
1. An adjustable ped asmbly compriing:
a moUntig arangement (I, 2, 3) for attachment to a

vehicle strcture (37);
at least one pedal (6, 7, or 8) havig fit and seond ends

and supported for pivotaly moving about a first pivot
ax (9); ,

an adjustment element (5) pivotally supported on sad
mountig arngement (1, 2, 3) for pivotal movement
about a second pivot ax (4) with respect to sad

mountig arangement (1, 2, 3);
said fi pivot ax (9) interconnectig said pedal (6,7,8)

and said adjustment clement (5);
said second pivot axi (4) being generaly paralel to sad

first pivot axis (9),
a drive mechanim aperably connected to sad adjustment

element (5) for selectively rotatig said adjustment

element (5) about said secnd pivot axis (4) between
various adjuste positons for selectiely movig sad
pedal (6, 7, or 8) between a pluralty of operable

positions; . an electrc output control operatively con-,
nected to said pedal an diectly responSve to move-
ment of said ped about said first ax for eleètrcally
controllig a vehicle system in respns to pivota
movement of said peda about said first ax in anyone
of said adjusted positions of said adjustment element
(5) about said send ax.

2. An adjustable pedal asmbly compriing:
a mountig arangement (1, 2, 3) for attachment to, a
vehicle strcture (37); ,

at least one pedal (6, 7, or 8) havig fit and seond ends
and supported for pivotaly movig about a fit pivot

ax (9);
an adjustment clement (5) pivotally supported on sad

mounting arangement (1,2,3) for pivotal movement
about a second pivot ax (4) with respect to sad

mounting arangement (1, 2, 3);
said first pivot ax (9) interconnectig sad pedal (6,7, or

8) and said adjutment element (5);
said second pivot axs (4) being generally paralel to sad

first pivot axi (9), a drive mechanism operably con-
nectedto said adjustment element (5) for selectively
rotating said adjustment element (5) and said fit pivot

ax (9) about said second, pivot axi (4) betwen

varous adjusted poitions for selectively movig sad
pedal (6, 7, or 8) between a pluralty of operable \
positions; an electrc signal generator reacti betwn
sad ped and said adjusment element for electrally
controlli a vehicle system in resns to pivotal
movement of sad peda about said fit ax in anyone

of saáaàjiiteã pöSúíons of saia àdJiitierit elëment

(5) about said send ax......
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(57) ABSTRCT

A vehicle control pedal apparatu (12) includes a support

(18) adapted to be mounted to a vehicle strctue (20) and '

an adjustable pedal asmbly (22) havig a peda ar (14)

that is moveable in fore and af diections with respect to the

suport (18). A pivot (24) pivotally support the adjustable
pedal asmbly (22) with respect to the support (18) and
defies a pivot ax (26). The contrl pedal apparatu (12)

fuer includes an electroni thttle contrl (28) attached

to the support (18) for controllng an engie thotte (30).
The apparatu (12) is characteried by the electronic throttle
control (28) being responsive to the pivot (24) for providig
a signal (32) that corronds to pedal arm position as,the
pedal ar (14) pivots about the pivot axi (26) between rest
and applied positions, Thus the control pedal apparatu (12)
can adjus pedal ar position in fore an af directions

without havi to move the electrnic throttle control unit

(28) along with the pedal ar (14). Additionaly, the elec-

tronic throtte control (28) is responsve to the pivot (24)
about which the adjustable pedal asembly (22) rotates.

i

4 Claims 4 Drawing Sheets
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ADJUSTABLE PEDALASSEMBLY WIH
ELECTRONIC THOTl CONTOL

RELAD APPliCATON

2
about the pivot ax between res and applied positions.
Acrdingly, the subject invention provides a simplied
vehicle contrl peda asmbly tht is less expnsive, and
which uss fewer par and is easier to packae with the
vehicle.5

Th application is a contiuation of application Ser. No.
09/26,975, filed Jan. 26, 1999, U.s. Pat. No. 6,109,241. BRIEF DESCRIPTON OF TI DRAWIGS

Other advantages of the presnt invention wi be readiy
apprecited as the sae bemes better undersod by

10 reference to the followi detaed descrption whencoii-
sidered in connection with the accompanyig, drawigs
wherein

FIG. 1 is a sicie view of a vehicle, parially in cross-

15 section, includi the subject peal asmbly,
FIG. 2 is a side view of the suject pedal asembly

showig a peda an in fore and af positions
FIG. 3 is a side view of the subject pedal asembly in a

BACKGROUND OF TI INNTON pivoted position;
Pedal asmblies ar usd in vehicles to control the 20 FIG. 4 is an exploded view of the pedal asmbly shown

movement of the vehicle. For example, a vehicle drver in FIG. 3; an

applies a force to an accelerator peda to move the pedal FIG. 5 is a front view, partaly in cros-section, of the
from' a rest position to an applied position. In the applied pedal asmbly shown in FIG. 3.
position, the accelerator pedal tyicaly actuates an engine

throttle, which contrls the acceleration and speed of the 2S DETAI DESCRON OF TI
vehicle. Often these pedal asemblies include an adjustment PRERRED EMBODIMNT
apparatu that alows the position of a pedal an and/or a Referrg to the Figues, wherein li numeral indicate
pedal pad to be moved with respect to the drver. Th alows li or corrondig par thughout the several views a
the peda asmbly to accommodate drivers of vanous vehicle 10 with a contrl peal apparatu 12 is shown in
heights. Thus, the adjustment apparatu allows the pedal 30 FIG. 1. The control pedal aparatu 12 inludes a pedal arm
asmbly to be moved closer to the driver when the drver 14 that ca be adjusted in fore an af dictions with respect
is short and allows the pedal asembly to be moved futher to the vehicle 10 by a drver 16. Ths adjustment capabilty
away frm the drver when the drver is ta. Examples, of allows the pedal ar 14 to be positioned to accommodate

adjustable pedal asemblies are shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. drvers 16 of vaous heigts.

5,4~O,O~1 and.5;632,183 all asigned to the asignee of the 35 The vehicle control pedal apparatu 12 includes a support
subject mvention. 18 adapted to be mounted to a vehicle strcture 20 such as

Additionally, adjustable pedal asmblies can include an a firewal or das member, for example. Th support 18 can
electnic throttle control assmbly for a drive-by-wie be a bracket, housing, or other strctual suppor member

system. Th electronic throttle control assmbly is usd to 40 known in the ar. The support 18 can be a untar member
generate an electrical signal that corrsponds to the position that is attache dictly to th vehicle strctue 20 or the

of the accelerator. pedal. The electronic throttle contrl support 18 can be compri of a plurality of, support
asmbly replace traditinal mechanical liages between membCrs, one of which is attched to the vehicle strctue
the pedal arm and the engie thottle. One such adjustment 20.
apparatu used with an electro~ic thottle contr~l is shown in 45 As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the control peda apparatu 12
U.S. Pa~ No..5,819,593 asigned to the asignee of the fuer includes an adjustable pedal asmbly 22 with a

present mvention. , pedal ar 14 tht is moveale in fore and aft diections ,with
When a vehicle control pedal asmbly includes both an respct to th support 18. In FIG. 2, the pedal ar 14 is

'adjusent apparatus and an electrnic throttle control, the shown in the fuest adjustment positn in the fore diec-
pedal asmbly ca be complex wi a great number of par. 50 tion in solid lies and in the fuest adjustment position in
Thes.contrlpedai asmbliçs .ça ~ g¡Ç§lVç..J!me iM..~tiin dased lies. The adiusable pedal
consumg to asble, and require a signcant amount of asembly 22 preferably include an electc motor (not

packagig spac. shown) for contrlling the movement of th.e pedal an, ~ 4 in

SUMY OF'TH INVON AN the fore and aft dictons, as is well 

known in the ar; e I

ADVANAGES '5S àdjustabie peda, ,asm,blY 22 ca be a~~fvanous a t-able pedal asmblies kiwi in the ar.;,or example, th
A vehicle' control pedal apparat includes a suport adjustable pedal asmbly 22 could be similar to the adjus-

adapted to be mounted to a vehicle strctu an an adjust- able pedal asmbly in U.S. Pat. No. 5,632.183 asigned to

able peda asmbly wi a peal an tht is moveabièin the asgnee of th presnt invenûon and incorpratedherein

fore and aft directions wi respect to the support A pivo~ by reference.
pivotally supports the adjustable. pedal asmbly wit~ \ A pivot 24 pivotay support the adjiitable pedal asm-

respect to the support and defies a pivot, ax. The control bly 22 witl respet to the vehile strcture 20 an defies a
pedal apparatu futher includes an electronic thttle con- pivot ax 26 (shown in FIG. 5). The pivot 24 is preferably

trol attached to the support for controllng an engie throttle. compri of a fit pivot member 34 deßnng a fist pivot
The apparatu is characterid' by. the electronic thottle 6S member' ax 36 and a send pivot member ,38 defining a

control being responsve to th pivot for proviing a sign send pivot member ax 40. The firs 36 and second 40
corresponding to pedal arm position as the pedal an pivots pivot member axes are collinear to defie the pivot ax 26.

1ECHNCAY FffLD

The subject invention relate to vehicle contrl peda
asmbly havig an adjustment mechani for movig' a
pedal ar in fore and af diectons and an electrnic thottle
control for controllg an engie throtte. Speccaly, the
pedal asmbly includes a pivot about which the adjusent
mechanism rotates when the pedal arm is actuated and
which provides input to the electronic thottle contrl for

providing a signal that corresponds to pedal arm postion.

~
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While two pivot members 34, 38 are preferred a single pivot receivers 58 for snap fit attachment to tabs 60 located on 

the

could be used or additional pivot members could be us to second housing porton 44.
provide additional pivotal support. The bracket 46 pivots abut the pivot ax 26 when a forc

The fit 34 and second 38 pivot members are longitudi- is applied to the pedal arm 14 to move the peal ar 14 
frm

naly spaced apart from one another to defie a clearance 5 the rest to the applied position. The electoni throttle

space 42 for the pedal ann 14 as the pedal ar 14 pivots control 28 is fied with resect to the vehicle structe 20

about the pivot axi 26. Thus, when the pedal ar 14 is suh that the pedal 
arm 14 moves in fore and af dins

moved from a rest position to an applied position, as shown with respect to the electronic throttle control 28 and with
in FIG. 3, the pedal ar 14 ca move between the first 34 ret to the vehicle strct 20. Thus the adjustable pedal

and seond 38 pivot members without coming into contact 10 asmbly 22 pivots with rect to the vehicle strct 20

with the pivot members 34, 38. If only a sigle pivot an moves the pedal ar 14 in fore and af dictions with

member is used, the clearance space 42 between pivot respt to the vehicle strcte 20, whie the electronic

members is not neeed. thotte control 
28 remai fied with respec to the vehicle

The control peda apparatu 12 al includes an electronic ~trctu 20. In other word the. pedal arm 14 moves

throttle control mechan 28 attached to the vehicle strc- 15 independently from the electromc throttle control 28.
tue 20 for controllg an engi throttle 30 shown sche- ~ddi~ona1y~ the pedal ar ~4 moves in fore and aft
matically in FIG. 1. The electrnic throtte control 28 is directions with respect 

to the pivot 24.

responsive to the pivot 24 an provides a signal 32 that The adjustable peda asmbly ~ includes a gude rod 62

corresponds to pedal arm position as the pedal ann 14 pivots for support the pedal ar 14 and whch defines a loag-

about the pivot ax 26 between rest and applied positions. :w tudial ax 64. The pedal ar 14 moves in the fore and aft
ThuS, the signal 32 wi var as the pedal ar 14 moves from diections along the longitual ax 64. The longitual

the rest position to the applied position. The electronic ax 64 is perpendicular to the pivot ax 26. Thus, the gude

thottle control mechanim 28 can be any of varous elec- rod 62 is rotatable about the pivot ax 26 along wi the

tronic throttle control mechanims known in the ar, as the bracket 46 when the pedal arm 14 pivots about the pivot ax
one descnbed in U.S. Pat No. 5,819,593 asigned to the 2S 26.
asignee of the present invention and incorporated herein by The adjustable pedal asmbly 22 futher, inclues a
reference. beanng member 66 for slidablysupprtin the peda ar 14

The electronic throttle control 28 is preferably resnsive on the gude rod 62. The bearg member 66 is preferably a

to the fist pivot member 34 to provide the signl 32 that 30 bushig, however, other bearg members well known in the

corresponds to pedal arm position. The second pivot mem-, ar can be used. In the preferr embodent, an electric

ber 38 preferably provides pivota balance for the pedal arm motor is usd to, drve a scw drve mechan housed
14 as the pedal ann 14 pivots about the pivot axis 26. It within the guide rod 62, which caus the bearg member
should be understood however that the electrnic thottle 66 and the pedal ar 14 to move along the gude ro 62.

control 28 could also be mounted on the opposite side of the 35 The control peal apparatu 12 al includes a resilent

control pedal asmbly 12 such that the second pivot mem- member 68, shown in FIG. S, which react between the
ber 38 provides input to product the signal 32 while the first pedal ar 14 and the bracket 46 for providing reisance as

pivot member 34 provides additional balance for the pedal the pedal arm 14 is moved from the rest poition to the

ara 14 as it pivots. applied position. Th restance provides a "feer' 16 as the
The electronic throttle control mechanim 28 preferably 40 pedal ar 14 pivots that corrspond to the feel that a driver

includes a first housing portion. 42 and a seond housing experiences in pedal asmbly having a cable asmbly as
porton 44, shown in FIG. 4. In the preferred embodent part of a mechancal li to the engie throttle 30. The
the housng portons 42, 44 pary serve as the support 18 reilent member 68 is preferably a coil spnng with a spnng
for the control pedal apparatus 12 and are fied relative to center 70 that is concentrc with the pivOt 24. The spnng 68

the vehicle strcture 20. The adjustable pedal asembly 22 is 45 has a fit spnng end 72 engagig the pedal ar 14 and a
supported on a bracket 46 that is mounted to the housg secnd spring end 74 engagg the bracket 46. In addition to
portons 42, 44. The second housg porton 44 includes a provig resistance as the pedal ar 14 is moved to the
fit pivota support S4 and a second pivota Support 56. The applied position, the spri 68 retu the pe arm 14 to

first pivotal support S4 receives the first pivot member 34 the rest position afer a forc 
applied to the peal ar 14 ha

and the second pivotal support 56 receives the serond pivot 50 been removed. ,
~ember 38. As did. ~9~I1.t~~~!14an\i S!conçl18 Th~_S1nng: ~ is S!rtd ln a cyli~~ poit()n 76 that
pivot members fonn the pivot 24 about which the pedal arm extends inwardly frm the second housing portn 44 of the
14 pivots. electronic thottle 

contrl 28, toward the ped am 14. Thus,

The bracket 46 includes a first leg 48 and a send leg SO the cylidrca porton 76 is located between the ped ar
that extend downwardly frm a central. base member 52. 55 14 and the first leg 48 of the brackt 46.
While the bracket 46 is shown with two legs 48, 50, the Whe the sprig 68 is shown as a coil spnng that is

bracket 46 could alo be confgued to have only a single leg supported about pivot 24, other sprig confguatons know
or could have additional leg members: The bracket 46 need in the art coul al be usd. Al, the spnng 68 c:ul be

only provide partial support for the adjustable ped asm- located at a position other thn about pivot 24. The ma
bly 22. 60 function of the spnng 68 is to act upon the peal ar 14 to

The bracket 46 is partiy intalled withi the second provide a feel to the drver as the peal ar 14 pivots
housing member 44 such that the fist pivota support 54 is A cable attachment member 78 can optionaly be sup-
adjacent to the first leg 48 and the second pivota support S6 portd on one of the pivot members 34, 38 to supprt a cable

is adjacent to the seond leg SO. The fist housg portion 42 asmbly for attachment to the engine thttle 30. Th
is attached to the second housing porton nea the, first 65 confguaton would be us in place of the electronic
pivotal support 54 to enclos the electronic thottle control thttl contrl 28; i.e., th confgution is usd with a pedal
28. The firs housing porton 42 preferably includes tab asmbly havig a mechanca 

li to the thotte.
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'Te control pedal apparatu U of the subject invention
provides both an adjustment apparatu 22 and an electronic
thottle control 28 in an asmbly that reqes less pack-
agig space and which requies fewer components than prior
art contrl pedal. Th reduces overal asmbly tie and s
reduces material cost. The control pedal apparatu U
provides the additional benefits of havig a single pivot (24)
to pivotay support the peda ar 14 in addtion to providing
input to the electonic throttle contrl 28. Thus the control
pedal appara~ ~ allo,, adjutm?nt of the pedal ar 14 ~ 10
fore and aft dictions without havig to move the electronic
throttle control unit 28 along with the pedal ar 14, and the
electronic throttle contrl 28 is responsive to the pivot 24
about which the adjustable pedal asmbly 22 rotates.

The invention has been desribed in an ilustrative
manner, and it is to be understood that the terminology 1S

which has been usd is intended to be in the nature of word
of descrption rather than of liitation.

Obviously, many modations and variations of the
present invention are possible in light of the above teach.
ings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within the scpe 20
of the appended clais, wherein reference numeral are

merely for convenience and are not to be in any way

liitig, the invention may be practiced otherwe than as

specicay described.What is claied is 2S
1. An adjustable pedal asembly for a vehicle compriing;
a support (1/l) for mountig to a vehicle strtue;

an adjustabib pedal asmbly (22) having a gude member
(62) rotatably supprted by said support (18) for pivotal
movement about a pivot ax (26); and 30

a pedal arI (14) supported on said gude member (62) for
rectiear movement in fore and aft dirctons relative
to said support (18)~ sad guide member (62) and said
pivot ax (26) between varous adjusted positions;

an electronic control (28) supported on said support, (18) 3S

and reponsive to pivota movement of said pedal arm
(14) and said guide member (62) about said pivot ax
(26),

6
said electronic control (28) being fied relative to sa

support (18) such that said pedal arm (14) moves in fore
and af ditions with respect to said electronic control

(28), said electrnic control (28) being responsive to

pivotal movement of said gude member (62) about
sad pivot ax (26) for providing a signal (32) that
corronds to pedal arm (14) position as said pedal
ar (14) pivots said gude member (62) about sa
pivot ax (26).

2. An asmbly as set forth in claim 1 wherein said pedal
arm (14) is in sliding engagement with said gude member

(62) and extends frm sad gude member (62) to lower pad
end.

3. An asmbly as set fort in claim 2 including a drive for
movig sad pedal arm (14) along sad guide member (62).

4. A vehicle control ped apparatus (12) compriing:
a support (18) adapted to be mounted to a vehicle struc-

tue (20);
an adjustable pedal aseuibly (22) havig a pedal ar (14)

moveable in force and af directions with respect to sa
support (18);

a pivot (24) for pivotay supportng said adjustable pedal
asmbly (22) with respect to said support (18) and
defig a pivot axi (26); and

an electrnic contrl (28) attached to said support (18) for

controllg a vehicle system;

said apparatus (U) characterized by said electronic con-
trol (28) being reponsve to said pivot (24) for pro-
vidig a signal (32) that corrsponds to pedal ar
position as said pedal arm (14) pivots about said pivot
ax (26) between rest and applied positiori wherein
the position of said pivot (24) remais constant whie
said pedal ar (14) moves in fore and af diections
with respect to sad pivot (24).

*****
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(57) ABSTCl
In a position adjustble pe asembly for a vehicl, a
pedal pad position is adjusble in a longitudial direc

tion of the vehicle; A lever is cOnnected to a stationar
bracket for a pivota movement about a pivot ax and is
formed with a liear trck extendig in the vehicular

, longitudial diection. Apeal ar is provided with a
peda pad at its lower end and with a guide member at
its upper end and is connecte to the lever for the piv-
ota movement with the lever in repons to a øepres-
sion force applied to the peda pad. An adjust lever is
provided on the lever for a relative movement to the
lever and is formed with an arc-shaped track. The rela-
tive movement of the adjust lever is caused when the
guide member moves with the liea trck and simul.

. taeously with the ar-shape tråck whie the peal
pad position is adjusted~ The adjust lever is provided
with a connecting member which is. movable withi
another arc-shaped track in response to the reltive

movement of the adjus lever. Accordingly, when the
pedal pad position is adjusted to move the gude mem-
ber, the relative movement órthe adjust lever is caused
to vary a position of the connecting member corre-
sponding to a magntude of the movement or the guide
member, i.e., corresponding to the vañtion in a dis

tace from the pivot ax to the pedal pad. The depres.

sion force is applied to ,a vehicle operation system

through the connectig member.
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2
circumerential direction is held substatially constat
by using adjustable stopper mea, irespective of the

, adjuste peal position.
BACKGROUN OF THE INNTON A sti furer object of the presnt invention is to

1.. Field of the Invention S provide a position adjustable pe asmbly, wherèi a
, The prest inv~tion relat to a poition adj~ble reatio~ forc ~pp~ed to compoents of th ~. ~
pe.asbly fora vehicle. More speüicy, the ~mblym~e~ecü~nal?ngalengtorthevehle,i.e.
pr~t invention relate to an automotive position ad- in th~ longitudi diection of ~e vehicle to .be gener-

jusble pe as&ly to be us sucli as for bra, ate~ m respons to the depr~on forc applied to the
acieratr and cluth pe wherein a poition of the 10 pedal pad by the drver 

is considca~lyreducc so as to

pe 'isadjustale in the forward an reaard diec att the stengt of the peal asbly as well as
tions of the vehicle. smooth peda opeation feeligs
2. Desnption or the Background Ar To accomplih the above-mentioned and other ob-

. 'lere has ben propose a pe asmbly which jects, acordig to one ast or 
the presnt invention,

, ., en.1es a drver to ådjust a poition of the peda in the 1S a position adjustablepc.dal asbly for a vehicle com-
ford an reaaTd diecon of the vehicle acrd- pns a stationar bracket fied to a vehicle boy, a
ing to hi or her height. Th.is requied sice if the lever pivotably connected to th stationa bracket
drers set is adjuste forwardly or reardly to about a pivot ax'a peda ar with a peal pad at its

mah hi or her height, th~ viua field is vared corre- lower end, the pe ar being connec to the lever
sJ:nding to the sct poition, w~7!i is not preferable in, 20 so as to pivot about the pivot ax along with the lever
vi ?f saety. as ,~ell as ~e dnvig comfortble. Fur- in respons to a depresion force applied to the peda

tJ, if the dnver s sca~ ~ moved reaardly, the leg pad, fit mea provided between the lever an the
!~ for a pasenger si~ins on the rea scat becomes ped ar for adjustig Ì\ position of the pe pa in am:vitably naow. Accordingl~, there ~ve ben re- , longitudi direction of the vehicle, secnd mea for
q~ed such a P~?al assembly which makes it possible to 2S transmitting the depression force from the lever to a

adjust the position or the ~edal forwardly and rea- vehicle operation system, thd mea proviçled be-
wary. , . tween the lever and sad second meas, for varg a

!i the conventional ~al. asmbly, howe,,er, the point of application or the depresd force relative toan ~ problem of a. v~tion l; force app~ed to an sad second mea frm sad lever accordin to an ad-
opetig mi:ber which IS connected to a vehicle ope~- 30 'usted peda d.ti' g
aOOn system, such as a brag system, an engie thot- j . pa, posi on. ..
tle ,..alve or a clutch system, according to a position of . Accor~g to a seon~ as or the prest ~ven- ,
a peal pad betyee its adjustable range. Specricy, if hon, the thd mea v~es the point of application of
åi amount or a ditace or pivota displacement or the the depr~d forc relativ~ t~ th~ sec~nd mea from
pe' pad, i.e. of displacement of the pedal pad in the 3S the lever ~ resp~nse to vantion m a distace between
cirumerenti direction caused by the depression of the rirst p~vot ax ~ a ceter of the pe pad. .

tlpe pad by the drver is the sae, the force applied ' ,Acco.r~g t~ a th aspet or the 

prest invenü~n,

to the opetig member vwes according an adjusted the positi~n adjustable ped asbly~y fuer in-

poition of tle peda pad 
due to chage in a lengt of a 'cl~des spnng mea 

Clnnected t~ the stationa brac~et

lever between its pivot ax at itS upper end and a peal 40 at its one end ~d to the lever at .Its 0Jher end, the spnng
pad at its lower end where the depresion force is ap- mea stretchig or compressing m respons to th~
pled by' the drver. ' . v~tion or the ditace so as to change its sprig force

Th varation force the driver to operate the peal ap~lied to the lever ~d the p~al ~, the change or the

pad dierently acrdig to the adjus peda pad spnng force absorbing vantion m a requied depres

poon. 4S sion forc to be applied to the pedal pad, the vartion of, the requied depreson force being caus by the van-SUMY OF TI INION tion of the disce.
Therefore it is an object of the prest invention to Accrdig 

to afour aspet of the presnt invention,

provi a pe asbly tor a verucle whih enbles a the positi~ii adjusle pe asmbly may fuer in-
potion of a pe pad such as a brae pe pad an SO clude stopper mea provided on 

th lever, the stoppe
accrtorpe pad and a clutc pe pad to be ad. 

mea haVi an engagig porton of a shape which ha
justc forwardly and reaardly of the vehicle, i.e. in a a preetermed curatue, sad engagig porton,beg
longitu diection or the vehicle, wherein a force p~votale acrdig to an adjuste pe pad poon so
appned to an opratg member whih trmits th as tò conta 

with the sttiona braket to pret a
applc forc to a vehcle operation sy'such as a SS pivota movemnt of the lever. abut th pivot ax

brakg sytem an engie thotte valve aD a clutch exçein a predetermed value in resii to a co-
syst is hé1d substatiy con,tatunder the sae stat pivota. dilaent dita of the pe pa
pi~ta'dilameiit ditaCe of the pè pad caus from its non-deptcs position irespetive of th ad-
by a cJvets depresion action or th pe iresve jus pe pa positon, the predetermed cutu
of th .adjuste pe pad position. 60 of the engagig porton beg non-cnstat thereaong.

~o~er o~ject of the prest invention ~ to pro~e BRI DESCRON OF TI DRA WIOS
. potion adjusble pedal asbly, wherci a requied
depreion forc or leg power for depresg the pe Th pres invention wi be undertoo more fuly
pad by the sae ditace is mataed substtiy from the deted dcsnptiøn given herbeow and
c~iit. irespeti~e òfthe adjus pe pa position. 6S from th acmpanyig drwigs of the preferred em-

Arurer object or the prest invention is to provide boent of ,the invention, which are given by way of

a poùon' adjustable pe, asbly, wherei a fu exaple only, and are not inteded to be litative or
depreion dilaceent dice or ~ pe pad in the the prest invenon.

1
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In the drawigs: A tension sprig 28 is connected at its lower end to
FIG. 1 is a side elevation showing a position adjust- the firt slide pin 16 and at its upper end to the station-

able peal assembly acordig to a rir preferred em- ar braket 2. In FlG. 1, the tenson sprig 28 is in a
boent of the presnt invention, , ' balce,d position supportg a weight applied to the

FIG. 2 is a setional view taen along the lie II-II' 5 rirt slide pin 16. Acordgly, the return sprig 8 is not
or FlG. 1, energied when no depreson forc is applied to the

FlG.3 is a side elevation for showig the opetion of lever 4. The adjust lever 12 is genery of a Z-hape
th position adjustable pe asmbly of FlG. 1, and is formed with a second arc-shape hole or slot 12

wherei th pedal pad poitin is adjuste to its fore- (i.e., a second arc-shpe trck) at its arc-haped elon-

most position, 10 gate section Ua. A radius of curtu of 
the ar

FlG. 4 is aside elevation for showig the operation of shped hole 12b is not constat theaong, which wil
the position adjustale pe asmbly of FIG. I, be descn~ late. '
. :wheteIthe pe pad position is adjuste to its rea- The right side wal 4a of the lever 4 is formed with a

most position, : pai or rirt and seond elongate holes or slots 30 and 32
r FlG. 5 is a side elevation showig a position adjust- '15 (i.e., the rirt an second liea tracks) which exten in

able pealasbIy according to a send preferred paralel to eah other in the longitudin direction ofthe
'cmbòiient or the presnt invention, vehicle. Forwd ends as wel as rearard ends of the
" 'FiG., , is a setional view taen along the lie elongate holes 30 and 32 are not vercay algned

Vl..vi orFIG. 5, respevely, which wi 
be desribe late. As ca be

" FIG. 7 is a side elevation for showig the operation of 20 seen rrom FIG. 2, the left side wal 4b of the lever 4 is
the position adjustable pe asbly or FlG. 5, also formed with a pai of 

holes whichjus correspond

wherein the pe pad position is adjusted to its rore- to the elongate holes 30 and 32 rormed in the right side

most position, and wall 44. Seconil and thd slide pin 34 and 36 (i.e., the
FIG. 8 is a side elevation for showig the operation of fit and second gude member) are slidablyinerted

the position adjustable pedal assembly or FICJ. 5, 25 into the elongate holes 30 and 3i of the right and lert
wherein the pedal pad position is adjusted to its rear- side wal 44' iid 4b, respectively. A peal ar 38 is

most position. ind into the lever 4 between the right and sidewalls
44 and 4b and is supported by the slide pin 34 and 3ó at
diferenct loctions. The slide pin 34 furer extends

EMBODIMENT 30 through the arc-shaped hole 12b or the adjus lever U.
A firt preferred emboent of a position adjustable The pedal ar 38 is provided with ,a pedal pad 39 at its

pedal asmbly wil be descn'bd with reference to lower 
,end. ,

FlGS. 1 to 4, wherein the peda assembly is applied to A screw nut.w (i.e., a drven member) is rixed to the
a brake peda. pedal ar 38 and a correspondig screw rod 42 ('Le., a

In FIGS. 1 and 2, a stationa bracket 2 is rixed to a 35 drive member) is rotatably mounted to the front and
das panel of a vehicle boy. A lever 4 generaly of a back wal 4c and 4d. The screw nut 40 is of a cylidr-
trguar shape is pivotably connected at its upper end cal shape and formed with a theaed hole though
,to the stationar bracket 2 with a pivot pin 6 (i.e., a rirt which the screw rod 42 extends so as to be engaged
pivot ax). As can be se from FIG. i, the lever 4 is with each other. An electric motor 44 is fied to the

generaly of a hollow cubic shape havig a right side 40 front wal 4c and is connected to the.screw ro 42 for
wall 4a, a left side wal 4b, a front wal 4c an a back actuatig sae. Specifcay, the motor 44 is energied
wal 4d. A retur sprig 8 is wound onto the pivot pin to rotate in the norm or revere direction in repons
6 for urgig the lever 4 counterclockwi in FIG. l' to the driver's switchig operation. Th rotation of 

the

when a depresion force is applied by a driver to push motor causes th scew rod 42 to rotate in the sae
the lever 4 clockwi in FIG. 1. A pin 10 is fidly 45 diection wit the motor 42. The screw nut 40 is gued

provided on the right side wal 4a of the lever 4 for by the rotation ofthe screw rod 42 to move along the

pivotabry supportg an adjust lever U. The adjust screw rod 42. Th movement of 
the screw nut 40 caus

lever 12 includes a fit porton UA exg generaly the pe ar 
38 'along with the pe pad 39 to move

in a, forwd direction of the vehicle, a send pomon alông the seew rod 42, with the slde pin 34 and 36
'12B extending generaly in a rear dion of the SO ea movig with the c:rresndig' hole 30 or 32
vehicle an a thd porton 12C exdig generaly betwee its forwd and reaad end .IS shown in

. vertcaly to connect the fit an send porton UA FIG. 1 by the solid an dotted li
and 12B. The lever 4 is formed with a pa of rirt arc- Now the operaon of the rirt preferred emboent
shape holes or slots 14 (ie., a fit arc-spe trk) at wi be desbe hereibeow.
the right and left side wal 4a an 41. A fit sle pin SS FIG. 3 shows the opeation of th potion adjusble

16 (ie.,' a connectig member) is ined into the arc- pe asbly, wherei the pe pa 39 is adjuste to
shpe holes 14 for pivotaly supportg the adjust its foremos potion.'Specay, th sle pin 34 and

. lever 12 and one end of a li membe 18 on the right 36 ar, potioned at the forwd ends of th elongate
side wal 4a The other end or the li membe 18 is holes 30 and 32, repetively, an th slde pin 34 is al

pivotably connected to an aux lever 20 though a 60 pqitione' at th forwd en of the aic-ape hole

pivot pin ii (i.e., a send pivot ax). The aux 12. When the pe pa 39 is depres by the 
drver,

lever 20 is in tu pivotaly connecte to the sttionar as shown by the solid lie in FlG. 3, th pe ar 38
bracket 2 though a pivot pin 24. A bra oXratig rod and the lever 4 pivot about the pivot pin 6 as one inte
26 is pivotaly connecte at its one end to th pin 2i to' gr unt in the clockwie diecon. Th caus the li
be opated in sync)ioni with displacent of the 65 membe 18 to move forarly so as to rotate the aum-
li membe 18. The operag ro 26 is connected at its ia lever 20 abut the pivot pi 24 in the clockwie
other end to a vehcle opeon system such as a bra- 'diection. Acrdigly, the, pin i2 is diplace for-
ing syste (not shown). wadly to pus the opera rod 26 al forwy so

5,010,782
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as to trmit the depre force applied to the brake Though the change in the distace DL caus a
pecl pa 39 to the vehcle operation system (not change in its center of gravity, which vares the re.
shown) though the opeatig rod 26. . quied depresion force or leg po-.er, ths vanaton .i

It is to be noted tht sice a lie L1 is inclied at a absorbe' by mean of the tension spnng ~. wluch
prede.ered angle to .the vertca Ìie VL, force Fl 5 stretches or compressed accordig to the position of 

the

and F2 is appli~ to the slide pin 34 and 36 as shown in fit slide pin 16. ,

FIG.l ~ resns to the depresg forc applied to the As se from FIG. 4, when, the peal pad. 39 is de.

. ,bl'e pedal pa 39. Acrdigly, the force whi is to pres by the dnver, the peda ar 38 and the lever 4
~ apl?1i to the slide pin 34 and 36 in. a lo~~tu!i pivot about the pivot pin 6 as one integr UJt in the

djecn of the elongate Iloles 30 and 32 IS coiderbly 10 clockw direction to move th li memhe18 for-
reduce: On .th~ other had, if th slep~ 34~d 36 ward. Simultaeousy, the pin 22 moves forward and

, ar v~~y a1gn~, ~e forel F1 ~d F2 IS applied to th auxar lever 20 pivots about the pivot pin 24, so
.th slide pin ~ an~ 3,6 m the diection along ~e lengt tht the applied depression force is trmittd to the

,of the elóngate holes ~ and 32. Accordingly, ~ operag ro 26.,
strengt C?fth asmbly be.mes l~s and th ~~tion is As see from FI9-. 4, a lie L2 is inclied at th pre.
~f the pe pad ~9 bemes Jerk) since t~e sl~epin 34 . deteed a,gle to the vertca lie VL and force F3

IS not engaged with any me~ber m the direction along and F4 IS applied to th slde pin 34 and 36, rès

the forc Fl. . tively. This argement provides the sa effect as
Wh~ the br peda pa 39 IS relea from the desribed before with reference to FIGS. 1 and 3.

d~pr~~ force: ~e peal ~ 38 and ~e lever 4 retu 20 Wheii the. pedal pad 39 is releasd from the depres

to the.inti position as one mte~ umt by mea of the sion force, the peda ar 38 and the lever 4 ret to the

ener~ f~rce of the retur spnng 8 as shown by the inti or the non-depresed' position ii shown by the
dotted lie m FIG. 3. lid i' b fth . d" fth
In order to adjUst the pecl position 'away from the so. ine y mea '0 e energi iorce 0 e retur

foremo~ position as shown in FIG. 3 to, for exaple, 2S spnnS 8. . .
the rcaosfpotion, tle electrc motor 44 is energied In order to ret~.the;peda ar 38 to the, position as
to rotate in the norm direction by opetiS the switch ~hown ~y the soli l~ in FIG. 1, the ~lec:nc motor 

44

(not shown), which causes the screw rod 42 to rotate in IS energi to rotate in the rev~e diecton. . . .
the sa direction. A"ccordigly, the scew nut 40 . ~ow a second prefered ~boimen~ of th. position
moves &ong thé screw rod 42 reaardiy to slide the 30 adJ~tale pedal asembly wi. be desnbe with ref~.
slide pins 34 and 36 with the corresponding elongate ence. to FIGS. 5 to 8, wherem th peda assembly IS
holes 30 and 32 also reaatdly, ,as shown by th solid applied to an accelerator ped .

, lie in FIG: 4 wherein the pe pósition is adjusted to In FIGS. 5 and 6, a. stationa bracket 50 !s f';ed to a

its rcaost position. SiIultaeously, the slìde pi 34 dash panel of the ve¥c1e boy. A lever 5~ ~ pivo~bly

slides with the arc-shape hole 12b from its forw;id 35 connected ~ the stitiona bracket 50 by a pivot pin 54

enclto ~ts reaard end, which caUS the adjust lever (i;e., a f~t pivot ax). As ~ be seen. from FIG. ~, the
12 to pivot abut the pin 10 in the clockwise direction. l~ver ~2 is, generaly of a ~onow cubic shape ~vig a

. Th pivota moyement of the adjust lever t2 caus the nght Sid/? w¡i S2a, a left side wal. 52b,a.front wal52c

suppOrt pin 16 to move downwad with the arc- 'and a back wal 
524. A retu spnng S6 IS woun onto

shape hole 14. Simultaeously, thè li member 18 40 th~ P!vot pii 54 for urgig ~e lever 5~ co~terclock.
piv?ts about the pin 22 in the clockwi direction, wi m FI~. 5 when a depr~ion force IS ~ppn~d by the.

which, however, doe not caus the aux lever 26 to drver to pus the lever 52 in the clockwis direcon.

pivot' about the pivot pin 24, Le. the pin 22 doe not An operatig lever 58 is pivotably connected 
to the

move so tht no force is applied to the operatig rod 26 stationar bracket SO by mean of a pivot pin 60 at its
sice a raius of cuatue of the atc.shap bole 14 is 4S lower end and is connecte to an operatis wie 6ht its

the sae asa ditace between the center of the pin 22 uppe end. The operatig wire is in tu conneced tò a
and the ceter of the support pin 16. thtte valve of a vehicle operation system (not

As des before, the radus of curatue of the shwn). The lever 52 is formed with a pai of elongate
arc-shapc hole Ub is, not constat thereaong.'. Spc. holes 62 and 64 (te., a fit lJd send liea trcks) ju

cay" the ta nf curate of the ar-shape hole Ub SO as in the fir preferred emboent. An adjust lever 66
are selecte,such tht when the fit slde pin 16 moves is pivotably mountel1 to th lever 52 by mea ,of a pin
downward or upwad with the ar-spe hole 14 in 68 which is fied to th øgh side wal52a of the lever
res to th~ sldig'movement of the slide pin 34 52. The adjust lever 66 is genery of a re-Z.
with th arc-slpe hole Ub toward its reaard end shpe an is formed with an arc-spe bole or slot 66
or its forward end, repetive1y, a rao of a ditace DS 5S (Le., a send arc-spe trk) at its arshape seon
to ~ distace DL is mataed constat" wherei th 66. A radius of cuatue of the arc-shpe bole 66b is
distaCe PS is a ~~ce betwee th center of th not constat. which wi be desn'b later. The ad,ñ
pivot pul-6 an the cente of the fit sle pin 16 and the lever'" ha another ar-shape setion 66 which ex.
dista DL is . ditaCe 1!twee the center of the teds in, the, forward diection and is provied at its
pivot pin 6 and th ccte or the pe pa 39. Th ratio 60 forward end with a slide pin 70 (Le., a connectig mem.
is m.ai~ed constat irestive of the position or he) which enges with an arhape hole or slot 72
~e slide pi 34 Wlth th~ ar-spchole Ub. Acrd. (ie., a fi arshpe tr). A raus. of curatu of
ingly, the forc appli to the opeatig ro 26 and the . the ar-shape hole 72 is th sa as a ditace between
requied depresion force or the leg power are kept theccter of the pin 68, and tle ccte of the slide pin 70

co~t irpetive of the adjuste pe positin 6' so as tc prevent the operatig lever 58 frm pivotig
under a condition tht a dita of the pivota dipla- abut the pivot pin 60 when the adjust lever 66 is piv.

~en~'of th ~ pad 39 from the non-depres po- ote about the pin 68 for adjustig th peal potion,
üon IS th sa which wi be desbe late.
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A peda ar 74 is inertd into the lever 52 b~t~een pos!tion supportg a weight applied to the tenion

th right and left side wal 52a and 526 and is provided sprig 104. . .
wiÌh a bracket 76 at its upper porton. The peal ar 74 Now.the operation of th~ second prefered emboi-
is provided with an aclerator pe pad 77. The ment wil be descnDed her.eibelow. . . .
bracket 76 is fixed to the peda ar 74 and is provied 5 FIG. 7 shows the op.ertion of the polti?n a~jusble
with a pai of slide pin 78 and 80 rLF-, the fit and pen ~mbly, .~herem ~e pe pad 77 IS ~juste to
send gue member) at its upper and lower ends its foremost position. Specay, the slde pin 78 an
-resptively. Cottar 82 and 84 are place beeen the 80 ire positioned at th; forward en. of ~e c1~ngate
bracket 76 and the corresnding slide pin 78 and 80 as holes 62 and 64, restively, and the sle pm 78 IS also

shown in FIG. 6. The slide pin 78 is inrtd'thugh 10 poitioned at the forw~d ~d of the arc-shape ~ole
the elongate holes 6% of the lever 5% and furer 666. When the pe p~ 77.1s depresed by the dnver,
tholigh the arc-shape hole 66 of the adjust lever 66. as shown by the do~ lie U1 FIG. 7, the Fda ar 74
Th sld . 80 is inrtd through tIe elongate holes and the lever 52 pivot about th pivot .pm 54 as onee e pm integra unt in the cloc1c diecon. Simultaeousy,

. 64 of the ~er 52 and furer tho~gh ~ ~ongate hole is the 'ad 'ust lever 66 uJ the operatig lever 58 so that
86 formed m a stoppe lever 88 w~ch ~ pivotably con- the o~rating lever ~8 pivots about the pivot pin 60 in
nected to ~c: lev~r 52 though a pivot pm 90. !he ~lon- the clockwi diection to pul the opetig wire 61 in

. gate hole ~ is.long enough to alow the the slde.pm 80 the reaard direction, which in tu opetes the

to move with the elongate hole 64 betwee? its for- throttle valve of the vemcle opeatin system (not

ward and reaard ends. The stopper lever 88 IS formed 20 h )
With an engaging ~orton 92 at a side. oppo~ite to the s ~~ the clockwis pivota movement of the lever
elong~te hole ~6 wi~ respect to the l)Ivot pm 90. The 52 and the peda ar 74 exces the predetered
eng~~g porton 92 IS e;gageable with an arc:shaped , value, the engagig. porton 92 of the stopper lever, 88

lro~ection !40f the sta~onar bracket SO, which pro- engages with the arc-shped projection 94 of the st-
, Jection 94 IS formed at a lower reaard end of !he 2S tiona braket SO to prevent the fuer pivota move-
~tati?nar b~cket SO. The en~age~en~ of theengagig ment of the lever 52 and the pedal ar 74. On the other
porton 91 with the arc-shaped projection 94 prev~ts a had, when the depression force is relead, the lever 52
clockwis ?ivota movei:en~ of the lever 52 exceediig a and the peda ar 74 pivot about the pivot pin 54 coun-
predetenned value w~ch IS caus by the depr~on terclockwi by mean of the energied force of the
force applied by the dnver. Cuture of theengagig30 retum sprig 56 to retu to the inti position as shown
porton 92 is not constat thereaòng. Speifcally, the by the solid lie in FIG. 7.
curv~e of th~ eiiga~g porton 92 is s:lected such In order to adjust the pe position away from the
that the en~~g porton 92 engages wi~ th: arc- foremost position 

as shown in FIG. 7 to, for ~ple,
shaped projection 94 to stop the clockwi pivota the reaost position, the electrc motor 102 IS ener-
movement of the lever S~ excee~g the predete~ed 35 gid to rotate in the normal direction by operatig the
value in respons to a c0i-tat ditace of the piVOta switch (not shown), which caus the screw ro 100 to

displacement of the pedal pad 77 . irespective of the rotate in the sae direction. Accordigly, the screw nut

adjused potion of the peda pad 77 The stationar 98 moves along the screw rod 100 reardly to slide

bracket SO is furher formed wi.th a stopper projection 'the slde pin 78 and 80 through the braket 76 with

96 at its uppe rearard end. The stopper projection!l 40 the. corresponding elongate holés 62 and 64 also rea-

is engagcable with a corresponding forward end of the wardly, as shown by thè soli lie in FIG.S wherein the

lever 52 so as to prevent a counterclockwise pivota peal poition is adjusted to it reaost position. 8i-

mov~ent of the lever 52 exceeding a predetermed multaeolily, the slide pin 78 slides with the arc-
value. shpe hole 666 from its forward en to its t~d

A Scew lJut 98 (i.e., a'driven membe) is fIXd to the 4S end, which caus the adjust lever 66 to pivot ,about the
bracket 76 and a corresnding screw rod 100 (i.e., a ' pin 68 in the counterclockwe diection. Th pivota
drive membe) is rotatably mounte to the front and movement of the adjust lever 66 caus the the slid.e pin
back wal 52c and SU. The scew nut 98 is of a cyli- 70 to move downwar with the arc-sa¡i hole 72.
drica shape and formed with a theaed hole thugh The slig mov.ement of th slie pin 70 wi the
which the scew rod 100 extnds so, as to be engaged SO ar-shape hole 72 doe not caus the opetig lever 58
with ea other. An tJectrc motor 102 is fied to the to 'pivot abut th pivot pin 60 so tht no force is applied
front wal S2c and is connected to the scew rod 100 for to the opetig wie, 61 si a raus of ~tu of

actig sae. Specay, the motor 102 is energi the arc-shpe hole 72 is the sa as a dice between
to rotate in the norm or revers direction in reSpons the center of th slde pin 70 and the center of the pivot
to th driver's switchig opation. Th rotation of the S5 p~ 68.

motor caus thè scew rod 100 to rotate in the sae As desbed beore, the raus óf cutue of the
direCtion with the motor 102. The screw nut 98 is arc-shape hole 666 is 110t const thereaong. 8peif-
guded by th rotation of th scew rod 100 to mOve - cay, the rad of cu of the arc-shpe hole 66
along the scew rod 100. Th movement .of the scew ate Selec such that when the slde pin 70 moves
iiut98 caus the braket 76, Le. the peda ar 74 alng 60 downward or upwa with th arc-$hape hole 72 in
with the pe pad 77 to move along the serew roo respons to the sliding movement of th slide pin 78
100, with the slde pin 78 and 80 eah movig with wi the arc~hape hole 66 towa its reaard end
the corresndig hole 62 or 64 between its forwd at its forward end, repetively, a dice between the
and read ends, as shown in FIG. 5 by the solid ad ceter of the pivot pin 60 and th cete of the slide pin'
dotte Ji . ' 6S 70 beme in rever proportn toa ditace betwee

A tenion sprig 104 is connecte to the pivot pin 60 the center of the pivot pin 54 and the cete of th peda
at its forward end and to the stoppe lever 88 at its pad 77 Acrdigly, the forc applied to the opetig
read en The tenson sprig 104 is in a baance wie 61 and the requi depes forc or the leg
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power are kept constat iresctive. of the ajusted along with sad ped ai relative to sad lever so
.pe position under a condition tht a ditace of the as to adjust 

a position of the pedal pad in the longi-
pivota diplaceent or the peda pad 77 from the non- tudinal direction or the vehcle;
depres position is the sae. an adjut lever provided on sad levèr, said adjus
As th Sle pin 80 moves reaard with the elon- 5 lever being alowed a relative movement to sa4

gate hole 64, the stoppe lever 88 sta to pivot about lever and havig a connectg member which is
the pivot pin 90 in the clockw diection, which adapted to move with a fit arc-shaped trck in
caus the engagig porton l2 alo to pivot about th resns to the relative movement of sad adjust

pivot pin .90. As desbe beore, the curatue of the lever
engagig pOrton 92 is not constat thereong. Spe- 10 a second ar-shped trk formed on sad adjust Ie-
i:y, the cutue of the engagig porton 92 is se ver;
iCç to alow the engagig porton 92 to contact wi a fit liea trck formed on sad lever and extndg
'the arc~pe' 'projection 94 when the pedal pad 77 in the longitudial diection of the vehcle;
perforn a pivota diplacment of a predetermed a rust guide member proVided on sad peda ar sad
constat distace rrom the non-depres position of 1S rust gue member adapte to move with sad
the pe pad 77'irespetive of an adjusted pe pos- rir liea track, aId siultaeously with sad
tiOIL ' ,seond arc-shaped irk formed on sad adjust

Ancen from FIG. 8, when the pe pad 71 is de lever when sad pe ar is drven to move in the
pt~ by the drver, the~al ar 74 and th lever 52 longitudiai direction or the vehicle vi sad pe
pivot about the pivot pin 54 as one integr unt in the 20 position adjusting meas, sad movement ofth
clockw direètion to actute tle operatg lever 58 rust guide member chagig a dita from sad
though the adjus lev~r .66. Accrdingly, the operatig rust pivot axs to sàd peda pad corrpondig to a

. lever 5& pivots about the pivot pin 60 clockwis to pol magnitude of the movement of sadñrst guide
the opeatig wie. 61 rcaardly, so that the thotte b' u1 i . .
valve of the vehicle operation system is in tu actuted. 25 mem er and sim tacous y alowig sa retive
The pivota movement of the lever 52 and the pedal ar movement of the adjust lever to change a position. '_' of sad connectig member with sad fit arc-
74 exceg the predëtermed viLue is prevented by shape'd trIe, correspondig to' sad magn'tude of
mea of the engagement betwee the engagig porton
l2 and the arc-shape projecion 94. When the pedal the movement of sa rust guide member; and

pa 71 is relea from the depression force, the pedal 30 operating member mea connected to sad connec-
ar 14 and the Iever 51 pivot about the pivot pin 54 ing ~ember for receivig therefrom the depreson

countercocwi to retu to the inti or non- force applied to sad pedal pad via sad pe ar
d~re. potion as shown by the solid lie in FIG. 8 and said lever and ror trttig sad depresion
by mea of the ~nergied force of the retu sprig 56. force to a vehicle operation system to operate
A furer counterclockwis movement is prevented by 35 S3Th e... .
mea or the engagement between the stopperprojeo 2. e position adJustable pe asembly as set fort
tion 96 and the forward end of the lever 52. . in cla 1, wherein sad relative movemet of 

the adjust

In order to retu the pedal ar 74 to the position as lever changes the position of sad connectg member to

shown ~y ;the solid lie in FIG. 5, the electnc motor 102 'p~ovide a predet:rIed ratio r~ationsh!p be~ce sad
is energi.to rotate in the revers diecon. 40 dIStace. and a ditace from sad fit pivot lW to sad

As in the rust preferred emboent, the center or connectmg ~~mber..
the slide pin 78 .and the cente ofth slide pin 80 are not . a.-re posItion. adJ~ta~e pe ~bly as se fort
,vercay aligned which ca provide the sae effec as m clai 2, wherei sad drve membe mcludei a scw
deSn'b in the r1It preferred emboent. ro rÒtatabl~ suppo~ed on sad lever. and .extendig in

It is'to be undertoo' that the invention is not to be 45 paralel to sad rust liea trk, and sa~ dnven member
li to the emboiments dcsnbe above, and tht includes a nut fied to sad pe 

ar and havig a

varous chages and modifcations may be made with- theaded hole therethough which receives sad screw
out deparg from the spirt and scope of th invention ro therethough for mutu engagemet therbetwee
as defmed in the appeded clai sad 

nut being alowed to move in the longitu di-

Wht is claied is: 50, rectin of the vehle i.ng wi sa pc ar whe
i. A potion adjusble pe asmbly for a vehicle sad scew rod is acte to rotatecomprig: , 4. The position adjustable pe asbly u set fort
a sta~ona braket rixed to a stationa porton of in clai 2, wherei sad' connecg membe inludes a

the vehle; ,fi slide pin connecte to sad 
adjut lever, andsad

. lever connecte to sad stationa braket for '. 'S fi arc-shape trk inludes a fi arc-shape slot

pivota movement reltive to sad stationa ronied in sad lever, sad fiÚlide pm being alowed to
braket about a fit pivot ax; sle with sad fit ar-shpe slot in resns to sad

a pe ar with a pe pa at its lower end, sad relative movement of the adjust lever.

pe ar 
connec to sad lever for pivota , ~. Th position aijustable pe asly u se fort

movement with sad lever as on inte¡r unt in 60 in cla 4, wherei sad rust pivot ax is provide at an
repons to a depresion force appli to th pe uppe end or sa lever, and sad fit arha slot is

pad' , '. onented substatiy in a ver diecon to provie
pC poition adjusg mea includig a drve sa predteed rati rêtionp in whih a ratio

membr an.a drven member, sad drve mem between sad distace from the fit pivot ax to the
adpte to be activate by a vehicle drvers opera- 65 pe pad and sad dista from the rir pivot ax to

tion. sa dnven i:mber mounte on sad pe the fit sl pin is nitaedcotat irespecve of
ar to be seectively drven by sad drve meber an adjuste position of th pe pad which is adjuted
to move in a longitu direcon of the vehcle by sad pedapotiön adjutig Di '
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6. The position adjustable peda asembly as set fort response to a depresion force applied to the pedal

in clai 5, furter compnsingsprig mea connected pad;
to said stationa bracket at its upper end and to sa pedal position adjustig mea including a drive
first slide pin at its lower end, sad Sprig mea. stretch- member and a driven member, sad drve member

ing or compressing in respns to sad movement of sad 5 adapte to be activated by a vehicle driver's opera-
firt slie pm with said firt arc-shape slot so as to tion, sad driven member mounted on said pedal
change its sprig force' applied to sa pe pad vi sad ar to be selectîvely drven by sad drve member
slide pin,. sad,lever and sad peal ar, sad chage of . to move in a longitudi dircton of the vehicle
th sprig force abrbing vartion in a requied de- along with sad pe ar reltive to sad lever so

presion force to be applied to sad pel!.l pad, sad va- 10 as to adjust a position of the peal pad in the longi-
tion in the requied depresion force being caus by tuin dition of the vehicle¡
vartion in sad dÎstace from the rirt pivot ax to the an adjust lever being generay ora Z-shape havig a
peclal pad' due to the adjusent of the pedal pad posi- fist porton extendg generay in a forward di-
tioii vi sad pedal position adjusg mea. rectionof the vehicle, a send porton extedig

7. The position adjustable pe asmbly asset fort IS generaly in a reaard diection ofthe vehicle and

in clai 5, wherein sad opetig member mea in- a thd porton extening generay vertically to
eludes a li member and an operatig ro sad li connect sad fit and send portons, sa fit
member being connected to sad rirt slide pin at its ' porton being connecteçi to sad lever at its forwd

r~ard end and connecte to sad opeatig rod at its end for a pivota movement reltive to sad lever

forward end for a pivota movement reltive to sad 20 and beipg connecte to a riist slide pin at its rea-
operatig rod about a second pivot ax and wherein ward end, sad rirt slide pin engagig into a rirst
sa fir arc-shaped slot has a radus of curatue which ar-shape slot formed in said lever for sliding
is the sae as a distace from the firt slide pin to sad movenient therewith in respons to th pivota
second pivot. axs for preventig displacement of the .
operatig rod whie the rirst slide pin moves with sad 25 movement of 

sad fist porton, sa second porton

firt arc-shaped slot due to the adjustment of sad pe being formed with a second arc-shaped slot haviga predetermed curatue; .
pad by mean of said pedal position adjusg mean. operatig member meas includig a li member

8. The position adjustable pe as~bly as set forth and an operatg rod, sad li member being piv-
in clai 7, wherein rad of curvatue of sad seond
arc-shaped track formed' on sad adjust lever are pres 30 otayconnected to sad fit s1idè pin at its rea-
lected to maita sad ditace ratio to be constt ward end and pivotably connected to sad opetato.
irespecve of a position of sad fit guide member iig roo at its forward end for receivig the depres
withi sad second arc-shpe trck. sion force from sad rirslide pin ancHor transmit-
9. The position adjustable peda asmbly as set fort ting the depression for~ to sa oPeratig rod to

in clai 8,' wherei sad rirst gude member is a send 35 operate a vehicle operation system; and

slde pin which is fixed to sad pedal ar at its porton said pedal a. provided with a seçond slide pin at its

oppote to S;d peda pad, and sad rirst liear track is a upper porton which 
is indinto a;firt elongate

fir li~ slot which is formed in' sad lever, and slot formed in sad lever and eittending in thelongi-

wherein sad second slide pin is engaged into sad firt tudin direction of the vehicle,' and 'into said $C

liea slot and furer into sad secnd arc-shape slot 40 and arc-shped slot such that wiieii $àd secnd
formed in said adjust lever. slide pin slides with sad fite10iigäte slot and

10. The position adjustable pedal asbly as set fort sad send 
arc-shaped slot in thelòrigitùdi di-

in clai 9, fuher compnsing a send guide member in rection of the vehile SO 
as to adjus,t the peda pad

a form of a thd slide pin fixed to sad pedal ar beow position, 
the cooperation of the Se9nø slide pin

sad second slide pin, sad Seond and ,thd slide pin 45 and the seond ar.shpedslotfor~~~ rirtslide
being vercay disaigned from eah other, and a se pii to slide with sad rus arc.sha~¡l $lot so as to
ond linea trk in a fórm of a send liea slot formed var a point of applition of the 4epres forc
in sad lever below sad fit liea slot, sad fit and reltive to sad li member vi sad fit slide pin
send liea slots exteg in pael to eah other sa fi arc-shapê slot having, à predeteed
vertcay disgned from eah other, sad thd, slide SO curature such th th sldigmòve~ent of sa
pin being' engaged into sad send liea slot for a rirt slide pin with sad fiarhaPe slot is
sliding movement threwith when sad peda ar is prevente from diplacg sad opCr.tig ro.
drven to move in the longitudi diection of the vehi- 12. The position adjustable peal asbly as set fort
cle. in cla 11, where sad lever is fueifòi' wi ,a

11. Aposition adjustable pe asmbly for a vehicle 55 send elongate slot beow sad. fit elongate slot, sacompnsing: , ~nd elongate slot extedig in paraielto sad fit
a stationa bracket fi to a stationa porton of elongate slot, forward and read ends of sad fit
the vehcle; and send elongat slots are vercay disgned, rc-

a lever connecte to sad stationa braket for a spevely, and sad pe ar is furerptovided with
pivota movement reltive to sad stationa 60 a thd slide pin bew sad send slde pin, sad thd
braket about a firt pivot ax; ,'slde pin beg inrtd into sad seco elongate slot for

a pedal ar with a peal pad atits lower end, sad slidig movement therewith sa send and thd
peda ar, connecte to sad lever for pivota slide pin being vercay disgned l1om each o,ther.
movement with sad lever as ,one integr unt in · · · · ·

65
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ROTARY POSITON SENSOR WI INSERT
MOLDED COIL WIING

2
cliate of a. engie compartment. In fact, remote control is

a very common us for servomechanms. The control of
functions rangig frm TV and radi tuers to space shutte
door releas and valve contrls al ar remote contrl

5 applications. Once agai the desire for remote control may

stem frm preciion in tiing or positionig achievable

from the servomechan, or from the need to' contrl a
function in a har envionment where human interventons
may not be practica.

10 Each of these applications requi a motor, and al a
sensr to sense the position of the motor. A number of

BACKGROUND OF TH INNTON schemes have been devi for couplig the sensr to the

1. Field of the Invention motor, includig magnetic coupling, where the sensr
detects the magnetic flux produced by cert section of the

This invention pertains to servomotors and servomecha- 15 aratu optica couplig, where a toothed wheel brea a
nisms generaly, and in one facet, to throttle position sensors pasage of light or a reflective suace reflect the light

integrted with throttle ,actuator motors. dung rotation; mechanca couplig. where the motor
2. Description of the Related Ar armatue is usd to directly drive the sensr or drive the
For maiy years, man has relied upon motors to asist in sensr through such mechanical devices as gear, and other

varous work fuctions. With the advent of more advanced 20 known methods. Each of these diferent coupling methods
electrical and electronic circuits, motors have been con- has benefit in specifc applications.
trolled by thes,e circuts to improve effciencies, provie In addition to couplig the sensr and the motor, the
precison placements or timgs, and perform other varous sensr must al be physically positioned relative to the
monitorig and control functions. Motor control has enabled motor. Direct integration betwen the motor stator, als
man to us motors in applications beyond those strctly 2S someties referred to as the field widing, and the sensr is
requirg great force or endurig power. desirable, since parts counts are reduced and common fuc-

Motors today ar usd for positionig with more precison tions may be removed to avoid duplication and reduce cost.

in space or time than obtainable with hand manipulation. and In the prir art, direct integration oftn involved the place-

in environments which are inhospitable to human presence. ment of an open fre sensr, often of the reistive or
Thes motors, commonly referred to as seivomotors, form a30 magnetic field sensing ty, diecty with a servomotor

pat of a servomechanim. The control of the servomotor is housing designed to contain both the motor and the sensr.
often derived from a sensor directly attached to the motor, The relatively light weight sensor is eàsily caed within the
and may alo be derived from other remote sensrs. The more rugged motor housg, and the housing does not need

servomotor may include a rotary, linear or other type of to be duplicated for both components. Unfortnately, in th

motor, depending upon the requirements of each spcific 35 tye of prior art servmotor, the sensor iseicosed to

application. contaminants from the motor which are adverse to the lie
Machies as complex as most tranortation vehicles an reliabilty of the sensr. In addition,less control is

today have many' applications for serVmechanims. One available over the contactor, paint and lub~cant. Al ~lue
specic application ,involves the control of internal combus- 40 ~ust be carefuy controlled to ensure long ~fe and reliabil-
tion enge thrott. Control of throttle in pasnger cars and ity of the sensr. For example,. a. sensor designed to operate

trck is usally dependent upontlie position' of an accl- through tens or huned of mions of cycles wi fail afer
erator pedal, which represnts vehicle operator demand. The only a few milon cycles ,if ~e contactor is bent. In addition,

accelerator pedal position, or deman, is then lid to the the motor may be destroye~ if some p~rt of the sensr shoud
engne thott. Acclerator pedl movement was tranmit~ detach, flow or bend and mterfere with motor movement.

led for many year through mechanical liges consg 45 An alternative prior art deign combines a fuy housd,
of solid rods and bal joints. In some applications, the solid asmbled and teted sensor With a similarly housed and
rod liage was replaced by a cable within a sleeve, referrd asmbled motor. The sensr is merely driven from the
to in the trade as a Bowden cable. These mechanical liages motor sha with no other interaction between, the two
are prone to problems whch tend to afect all mechancal 50 components. Th desig eliates any concern about

systems, such as stickig, freezig, breakge, and other contation of the sensr or motor. Unfortately, th
milatin, adaptatI el mecançaUiakagc . par wi:cli-be- liàl iantediiis
to allow for special features such as more effcient energy al greater, as is the cot of the components Furermore,
utiliation, reduced emisions, idle speed control, and "lip- the fully housd sensr of the prior art generaly includ a

home" modes of operation are generaly not practical, or 55 searate set of beargs frm the motor, leadig to potenti
even possible in some cass.' axial mignent of bearngs, which wi relt in early

By using a sensor to sens accelerator deman, a seivO- ~urof th~ sensrbeargs: In fact, proper axal aligent

motor to control the thottle position, and a computer sysem IS very cncial to the longevity of a servomotor.
to control operation of the thttle relative to the input from

the aclerátor peda sensr and other various sensd inputs, 60

a varety of specia featues may be incorporated into the
accelerator-throttle linage. In these computer-asisted
systems, th thottle lige is commonly referred to as a

"drve-by-wie" system, since the linkge is electrcaL.
The servomechanism becomes a remote contrl system, 65

since a velicle operator within a clate controlled p;ien-

ger comparent contrls a throttle located in, the harsh

CROSS REENCE TO RELAD APPUCAONS
Th application is a continuation of international appli-

cation numer PClIUS96/I4524, fied Sep. 4, 1996, (status,
pendig, etc.); incorporated in entirety by reference hereby.

This application is a contiuation in par of U.S. appli-
cation 06/003,221, fied Sep. 5, 1995, entitled "Rota
Position Sensr wi Inrt Molded Coil Winding".

SUMMAY OF 1H INNTON
A position sensr is combined with a coil by a novel

reta rig. Electca connecton of the coil is achieved

entiely though the position sensr, whch is housd sepa-
rately from th coil In one facet of the invention, the coil is
cylindrcal and coax wi the position sensr. and the
position sensr is a rota typ potentiometer. In another

facet of the invention, the retag ring is ultrasnicaly
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bonded to the potentiometer housing and clamps a lip on the
coil housing to reta the coil to the position sensor. In

another facet of the invention, a thottle shaft is actuted by
a servomotor which is formed as an integra structure and
termated though terminals extending from the servomotor
position sensor housing.

OBJECl OF TI INNTON
A first object of the invention is the integration of a sensr

and motor to form a servomotor. Another object of the
invention is to form a reliable servomotor which is capable
of expsure to harh and rugged environments whie stil

retaig high reliabilty and long lie. Yet another object of

the invention is a reduced piece part servomotor which may 5
be produced with high yield in modular fashion with mini- 1
mal waste and maum yield. These and other objects of
the invention are achieved in the preferred emboiment,
which may be understoo from the followig descnption
and drawig fies.

/

BRIEF DESCRPTON OF TI DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 ilustrates a preferrd embodiment servomotor in
accord with the invention from an exploded perspective

view,

FIG. 2 ilustrates the servomotor of FIG. 1 frm a top
view with the cover and retaier ring removed for improved
viewig detail '

FIG. 3 ilustrates a cross-section view of the servomotor
of FIG, 2 taken along section line 3, with the cover and
retaig nng in place.

DESCRON OF TIE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

FIGS. 1-3 ilustrte servomotor 100, with FIG. 1 shown

from an exploded view, without an armatue for purse of

ilustration. Therein, sensr 200 form ,a bas upon whch the
additional components may be asmbled. Sensr 200 is
very similr to those ilustrated in U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,460,035

and 5,520,04 to Pfafenberger and asigned to the present
asig, the, teachigs of which are incorprated herein by

reference. Other sensors of the Hal effect type which can be
adapted to the teacings of the present invention are ilus-
trted in copendig U.S. patent applications Ser. Nos.

081206,982, 081206,474, and 081206,568 each fied Mar. 4,

1994 and asigned to the 'present asignee, and each incor-
porated herein by reference.

Into sensr 200 a cover 30 is placd, and onto sensr 200
stator 400 is placed. Stator 400 includes a wound coil 405
whicbhas been overmolded with i plastic shell 410. Whe
õvermoldmg WîUfplasúc isll\IoñeõrSk !he ãr.
will understand that moldin is one of may alternatives
avaiable for encapsulatig wound coil 405, and that shell
410 may be formed by pottig or any other suitable alter-
native. Stator 400addtionalyinclucls a retention lip 415
and elect6t1 termations 420 and 425 (termnation 425 is

viible in FIG. 2). Retetion lip 415 is generally cicu, but
does not extnd adjacent termations 420 and 425, thereby

ensnn as much acces as possible to terminations 420, 425
dung aSmbly. Termation clips SOO and 505 wi asist
in makg electrcal connection between terminations 420,
425 and the approprite terminal with sensr 200.
Retaer 600 fits along its outer diameter with stator 400
but not past retentin lip 415.

Stator 400 is àsembled to sensr 200 by fit guding
termal 420 and 425 into algnment pasageways 220 and

5,998,892
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222, and ultimately into contact with sensr termnal 202
and 210. Electrcal connection between sensr terminal 210
and termination 420 is achieved with bow ti shaped term-
nation clip 50S, and electrcal connection between sensr

5 terminal 202 and termination 425 is simarly acheved with
bow tie termation cli 500. Termination clis 500, 50S ar

pressed from the position shown in FIG. 1 into engagement
with respective termal 202, 210 and termtions 425,
420, where they provie a sprig forc to maitai each

10 termal in sound electcal contact with the reective
termination. Other methods of electral interconnecon
besides the bow tie design clips 500, 505 are contemplate
including other clip geometres and other method such as
solderig, spot welding and othr known methods, deend-
ing upon the requiements for the specic application.
However, bow tie termation clips 50 and 50S are pre-
ferred for ease of asmbly. ,

Once electrcal intercnnecton between sensor 200 and

stator 40 is achieved, mechacal suport is requd.
20 Mechanica support is obtad in the preferrd embodent

through the attachment of stator shell 410 to sensr 200.
While various methods were contemplated for this
attachment, includig diect attachment between stator shell
410 and sensr 200, in the preferrd embodient of the

25 invention retainer 600 is used. Retaier 600 passes with
the inr diameter of plastic shell 410. but not with

retention lip 415. Retaier 600 is shaped t( extend beyond
retention lip 415 t( engage sensr 200. In the preferred
embodiment, retaier 600 is placed adjacent retention lip

30 415 and then pressd against sensr 200. Next retainer 600
is ultrasonically welded to sensr 200. The space avaiable
for a motor armatu on the inner diameter of sttor 400
provides acce for electcalconnection with termnation
clips 500, 50S, and als provides acss requied for the

35 ultrasnic welding process. Whle ultrasonic welding is
preferred due to the rapid asmbly achieved. relatively low
cot, and cleaniness of operation, other known method of
adhesion may als be us such as gluing, heat stakg, etc.
However, the attachment method mus ta into consider-

40 ation the desire to not diturb the components and features
within sensr 200, so as to preserve the lie and reliabilty of
sensr 200.

The asmbled servomotor 100 is ilustrated in FIGS. 2
and 3. FIG. 2 ,shows frm a top view the asmbled

4S servomotor, with cover 300, retaer 600 and arature 430
removed. to allow viewig of the many elements therein.
FIG. 3 shows a crsssection of servomotor 100 with cover

300. retair 600 and' aratue 430 in place, and al

includig thotte body barl 700, otherw taen along
50 section line 3 of FIG. 2. Termal 202 and 210 provide

electncal connection to woun coil 405, whch consts of
Wi--g4UnëI -cõ ci 'lEfeeIca cõÏinecioii- is

, accmplished from terminl 210 to termation 420 with the

aid of termtion clip' 50S. Termation 420 may be

5S soldered, spot welded, wie-wrappd or otherw attached
to widing 404, preferably pnor to formg of plati shell

410. Termal 202 compri the other elecca connection
to widig 404, thoug termation cli 500 an teina-

tion 425. The additonal termals 20,206 and 208 provide
60 pQSitive and negative supply voltae and sens position

output. It wi be undeistod that one or, more of these

terminal can be combined, depnd upon the requre-
ments of each individual applition.

Rotor cup 2U engages arate sha 435 and is featured
6S to be properly positioned therewith alng sha loctor flat

440. As armature 430 is rotate rotor cup 212 wi al be

rotated Th in tu causs movement of contacr 216,
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which provides electrcal connection on resistance element a motor stator coil housing encompasing' said motor
21S. the posion which is represented by a voltage which is stator coil

transmitted though one of termnal 204208. Sensr 200 connecting means for electrcaly connectig said motor
additionay includes a housing 250 which has four mount- stator coil though sad position sensr housing; and

ing holes 252, 254, 256 and 25S therein. Mountig hóles 5
252-258 are used to retai sensr 200 and stator 400 in retainig mean for retaing said motor stator coil hous-
place, and so are heavier than would normally be found on ing to sad position sensor housg.

a pnor art sensor. 2. The position sensor coil combination of clai 1
Most viible in FIG. 3 are the presfit dimeters 260 and wherein sad motor' stator coil is cylidrical with a center

412, and mountig stop 262. The present servomotor is bore therethough, having an iner cicumerence with
designed specifcally for throttle applications, and is 10 said center bore and an outer cicumference, sad retaig
designed to fit withi barrel 700 on the side of a throttle mean havi a smaler inner diameter than said iner
body. Barl 700 is cylidrcal, so plastic shell 410 wi be cirerence of said center bote.
inrted first into barel 700, then press-fit 412, next press-fit 3. The position sensr coil combination of claim 2
260, and fially mounting stop 262 wi engage barl 700, wherein said retag means fuer compris a generaly
thereby ensg tight fit and proper mountig placement. 15 fiat di havig a hole therethough and a fiange, said dis
Other featues Will be provided by one skied in the ar for hole generay concentrc to said center bore but of a smaler
other mountig geometres. diameter, said dis furter havig an outer diameter greater

Al viible in FIG. 3 is the placement of retainer 600 into than sad retag mean inner diameter.
r~taier gr?Ove.264. The inide diameter. of.wel~ngprotr- 4. The position sensr coil, combination of claim 3

sion605 IS slightly smaler than the mside diameter of 20 wherein said flange is bonded to said position sensr hous-
, retaier ~oove 26~, causin.g intederence between :ie two. ing.

Ultrasomc. energy. IS used l! the preferred embodimen~ to 5. The position sensor coil combination of claim 3

caus the lOtedermg matenal t? be flowed. o.ut as retaier wherein said flge is ultrasonically bonded to said position
600 IS welded to sensor housmg 250. Retamer 600 also sensr housin
engages retention lip 415, thereby holding stator 400 to 2S 6 Th!rti i1 b' ti fl' 4
sensor 200. In thi preferred embodiment, retainer 600 is . . eposi ~~ sensr C? com lOa ~~ 0 c aim
placed inide stator 400. However, one of ski in the art wi wherem said. i:sition se~r IS a r?tary positio~ sensr.

observe from the teachings herein that other placements are 7 ~ 'lc: position sensr coil combination of clai 1 furter

available,such as around the outer diameter of stator 400. comprimg:
When retainer 600 is placed inide stalor, 400, cover 300 30 electrca sensor terminal attached to said position senSr

. may be formed integrally with retaier 600 as opposed to and pasing through said 
position sensr hous; and

being formed separately as ilustrated. By forming electrca motot termnals attached to said motor stator
integrally; asembly is simplified and piece part count is coil and electcally coupled to sad connectig means.

futher reduced. S. The positon sensr coil combination of claim 7
Dirct mechanical coupling between armatue 430 and 35 wherein said connectig mean compries one of said elec-

sensor, 200 is ilustrated in the prèferred embodiment, trcal sensr termals.
though other coupling methods wi be apparent to those 9. The position sensr coil combination of c1aimSfurter
skilled in the art. A variety of sensor types may be al used, compriing an external electrca connector housing attached
includin resistive, magnetoresitive, Hall cell etc., depend- , to said sensor housing for electrcally cOuplig said electri-
ing upon the requiements of each paricuar servomotor 40 cal sensr termal and said cOniectig means to at least
applicaton. Furhermore, shaft 435. may be the thrttle shaf one external device.

onto which arature 430 has been placed. 10. The position sensr coil combination of claim 1
It is very importt that stator 40 be placed coaxilly further compriing a retention protron extending frm

with rotor cup 212 and housing 250. Optium motor said motor stator coil housing for engagement with sa
pedormance requres an absolute miimum of clearance 4S retaing means.
between stator 400 and aratue 430. Lack of concentrcity 11. The position sensr coil combination of claim 1

wil either increase minimum tolerances required wherein said motor stator coil and sad position sensrslie
therebetween, or wil lead to intederence, which would acommOQ electcal grund withi sad connectg means.
adversely afect motor pedormance. To ensure concentrcity, U. The position sensor coil combination òf claim 

1

the coil and housing are fiured together on a common pilt 50 wherein said housg mountig porton fuer compris a
gurg.ultrasnicyveldin.g , a1Q.tatiit hole.,...... . , ,,_,'.. ..,. .. .

While the foregoing details what is felt to be the preferrd 13. The position sensr coil combination of claim 1
embodiment of the invention. no materil litations to the wherein said housing mounting portn 

fuer includes sad

scpe of the claimed invention are intended. Furter, fea- conecti mea
tures and design alternatives that would be obvious to one of 5S 14. The position sensr coil combination of clai 1

ordar ski in the ar are considered to be incorporated wherein sad openig in said throttle is a barL

herein. The scpe of the invention is set fort and parcu- 15. A thottle body servmechansm loated with a
lady desnbed in the clai hereinelow. barl extending frm a thtte body for rotatig a thottleWe cla: butterfy about a thttle shaf comprig:

1. A position sensr combined with a motor stator coil 60 a rota position sensr havig an openig recivig said

energizle to rotate a motor rotor or arature comprig: thotte shaft therein and havig electrca terminal
a posion sensor housng encompasing sad position extending therefrom and futher havig sensr locatig

sensr and including a housing mountig portion for means to locate sad rotar position sensr relative to
mountig said position sensr housing to a throttle sad barl;
body, sa position sensr housing mounted to sad 6S a motor stator electcay connected to said electrca
throttl body adjacent an opnig threon and covering termals, sa motor sttor coaxal wi sa thttl
sa openig; shaft and having said throttle shaft passing
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therethough, said motor stator havig motor stator
locatg means to locate sa motor stator relative to
said barreL. wherein sad rotary position sensor covers
sad barrel;

5
a motor aratue mechancally connected to sa thottle

shaf and coaxi therewith, said motor armature con-

centrc and inide of said motor stator; and

8
a retainer means for retaing and ngidly attaching said

motor stator to sad rota position sensr.
16. The thttle body servmechan of clai 15 fuer

compriing a resistance element and a mntactor withi sad
rotar position sensor which provide a potentiometnc indi-

cation of a relative rotar poition of said thtte shaf.....
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sp~ed an.d it mus al be considered in achevig a
desired deelertion tie. The pressure which mus be

applied in acceratig is easy bome but ü th bak
presure of an acerator sprig produced the sae

BACKGROUND Of TH INNTION 5 effec dur the tie it was requied to reta or ma-
I. Field Of The Invention' , ta speed it would soon becme uncomfortble for the
Ths invention relates to foot pe device for con- opertor to mata a relatively const spee The

trollg engies such'an intern combustion engies hysteess effect provides retef. It lesen the load re-
.ad.more parcully, to mea for provig control quied to maita a settg of the accelertor yet there

without the ~ed for diect mechacaconnecon be- 10 is st force to cause rever ped action when the foot
tWee the pe and the engies. The invention is par- applied pres is removed. Th invention provies
tiully diecte to providig mea an method for mea for, inurg a hysteres effec which wi- give
control by wie, ie., by el~ or electronic. meas the desed reduction in prese whie matag
rather than by ~echanca lin. In th automotive ar spee as. contr to the resce expeenced ii
iiccelerator tye foo: pedals 

are em?loyed for control- 15 aceratig, and yet with which thre wil be inured

lig the flow of fluids to the engies. Thes usy an appropriate force to retu the sysem to ide.

include a ped mountig afed to the vehle body
and a series of li and lever,.or bowden wies, con'" 'FETU OF TI INNTON
nectig the pe?a to the c:buretor, f?el injecor, con- 20 Accordig to th in-.ention in a prefered form th
troller ?r the li These li conntins usuay m?St accelerator ped is support by a sha mounte in a
be clesgned to .withd an~ acmnodate engie bracket which can be eaily p1ain the desired posi-
movements relative to the vehcle fre, 'as well as to. .' i

'd te trl d 'te h ts In' tion on the vehicle for comfort e use by 
an opetor.proVl e accur c,on esi su movemen '1'" d"al ~ abl ed .

addition. space must be provided for the liges to An e ectro~c sensg. evce .preier . y mount m
fucton properly. The choices for routig of the me- 2S !he bracke: IS mechacay asocat with the pedal or
clica controlrods or wies are lited by thei na- its suppOrtg sha so as to se.nse the ~ovement ~fthe
tue. With electrica seng mea diectly assoiated peda. ~e sened movement ~ ~~ electcay
with the peda, the connection to a caburetor or th to an engie contrller. A tomon spang IS used to exer

lie ca be accomplied with electrica wig which forc:e betwee the brac~t and. i:e peda c~nstly
relatively speag, ca free the connection problem 30 urgig the peal to~ar idle position. The .spang must

from the special physica reltionips of the older me- be supportd alOhg its lengt Thus the sprug coil are

chanca! 'systems. . ' supported by an argement mounted on the sha in
Wire type thottle control for motor vehcle engies the form of at leat if pai of spacers. The sprig closely

bas been known heretofore. Some consction vehi- fits the spacer and contacts the space. The sprig
cles, buses and lage trcks have used some form or the 35 coil bear diectly agat the spacers and the spac .

other for some tie; In thes intaces however; pe are rotatably mounted on the shaft whiCh suppørt the
or other lever control mea ca be designed without ped thus the sprig is alo supportd by the shaf
regad to some of the restrts thatapply to automobile Furer the torsion sprig is locked at each end with
use. Pedal ca be more rugged, htgher peda presure one i:d being fixed relative to the bracket and the other
ca be tolerted an less r~pønsve acton ca be over- 4Oto.the ped. The sprig ends bea heaviy agat the
looked. .Generay, the requiemen~ refec the usge of spacrs in their locked positious and th in tu causes
the vehicle. For exple, :te requi~ent of a sysi: frctona contat between the spac and their support
for a ro~gh off-road. vehcle would liely refec its on the sht. As the sprig is tW when the pe
prospective usge. With pasenger ca ped preses rotates the coil offer resstace to the movement of thand reacton ties are. more crtica., 'ae pedal, sysm 45 lever. Furerore th interon betw~ th coil
mus be one ~t p~o~~es.a customa feel an~ per or- . sprig and the spaers and the sp and the sh
mace for the 'typica . drver. Saeo/ of operti~~ with produce a frctional resisCe to movement which
rapid ye~ contro~~ retw from a high l.oad P?S1tion ~ adds to the natur rese 

of the spnng coil itsa lower idle, pøS1tion are import: ~nsid~ons, as IS durg movement of the ped in an acerg efort
the amount offorce neeed to mata a desired spee 50 Th fi'ct na . ta teed d' cc
settg. The pèal must functon, respønsvçly and . n, 0 res. ce encoun ~g a . er-
qucky to the operattscomman ar' al provi an tiO~ ~ plays a p~ a:the co~ s~ to unwid or üthe
accetable nOn-fatigig resistace Dnver- areaccu ~~ th dm~ lS-lta a constats-It
tome to applyig and releag preure on a ped-lie IS. ~ frctona r~tace m th C?il-ser-~ asse
aigement'and beme acUsmed to th reance 5S cíon th~ proVJdes th~ ~rses efect. Th efec
to appliaton of force to th pe as well as to the rate and the rese to th inti down~ard movement of
of withdrawal as the applied presure is rel Wit the pe~ ca ~e contr~ed ~y selecon of componets
the intat invention, the cusmar feel durg the an thei phys re1tionshi~. '.
application of force to increa spe and whie ma- , .vlth the.us of at le ap~ of spac ~ des
taing speed as well as the fa delerati move- 60 frction resise ca be obtaed 'the coil properly
ment of the peda ca be duplite in a wie ty con- support ånd yet the lie ex of .the sy
trot 'greatly improved The us of at le two spce as

With the tyica auto, the peal presure reqed ' wi be explaied heeir, reduc th amount of
when advancing the" acceleor peda, is greate, th wea caus by rubbing of the sprig upon.its súppørt
that requed to maita a fi positon. Th difer- 65 an of its suppørtg elements snch, as sp with
ence is oftei referred to as due to the hystees effect. resect to a sh as contrasted to the \Vea th would
Th "effec" is importt in ma~g the acerr occu ifa sigle unta support for the spring along its
pedal in position whie dnvig at a relatively const whole lengt wa used

1
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Reliabilty over long periods of tie with litte or no' FIG. 6 is a fragmenta perspective view showig

mantenace is alo cntica with pasenger. ca equip; pais of spcers and torson sprigs in asociation with a
. ment. Of viua neglect of matece .i the choice ped and a sensing ~evice;

of may owner. Unle commeraly well mataed FIG. 7 is a fragmenta perctive view of a
vehicles ordin pasnger ca must go for extended S braket;
period wiout serice or even an inection for pre- FIG. 8 is a side elevaon of a senr;
ventive matenace. Travel of the sprig coil upon the FIG. Sa is a frgmenta perspetive view of the
surace of a pai of Spac rotaly S\pport upon a senr;
sh wi be les then upon a sigle spacer or a shaf FIG. 9 is a fragmenta section view si to FIG.

itsel. With us of at leat a pai of space the deired 10 3 but showig a secnd form of space-pedal-bracket-
frictiona and supportve reltionship of the sprig to sprig argement¡
. the lever ca be obtaed the hysteres efec ca be FIG. 10 is a perspecve view showig a pai of spac-

more reaily adjusted' and lie excy ca be er
greay improved. ' FIG. 11 is a perctive view showig a sh iner;

A fuer featue or the invention is that commonly ~S ;FIG. 12 is a top plan view of another form in which
avaiable components ca be used in incorpratg its the invention is emboied
concepts. , FIG. 13 is a section taen along line 13-13 of FIG.
A. fuer requiement for an 'engie controller, is 12; ,

ine of a retu to neutral or idle positon when- 20 . FIG. 14 isa secon taen along lie 14-14 of FIG.

ever the ped is releaed. Accordig to the intat 12 and
invention the very natue of a unque pedal mountig FIG. 15 is a section taen along lie 15-15 of FIG.
ca be util to enure a retur to idle even should 14.
there bea faiure elsewhere. According to the invention DESCRON OF A PREFED
a normy functionig pedal control as well as an over- 25 EMBODIMNT
ride idle, control are .contaed. in one sigle reaily
attchable unt havig a mountig bracket. A sigle Referrg now in parcular to FIGS. 1-7 of the
mountig bracket ca thus be employed. yet maum. drwigs, a prefered form of the invention compri a
relibilty aêhieved. Both the normal peda actuated ped support braket 10 formed of two relatively mov- ,
ret to idle and the idle overrde function upon the 30 able member plate 12 and peda support member 14.

releae of the ped. Yet the overde functon is inde- Plate 12 is in the form of a recgula plate. The plate
pendent of and operates regardles of any slow móvig has sleeves 16 and 18 adapted to bea agat a vehicle
sequence which might occu vi the ped to controller strcte and thouah which fastenig mea such bol~

chanel or in the event of a complete faiure of the 20, FIG. 5, can be ~.ed to faten plate 12 and thus
controller system. Accordig to the invention the 3S the bracket to a velcle. Ped support member 14 com-

br~cket ca be formed of two relatively movable ele- ~ri a housing 22 formed of a U-shaped p~te havig

menU with oiie element fied and the other movable side paels 24 and 26, and upwardly extedig,flange
upo application of peda presure, coupled with an idle 28, and 

a downwardly extding flge ~O. Flges 28

overr mea which sees their relative positioDS an 30 fac and are adpte to bea agait plate 12.
Th is in addition to the seg means asate wi 40 ~g:s ~ and ~O. are held a~t plate 12 when the
the pedal which normaly sign for an idle position ped i~ m idle pOSItion as her~ desnèe Op-
whenever the pedalis relea. Upoiiactuation of ' the mgs32m 

flanges 28 and30provide cleace for heads

peal to incree speed one of the .bracket pa wi of bolts such as 20, i:O. 5.
move reltive the other deativatig the overrde fea- Plate 12 ha a secon pres out therefom to form
tae. However, upon relea of the peda the bracket 4S a ledse 36, see FIG~. 4 and 7. Th is reeived in ~g
par ret to their idle position reltionship causing opeg 38 fo~ed m flge 28 and seres as a vertca ,

the idle overe to reinti the idle overde sign suppnrt :md gwde for Pi: suP~0rt mem~ 14 when
Even üth pedal to control System should ce fuc- plate? IS support.vertcay as mdicated m FIG. 1 on

tionig and or stick in a higher than idle position th a velcle .membe.. Flange .30 of 
braket memer 14 ha

reltion of presure on the pedal al releves presure so, a lower lip 40 ~hich recve and engaes l~we: edge
on the bracket and th idle overr wi becme efec 42 of plate 12, see FIGS. 1 and 7. The connc:on IS such

tie:-' "" ,- ,- ,,-- -- ,. - - -- ,', tht hra~el member 14 can rot"l~ %C.pll
Th d th .., about their JUcte. Th edge 42 of pla 12 form aes an 0 er advantages an~ o~Jects wi become fucii for rotatioiiof bracket mebe 14.

app~ent from. the fol1ow~g despüon and the acm- 5S 'A bifcate reter sprig 44 ures the braket
panymg drwigs wherei: membe into cotat along thei ver facg sur- .

BRI DESCRION OF TH DRAWIGS fac. Reer sprig 44, see FIOS. 4 an 4a ha,a
FIG 1 . id el' " projecg lockig member 46 form in it whih fits. : IS a s e. evation of an accertor pedal ' into the openig resultig frm the formtion of ledge

mcludg ~ supportg ~t; 60 36 in plate 2 an as'wi be exed herer hel sFIG. 2 !5 a front elevation ~f an acelerator ,Ped maita the members in position. ' P
FIG. 3 15 a fragmenta section tan along lie 3- , Side paels 24 and 26 rotataly suport pivot shaf 48

o~ FIG. 2l . , . and suitale busgs SO, FIG. 3. Sha 48 ha a cylin.
, FIG. 4 15 fragmenta section taen along lie 4- of cal section .which'js adjact it hCa end 54 an. a

FIG.2;. .. 6Scylidn seon 56, toget with a fl su 58
;FG. ~ is a plan view of a ~pnng; . formed thereon exdig to th other end of the sha
FIG. 5 15 a fragta section taen along lie 5-5' Accelerr pe lev 60 support a foot pa C;-i

of FIG. 2; , though à sutably coec pivot 64, 'an a sprig Cí
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which in conjunction with a stop functions to position mounted on the right sem-cylidrca end of the sh as
the foot pad in approprite position. viewed in FIGS. 3 and 6 and couple4 with a secnd
The peal ha a pai of upper ars 68 and 70 pro toIon spñng 92. The spacr 88 in th ince, ha a

vided with D-sped opengs 72, FIG. 6, which stb shaf 94 which is rotataly recved in the spac
fiedly posion the pe on the sh 48. 5 90. Spacer 88 ha a cetr D shpe opg which

On th cylica side 52 of the sha there is rotat: mates with th fit seon 58 on sh 48, an the semi-
ably support a.fi spacer,74, see FIGS. 3,4 iad 6. cylindrcal surceofsba 48. Thus spce 88 is lockd
Spacer 74 has a cylindrca outer seon 76 and a right- by one end of spñng 92 to the pe ar 68 by a stop on

wardly exding, as' viewed in FIGS. 3 and 6, stub ar 68 of the sae shape an size as stp 87. Ped ar
sha cylidrca secon 78. Upon stb sha 78 there is 10 68 is al loced to sh 48, and spac 88 is al locke
rotataly mounte a secnd space or rig 80. Upön the diecy to sht 48 by th flt suace 58 on the sha.48

two spce 74 an 80 ,the is supported a he1,tor- and th D shaped coguons in pe 68 and spac
sion sprig 82. The ends 84 and 86 of sprig 82 are 88. The other end 96 of sprig 92 locks spa 90 to
locked respectively to, brackt membe 14 and the pedal , brcket member' 14. As a reult when pedal 60 rota
60.Spñngend86be.agstop87onlever60,FIG. 15 shaf 48 spacer 88 rotate wi spcer 90. Fricton
6, and end 84 be agat the upper iner suac of the between the spac 88 and 90 contrDute to the hys-
pedal support member 14" FIG. ,1. The sprig is held resis effect which couitc the forc of the coil sprig

under torsonal load tedig to urge the pe and shaf urgig the peda to retu but which adds to the force

48 to the idle postion, as shown in FIG. L The two of the spring in resisti peal movement to incre
spacers support the sprig an the opposite sprig ends 20 sp
because of the locked relationsp they bea with the A position sensor and trmitt 98 is al mounted
lever and the lever support respetively bear fiy 'on shaft 48 beteen the peda ar 68 and 70, FIGS. 3,
agait the two spacer Spacer 80 is thus for~ ~y 4, 6, 8 and 8a. The ser ha a housg 100 havig
agait the stub sha 78 of spacer 74 and spacer 74 is beg 102. in which there is rotaly supported a
urged agaist the shaf 52 by the force of the sprig. 2S sleeve 104. Sleeve 104 ha a D shped interior mag
The components are designed so tht the presure of with the flt se-ccu section of sh 48. With

sprig end 84 prevents rotation of spcer 74 and sha 48 housing 100 there is motor drven by sleeve 104 and
rotate with spacr 74. At the sae tie, the forc of other components that seIe the position or sha 48.

sprig end 86 on space 80 forces the later to rotate with Electrca coupler 105 sees to connect thes compo-
peal 60 and sha 48 and upon sub shat 78. The rorce 30 nents vi lea 106 to the electci source and to tr
of the sprig ends is such, by design, as to result in mit the sensed inormon. The seor-trantter is
frictiona restace betwee the two spacers and be- avaable commerciay from the Roberthaw Com-
tween spacer 74 and sha 52. By selectig proper fits p;iny, and CTCorporation and the nature of its ,inter-
and the gener design of the eomponents the amount of na sensing components plays no par in the presènt

the resistat achieved ca be controlled. 35 inventionexcépt to fuction as a seor trtt. The
The space thus provie support for the torsionay housing. and bearg has however been parcully

loaded sprig, maintag it circunerentily.around designed to mate with the componets of the int
sha 48, and' at the sae tie they provide -a seecte invention. Furter there is as hereiter desbed, an
resisce to motion which provides the hysresis, er- idle swi featue which is unque to the intat inven-

feet desired durg p.ed operation. The frctonal res-40 tion.'
tace created by the spac adds to the restace or- In the latter regad the housg 100 compri a pai
fered by the coil sprig in advancing the peal towad ' of ar 107, 108, FIGS. I, 4,. 8 and 8a. AS, shown, the '
a high output leveL. However thi frictona resistace sensor 98 is positioned with its two ar facig the plate
provided by the spac wi oppose the torsionalload 12. The ar project outwardly frm the side or the
of the sprig as root prese is rel Ths gives relef 45 housg 100 and prnt reay faci. as com-
from the restace felt durg advacig of the ped pared to the suace of plate 12, verca surac 110 on
which is desirble when opertig at a stdy sped which the legs ofspñng 44 bea, FIGS. 4 and 4a Sprig
condition or in, reucg the speed level Adequte 44 thus urge ser 100 aga platè 14. The outdly
prese to ret to idle upon complete relea of the exg ar form pa of a projection 112 from hous
peal however is retaed though prope design of the SO ing 100.
components The pai of space provide yet another The idle swtch featu includes a send seng;idv;intage.n3e1~..~mae- -måslun 114 whis cowa
it eay to mount the sprig upon the sh and parcu- on/off switch, or known desgn an which is mounte '

larly when they are desgned as shown in the int with housg 100. Plunger 114 is normaly urged by
form wi one spacer mounte on the other. The spa- 55 an inte sprig with the seg me to ope the
ers ca be reaily inert into the sprig and pla on~ff switc The argemt, is such th plunger 114
upon th sh. Furer th spacer les the wea by is force into housin 100 by.plate 12 when support
spreag it over a broad su. If the sha wa not membe 14 is'in idle poition uner the inuence or the
provided with a pai of sp one on the sprig en reta sprig 44 th inte swtch ope by the
would wea a groove in the sh as one en or the 60 plunger 114 wi clos $Îgng th the engi shuld,
sprig rotated relave to the other. With the int be brought to idle condin. Th 'swtc wi se a
invention the liliood or wea at anyone point due to sign to the contrDcvi lea au as 116. Th wi
frction is at leat cu in ha br ~e or the sha rota- be ai adtion to th sign set by rotan or sleee 104
ing with one spacet:end or,one'ofthe spacers rotatig' in the seg device whe it-retu to the idle potionon the other. 65 iluste in FIG. L Th ide $Îgi given by the idle
To improve acon, equa the load OD both ar of overre swtch though acûon by plun 114 wi

the lever, inea saety and le the possibilty for , overe any sign th may be st given by the se
complete faiure, a second setofspa'7rs 88 an 90 is ing' devie 58. In '~ event t1 ror some rean the

.-'



5,408,8997 8
pe-coil spnng-spacer-senor system 98 has faied the shaf 158; FIGS. 12 and 14. The opposite ends of the
overde sign wi come into effect and caus retu of sprig 168 are,respctive1y, locked to the bract 156 at
the engie to the desired idle condition. Braket pe stop 170,an lever stp 172, FIGS. 12 and 14. The
support member 14 ha afed to flge 28 a pai of arangemet is such tht the sprig ends bea agai the
limt an 118 and 120, FIGS. 5 and 7, whih lit the S spacrs with the foreeagait the spacr 164 lockig

pivota movement of membe 14 reltive plate meber spac 164 to the lever, and the forc of th sprig end '
12 about ledge 42 of plate 12. Sprig 44 maita both on spcer 166 lockig the latt 'spacr 166 to the

sensor.98 and bracke~ pedal support membe 14 in the bracet 156.
idle p\?sition shown in FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. As shown in FIG. 13 spacr 164 has a stb sha 174

The opertion of the eleconic pe asembly wh.en 10 on which spacr 166 is rotaly mounted, as in the
the peda is moved away frm idle condition is as fol- form shown in FIG. 6. As a result spac 164 .rotaes
lows: when the pedal 60 is pres downwa the pe with the lever 154" with the stub sha rotag wi
suppórt member 14 intialy moves away from pla 12 but frctionaly beag agat spac 166. Lever 154 is
under the urgig of the increaed pressue from, the locked to shaf 158 upon knuled setions of shft 158,

torson sprig ends engagement with- aiember 14. The lS Only one set of torson sprigs and spac are mounted
presure on the pedal overcome the spnng retaer 44. on shaft 158 on one side of the lever. On the other side
The contact between the pedal support memer 14 and a simple space 176 is freY'rotatably mounte to ast

projection 112 .on the sensor force the senSor 98 to in inaitag the horinta position or lever 154 on

move with the pedal support member 14. -Aft a move sha 158.

of abut 0.5 mm, away from plate 12 the ar l1ll and 20 Lever 154 is actualy pa or a bell cra contrl
120 on support 114 prevent furer movement of pedal, system includig a bel cr 178, FIGS. 14 and 15
support member 14 and 

I 
senor ,98 away from plate 12. compriing a pai ofli 182 and 184 afed to sha

The shaft 48 however ca contiue to rotate drivig the 180 which is rotably support in bracket 156. The
sensg .unt with the Sensor 98. Th inti movement cra may be afed to the sha thugh the use of
also is sufcient to disble the plunger actuted idle 25 knuled sections ,and foree fits The bell cra includes a
overrde switch sice the plunger is free to move to sleeve 186 afed. to and ilXedy spacig the li

open the switch when member 14 moves away from' Thee spacers 188, 190 and 192. havig cylidrca
plate 12. The torsion sprig-spacers-Iever support mem-. bores are,rotatably support on the sh3t 158 between
ber now function as descrbed above. the lin and adjacent to eah other .and the lin re-

When presure is releaedfrom.the pedal sufciently 30 spectively. A pai of coiled torson sprigs 196 are sup-
to permt lowenng to the idle condition agai the ,tor- port by the sPacers and each sprig ha an outer end

sion spnng wil retu the elements in the pedal support 198 berig agait cylidrca sleeve 186 and an iner
member 14 to neutral condition, and at the sam the end 200 and 202 resectively as see in FIGS. 14 and is, .
spnng 44 will brig sensor 98 and plunger. 114 and the beg agait a stop 204 on the bracket 156. The stop

peal support member to the neutr position or FIGS. 35 is formed in th intace by an openg in bracket 156
1 and 4 in wluch the idle overde sign wi be effec: into which the sprig ends are ined The are-
tive. If.the pedal-torsion sprig connections or th con- ment is such tht the sprig ends 198 adjact to the
troller itself should fai retaer sprig 44 wi nonethe- li 182 and 184 are' locked to the sleeve 186, and the
less brig the two bracket membe together an the idle pressue agait the' sleeve 186 lock spa 188 aId 19
overrde switc Wi st function to brig the engine to 40 to the be cr 178. The foreeor the sprig ends 200

idle condition. Engie controller suitable for use with and' 202 effecvely' lock the space 190 to the bracket
pedal devices embodyig the intat invention ar well 156. As a resul althoúgh sha 180 rotate with spac
known in the art 19,there is frctiona reSCe to suh movement

Referg now to FIGS. 9, 10 and 11 wherein a sec- . producing a hystees effec ,as dicused above. The
ond form of spacers and sprig argement acording 4S frctiona reisce occ beus the sprig ,ends' 200
to the invention is shown: spaces l2 12, 126 and 12 and 202 force the spacr 190 into contact with the sha
are provided in conjuncton with the shat 130 to which 180 to such a extent as to crea~ the frctona resçe.

is atthed the peda ar 132 and 13 an the sleeve Electrca seg device of a known kid 206 ar
137 of ser 136, which sleeve is si to the sleeve mixed to the shaf end 2Da and, motioii of the Peal is
102 of FIGS. 3 and 8. Torson sprgs 138, and 140 are SO trantt by wie to th eigieCQntrolas (iesõe
support by the spacrs, an as in the form shown in' heretfore. The lever 154 be aga sleee 186 and
FIG 3. th.. nppsik" ends of th ~.a14 -tfts1Jn to th belcian mciibc tluugh th
locked to the pe support 142 and the ped ar 132 sleeve. A stop 210 lits the movement of the lever at
and 13. Sha 130.is conscte with a complete cyli- the idle condition. Fur an idle, overre is mounte

dr section 144 to the'Ief and a. rit secon 146 ss in braket 156. When tle pe prese is reeved to
havig a fIt 148. Spacer 12 and 12 have cylidrca retu to neutr th over swtc wi fwcton to
cente 150 whih mate with the cylidrica end or the retu the engie to ide level regadl of thepóstion
'sh Spacrs U6 and US alo have cylidrca cetr or the sprig-sac syte
sleeves which mate with the sh 130 and a se-cli- Havig denöed my invention, may modcation
drcakey 152 'which ,fi th fltted porton of cyli- 60 theret wi beme appaent to thos sked in the ar
del' 130 between the spac 12 and 12. In the sae to wmch it p' without devon from the sl'~t of
maer as those shown in FIGS. 1-8, spce 12 and the invention as defed by the sc of the appen
12 rotate with the lever whie spacer 122 an 12 cl '
mov.e with braket membe 142. i: ',.' ..., .. ... Wht ,is cled is

FIGS. 12-15 show yet,another embodient of the 6S 1. An accerr pe asbly for an eleconic
invention including yet anoth emboent of spacer- thottcotrl comprg
torsion sprig-pedal argement Reerg therto: a sh a I'edsu¡i on sad sh a brackt
ped 154 is rotataly support in bra 156 on a supportg sad sh for pivota movement of 

' sad



5,408,8999 10
pedal. sad ped havig an idle engie thotte as, a mountig pIate for sad peda asembly and the
postion and being movable therefrom to power other of which bracket members rotatably support sad
ineag thotte positons , sh an sa lever,

.a coiled torsion sprig havig one section thereof mea supportg sad other of,sad bracket membe
.afed to sad bracket and one section afed to S on sad one of said braket membe for rotation
sad pedal an contiuousy urgig sad peda to ' with respect to sad oue of sad braket members
idle thottle position, meas supportg sad sprig about an ax exnding parel to but sp tr
and matag its relationsp to sa pe com- veryof the ax of pivota movemt for said
priing a pai oflongitudiny algned spce posi- pe,
tioned with and supportg sad sprig, sai spac- 10. sa mea supportg said other of sad brat mem-
er beúg support by sa sha and each spce be comprig me formg a pivota conn
being engaged with one of the, POrtons of said tion betwee said member an mea for ma-
sprig afed to sad braket and to sad peal tag sad pivota connection includg mea
respecvely, with one of sa spacer being held in resileny urgig sad meber into a fi poition
fid relationsp to sad brackt l)y sad sprig, the .IS corresndig to an idle engie thotte poiton or
other or sad spcer beig held in fixed relation- sad peda and resently reistig movement or
sliP to sad pedal ~d being pivota therewith with sad other of sad member reltive sad one or sad
said one of sad spacrs beg rotatably mounte members from sa idle engie thtte postion.
with resect to sad sh and to sad othr of sad 8. The accelertor asembly of cla 1 including
spaCers by mea providing frctioi reistace to 20 mea for sensg the reltive rotaonal positon be-
'relative rotation of sad othCt of sad space with tween. Sad braket membe and includi mea for
rest to each other and of sad other of sad spac- trttg scied inormon to a recvig mea.
er with respect to sad sh 9. An acclertor pedal compriing

whereby one of sad space pivots with sad peda a ~upportg bracket
and the 'section of sad sprig supported by the 25 an acceleration pedal rotatably supportd in sad
lattr one of sad spacrs upon rotation of said bracket for movement from an idle fuel position to

peda whie the other of sad space rema sub-. a maum fuel inpüt position
statiy fixed with resect to said braket an the mea for seing the rotationa position of sad pedal

section of said sprig supported by the laer other' relative sad bracket and' mea . for trsmttg
of sad spacer and the later other of sad spacers 30 such sensd inormation to an engi control ele-offer fritiona resistace tomoveient of said ment ,
pedal which frictiona resstace adds to the resis- mea for resstig movement of said peal from the
tace of sad sprig to movement of sad ped from idle fuel position toward the maum fuel input
idle thotte position toward power increasg position an opertive upon movement of said
thotte positions, but opposes the force of sad 3S peal from idle fuel position to retu said peal to
sprig urgig sad ped to retu to idle position. the idle fuel position upon relee of pressure on

. 2. The accelerator peda asembly of cla.i wherein sad ped comprig;
said one of said spacers is rotatably mounted on the a helCay cl?i1ed sprig havig a firt end member
other or said spacers. . engagig sad bracket and a secd end member

3. The accelerator pedal asembly of cl 1 wherein 40 engagig sad lever in a relationship to. eah other
said one ç¡f sad spacers is rotatably mounted on sad which place said spmig under torsona load alongsha its lengt when sad pe is in ide position and

4. The accelerator pedal asbly of cla 3 wherein such as to increawd torsona load on sa sprig ,

said other of sad space is rotably mounted on sad and sad pe as sa pe moves from ide,sha. 4S towad maxum ful potion.
5. The acceerator pedal asbly of clai 1 includ- sad sprig constatly urgig sad lever to sad idle

ing a second set of spa and a secnd torsion sprig . potion. "
with sad second 'set of space supportg sad ,send mea matag sad sprig in relvely fied posi-
torsion sprig, sad send set or spacrs be sup- tion relative the ax of rotation of sa pe an
port' by said shaf with one of sad send set of SO for creag a hys efec on the torsona load
spas beg rotatably suport with respect to sad of sa sprig whereby the forc restig move- i
sha and tø sad other of sad -tnd !ip.tnf!:.w met.of sa pedal fre.siowar
sad send set of spac beg af, repevely, mum fuel positiòn wi be grter th the force
one to sad lever and the other to sad braket by repec- urgig sa pe to idle position upo retion of

tive sectons of sad se spri,and SS force upon th pe urgig the pe towad ma-
with one of sad send se of sp being rotàtaly mum ñi position, coprig .

support by mea providig frctona re a pai of axy algned cydrca sper pooned
19 rotation reltive sa'sha which wi augient with and supportg sa sprig, one of sad spa
the restace to rotatinal movemt of the fit er beùg in frct enget wt the one of
mentioned eith of sad sp impose by the 60 sad sprig en beg ag sa braket, the
ascion beteen the lattr spr and it sup- other or sa spacer l)g in frctiona ehgagement
port " ' wi the other of sad sprig en engagig and

6. The accelertor asbly of cl 1 includig, beg agast sa lever,
mea fonening th rotati posttion of sad peda mea supportg sad oth of sa spac for re-
with respect to sad bracket and ~mittg the inor- 6S tive rotation with tè to sa one of sad spacrs

mation sensed to a. recvig mea. abut a common ax the la me beg in
7. The acelertor asbly of clai 1 wherei sad fritiona cotat wi sa other of sad spac

bracke~ is formed or two m~be one of which seres whereby, when sad spri is torqued uner inu-
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ence of movement of sad ped the sad other of tag the latter sprig seon in position with

said spacers wi be forced to rotate upon its sup- respect to sa lever,

port desite the fnctiona restace, to such move- whereby sad spnng exert 
a torsonal force, aga

ment provided by engagement with said mea sad peal and is supportd in a substiy fixed
supportg said other of sad spacers, and whereby S helically colled condion,
when presure on sa pe Urgig said peal mea supportg sad spacers so as to mata 

a
. . frctona ~nta between sad spacer, an their

toward a maum fue input position is reled respevely engaged setions of Sad sprig ret-
the fnctional engagement of the laer spacer with ing rotationa movement of sad spars reltive
its supportg mean wi rest the torsona force 10 thei resvely engaged sa setions
of Sad sprig urgig sad ped to retu to idle fuel said mea supportg sad space rotatily support~
position. ing sa one of sad spac with the contat be

10. A peda assembly for an electronic thotte con- twee' sad' one or sad spac and its supporttrol compnsing mea providig frctiona resce to sad rota-
a pedal, a bracket for mountig said ped mea is tion ,or sad one of sad spacs reltive to it su

supportg sad peda on sad braket for move- port mea, the lar fnctiona restace bein les
ment from an idle position to a maum power then the frctonal resstace to movement pro-
p9sition and retu hel sprig mea for res- vide by engagemt beeen the end c;f sa
. f' da d' sprig reactig agat sad bracket and sad one ofmg movement 0 sad pe towar a maum 20 sad spacrs . '
power position and retug sad peda to sad idle whereby upon movement of said pe sad other of

position sad spacers wi move with sad ped whie sad
sad helica sprig mea includg spnng sections mea supportg the lattr sad one of sad spacers
resectively reacting agat sad bracket and said wil rotate with sad one of sad spce,

pedal so as to maita a torsional load on said:iS and the frctional resistace to rotation of said the
sprig and constantly urge said pedal toward said lattr. spacer with respect to sad mea
idle position, supportg the lattr spacer wi add to the torsiona

second mean for resistg movement or sad ped force or sad sprig resistig movement of sad
from sad idle fuel postion toward sad maxum lever toward a maum power position, but wi
power position and resistig retur movement of 30 act 

agast theforce of sad sprig tendig to retu
sad pedal to said idle potion compnsing sa peda to idle fuel position upon relation or

a pair of cylidncal spacers positioned withi and force exerted upon said pedal urgig sad peal to

supporting said helical sprig a mamum power postion.
f . d fr' 11 . . 11. The pedal asembly of clai 10 wherei said spac-one 0 Sat spacers ctiona y engagig a spong 3S er are supported on a common sh' . ,

section reactig agait sa bracket and support-

ing the latter sprig section and a porton of the U. The peda asembly of cla 10 wherei said shft
h rca Us f "d .. . ..th rotatably support sad pe in sad bracket.e i. co 0 Sat spong m position WI resct 13. The pedal asmbly of clai 10 wherei said spac-

to said brac~et, . . .' er are both supported directly upon said sha
the other ?f saci ~pacer f~ti0naY ens,gig a sec- 40 14. The pedal assemly of cla 10 wherein one, of

ond spnng secton reactig agaist sad lever and said space is rotatably supportd upon the other of
supportg the latter sprig section and a second sad spac.

. porton of the helical coil of sad sprig and main- * * ,. * *
4S
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2
shown in U.S. Pat. No. 4,958,607, which is assigned to
the sae asgnee as the intat invention,provides a
suspended pedal configUation, which is a desirable
arangement; however, may or the mechanica ele-

5 ments are disposed exenorly on the support strctue,
BACKGROUN OF THE INVNTON and the pivot or the foot peal is space apa from the

Th invention relates generallr to controls; and more front, wall farher th desble in the liited space of
pacully to a foot peal control coupled to a fuel the trck cab. Parcully, th foot-pedal pivot is situ-
disnsing syste~ oraJi ,inter-cmbustion engie. ated relatively far from the front waortrck ca, well

ActUltiO'ii er a foot peal coupled to i ruel disg 10 beyond the pivot er the potentiometer acuatig mecha~
syste of an engie alters the outp~ er fuel dishaged ni It is desle to loc the pivet pot .er the foot
by the fuel dispeg system.'Conventionay, tle un- peIS,clos to the front wal as poible in erder to
actute fOCt peal is held, in . heme or idle potion by consrve spa in theeftn crpe confes er a trk
a ¡prig argement, an the eperator, b~ depresg ca. Fur~r, in the '6/7 argement, torque was apo
the pe caus..an mcreu er the fuel output from the IS plied by coil spp to the sb th acte th pote
. fu dipeg syste, thereby incring engi RPM tiemeter, consuently the coilipnngs were requied to'
an/or-power eutput of ~e en¡ie. . rotate thu¡h ,the sae ar IS the potetiemeter sh

An importt feature or dies engies IS wel as reultig in a pe prese dierenti frem idle to' rul
may,spk.-ignûon en¡ies is'the ruel-injection iyste thttle tht was high th deble for op~um
~ûng of ~umps ~t .me!er anp1a,the ful under. 20 oprator coert '

!DJetton prt:ure, the ~Jecnon nezzes an ~e gover- It is therefere a pricip obje er the prest inven-. ing co~trols. Contro!lig the rate' or tuel dipens to tion to previde a improved .root peal arangement.
the cylinders or an interal combus~o,n engi7l co~- A more lPcc obje er the presnt inventien. is to
monly rererred to.1S thottle contrQI, IS acmplied in provide a root pe arangement with improved peal
a ruel-injeçtien system by adjustig.the euiputor a r~el 2S presure diferenti: . "
pump or i system or ruel pumps tht supply ~e c~li- Another object er the instt invention is to provide
ders. Fuel :.ntrols have evolved rrom mechaca li- an improved root pe argement which locte the
ages coupllg a root peal ~o ~ control rak or a 'ful pivot or the root pe clos 

to the fro t wall or th
pump system, to an' electronic lige couI?lil th~. root trck cab. n e
pe to a cemputer, .the compute momtonng, inte 30 I' . th . r th " '
al a sensr that ~etects incrementa movc:ment or the . t IS lD0 er object 0, e prest invention ~o .P!o-
foot peal, and responsive to suc~' détete movement vide -. unproved root pe argement req~g
'and other input data controllg the output or the fuel reduc: force to hol~ the peal actuate, thereby in-puip system. creaing eper~tor coDi0r: .. . .
. :May modem intema-(mbustion engies are com- 3S ~other object orthe mventien IS to' pro":de.an un-
put,er controlled. For eiple, a ruel pump system is pro~ed com~t foot pe arangement with an ~es-
suitably operate by ene or more' serve~echani theticaly p!eamg, unclutt~_appe(\ and .having
responsive to control signals ftom a computer, which rewer me~g components Viuallr al .er whica are
monitors an input sign provided bya sesor coupled ~tey dtlpo ror W:er operanon and for protec-
to the root peal. The foot-pe iensr, suitaly a po .w tien rrom dir and contats
tentiometer, is actuated in respons to' depresion or the SUMRY OF TH INON
foot peal by the operater of the vehicle. The co~puter .. . .
thus cOntrol~ fuel flow to the engie, generatig appro- . The presnt in~ention utilizes ,a sensr ~e gen~te,.a
prite control sigi in .respons to' m~nitored input iign~ represtative er root-peal ~ep.resion, which IS

signal rrom the' root-peal potei;tiometer as wel as 45 momtored by ~ computer. The umquc arangement er
other ìiput signs rrom sers which detet both in- the components an the mea for trlatig rota
ten and cxtemåJ engie opatig pareters suh IS motion of the foot ~ to the Ulputor th~ ser al-
temperature, humdity,' baomei,c presure. engie lews mouitigthe pé closr to the front wall of the
RPM and loa,' etc., providig, increa engie em- trck cab th wa poDI~ in previous arements
ciency, ruel ccnomy and reduce ëmÏSon or pollut- SO, A support strçtre previes a housg in whi9h the
ants to .the atmosphere. pivot or a suspended root peal is joúned and On

An ealy design er an electronic contiol system 10- which a ser is mounte Th hO,using, and a pivetay
cited the movement dètetig ser in the engie com- meunte cylidnca dr of the foot pe conjoined
parent nea the ruel pump; hewever, th are- with the housg, previde ii enclesurcontag a ,
, ment ,proved undesrable due to the complex mec- 55 spnng which applies rotave rct bia to the foot,

ca lige r~uire to' connect the root peal to the peal, and aitercnnecting elements which tranlate

sensr. Moreover, the har operatag envunment of peal mov~ent into-'icr input. An Ulteal ¡ca
the engie compament expo the sensr to heat, oil defined en, the 'anular nm of the foot-pe dru
and dir which ca cotnbute to p.remtu raiur or meses with a pinen havig an axl ,sh joumed.in
setive Components Subuent desig thus locted 60 the housing, the sh proviing input to the ser,
the scr in. the cib or operator compaent, the thereby tranlatig foot-pe movement into scor
sensr beg incorprated in a foot pedal arangèment output.
tht included, a mea for providing rotative motion or .
i potentiometer in repons to depreson or the root
peal. A foot pe, its support strcture, ~nso~ such 6S
as a potentiometer and the various interconnecting
components'are collectively 10 rererred to herein as a
"footPcal arangement". One such implementation

1
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FOT PEDAL ARRAGEMNT FOR
ELECONIC THROlT CONTOL OF TRUCK

ENGIN

BRIEF DESCRIPON OF TH DRA WINO
Whe the invention is set eort with paculanty in

the appended clai ether objects, features the ergani-
zation and method er opcåtion er the invention wi
beme ~ere ~pparent, and the invention wi bet be
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understood by referrg to the following detaled de- provides a set for the pinion 44 in a generaly cylindn-
scnption in conjunction with the accompanying draw- form reces 54 defied in the block 52. The recess 54 is
ing in which: defined by a platform or base 55 and upwardly extend-

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a foot pedal arange. ing' ea 56, 57 iitenorlycontoured in cylindrica form
ment in accordance with the present invention; 5 commensurate with' the shape of the pinon 44. Top

FIG. 2 is a side view of the support structure or the suñaces of the ea 56, 57 defme an arc (designated in
foot pedal arangement in, accrdce with the inveii- FIG. 3 by dashed lie 58) concentric with the ax 30. A

tion; bore 60 laterally inter the bas 55 and extends
FIG. 3 is a plan view or the pinon beglever stop though the bo 48 and pa ". A countebore61 de-

element or the foot peal arangement; 10 fied tXriorly in the pad " coy with the bore 60
FIG. 4 is a setion view, taen nea its ope ~d, of recives cylidnca proton 62 of the potetiometer

the foot.pedal dru acrdig to the presnt invention; ii the potentiometer beg atthed to the side wal 18
and by suitable fasteer 64 exdig though apertes 66

FIG. 5 is an exploded perspetive view, pary cut in the pad ".

away, ilustratig the varous components of the foot 15 The pinon 44, whih sets rotatably inde the recs

pe argement or FIGS. 1 though 4. 54, is formed with pephcr gea teth 68, six in the
prestly des emboent of the' invention, tht

DESCRION OF TI PREFED subted an angle of approxitely 135 degree about an
EMBODIMENT ax 74 of the pinon; an ax sha 76 or the pinon 44

Referrg now to the varous views of the drwig20 eXtds though the bore 60 and engages an inpuishaft
for a more detaled desription of thè components, ma. 78 or the potetiometer ii The pinon 44 is sutably

ierials, constrction, function, operation and other rea- rormed from a ngid polymeric maten such as gl
lues orthe instat invention by chaacters ofreferencc reiorc nylon; The confgurtion or the rec 54
a foot peda asmbly 10 incorprate a..upoort stn. alows a rotationa thw or about 55 degree of the
lUe 4, wmch is suitably machied or die cat from 25 pinon 44 sete therei The pinon gea teeth 68, as
alumùl, and which includes a bae plate 6 confgued they rotate though a poition norm to the platform
to be mounted and rigidly attched to a front wal 8 of 55, project beow the arc 58. Beg smac 70, 72
a cab of a diesl engie powered trck, e.g., by bolts 2 dc:med at either end of the configued block 52 beeath
(shown in dash lie). The features and configution of the ea 56, 57 provie lever stops wmch limt rotaonal
the support strcte 4, desribe in deta below, pro- 30 movement of the foot pe as dcs'b hereir.
vide support for a foot-pe assebly 10, a potentiome- The foot-pe asmbly 10 includes a drive lever 84
ter 12 and internal interconnectig elements tht trs. extending from and, afed at its proxi end to a

late. foot-peal movement into rotational movement of configured dru 86,which is in the shape of cylider
the potentiometer shaft. , normal to the drive lever 84 and open at one end to a

Top wall 16 and side wall 18 elements of the support 3S cavity 88. A hub 90 fonned at the clos end 91 of the

structure 4 extend oütaraiy from the ba plate 6, and dr 86 is ccmc with rest to the cylindnca
with the base plate 6 define a housing 20 open on one peripher of the hub. The drive lever 84 and dru 86
side and having a fomied rece 22 with a cylidriform are suitably formed as a unta element from a ngid

intenor smace 24. Intenorly of the housing 20, a cylin- polymenc material such as glas. reiorce nylon. A
dnca boss 26 and a. cylidrical sleeve 28 havig a com. . 40 conventiona pe 92 is pivotaly attched to the dnve
mon axs 30 with the boss 26 extend into the rec 22 lever 84 by a pin 94 exteding though an apertur 96in

from the closed side wal 18. . A longitudinal groove 32 the lever 84 and a clevi 98 on the underside or the
defined in the periphery of the sleeve 28 ext~nds the pedal. Asprig 100 urges the pe agait an angled
length thereof, and a cómmon centr bore 34 extends landing 102 on the lever 84. A pivot 104, which is at-
though the sleeve 28, the boss 26 and the sie wall 18. -lS fued to the hub 90 as by presingintr an aperture 106,
A needle beg ,36 is presed into the bore 34 at the projects into the cavity 88 such that when the dru 86
dista end of the sleeve 28, whie a seond neee be-is inse into the formed. rec 22 or the housg 20
ing 38 is presed into the opposite end of the bore 34 the pivot 104 sldes into the cetr bore 34 an is jour-

from the side wall 18. naled in the neele begs 36, 38, thus providing piv-
A piion beglever stop clement 40, suitably ma- SO ,ota motion of the peal drive lever 84 and dru 86

,cmned or die, cat from aluiium, is adpted to be about the pivot 104 and the ax 30. The pivot 104 is
fastened to the side wal i of the housing :z and pro axy retaed in the bousing 20 by a snp rig 108.
vies a mounting meas for the potentiometer 12 exiri- The dru 86 and housg io conjoined fonD an en-
orly of the housing 20, a se inde the housg io for a closue, th dr U and the housg io ea closg
pinon 44, and interconnecon between the pinon 44 55 the other, which enclose and protet the internal inter-
and potentiometer 12, later i1esn'b The pinon be- coectig elements tht tranlate rotative foot.pal

rigleverstop element 40 compri a mountig pad" movement into rotational movement of the potctiome-
adpted for attchment outsde the side wal 18 of the . te sha 78. Nthough the pephery of the dru 86 is

housing 20, the pad" beg positioned with respect to circular and conform generaly with the cylindriorm
the side wal 18 by an ireguly shape loctig bo 60 interior suac 24 of the housg io,the dru rotates
or dowel 48 exending from the pad 46 into an aperte ecntrcay wi repect to the smace 24 beus of
50 machied or die cat in the side wall 18, the boss 48 the cctrcity of the ax 30 with respe to the periph-
havig esntialy the same thckness as the side wallIS cry of th dru' 86. However (se FIG. 4), the cavity
and being received closely in the aperte SO,which has 88, defmed by internly projecting nubs 11Ò, 110' of
esentiay the sae shape as the boss 48 such that the 65 cylindnca wall 112 or the dru 86 and the interal

boss forms a closure or the side wal aperure 50. Ex- suñace ofa lobe 114 is configured concentrcally (as
tending into the housing 20 from the bos 48, and inte- indicated in FIG. 4 by dashed lie 115) with the pivot

gral with the element 40, a confgured pilow block 52 104 abut the axis 30,50 as to loosey and s1dably en.
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velop the boss 26 ,or the support strcte 4, when the The rack 116 or the rack-and-pinon geag is an
drum 86.and housing 20 are conjoined. intemalgear. which faciltates loctig thé axs 74 or the

A rack 116 having six gea teeth 118 dermed inte- pinon 44 proximate to the pivoi or the foot pedal.

grly in the wall 112 of the dru 86 intenorly and Tranlation of foot-peda rotative motion to potentiom-
concetncay ,with the pivot 104 meshes with gea 5 eterrotation by way of such internally dis geag
teth 68 of the pinion 44. Rotation of the dru 8 about allows ,placeent of the foot-~a1, asbly much
the pivot is limted by engagement of rad lit stops cl?SC to ,the front wal of the vehcle th was pos~le

12, 122, respetively, agait beg surace 70, 72 of wi!h ealier foot peal arangements the dru 86 bemg
the pilow block 52. The lobe 114 derines a slot 12 . adJact to the front wal I; suh argement furter

Op to the cavity 18 of the dru 86. The slot 12 10 pro~~ a compact, unc~utted sttue: -ne ~-
exteds substatily the depth of the dr ~yond the an-p~on argement JS therefore. a bl~ecional
ra1it stOp 12 and is confgued to reve eiter- co~~~g between. the Ier .~ ~e fO?t ji for
iW catches ,U6of a pa of coll sprigs U di . d?V1g th Ier m a: appropnate dirCCon and m~g.
úiide.the cavity sa of.the dr 16 wh~.the foot-pë nitue of anguar rotation m res to correspo~g
asbly and the supPort ste 4 are cojoined 15 .moement of~e foot pe. ~us th ~k-~d-pinon
Was'13O Iete the s¡innp frm eah other and ar~ement clv~, the 1e~ In bo!h direc
from the rac of the piw block 52. . Intern cahes Whe the pnnciples of ~. mventi!l have no~ ben
132 r th ", Us in. to th 10o.,tuin mae cle In the foregOIg ilustrve emboent,o spnngs .are, In . ,~ ther wi be imtely 

obvious to th sked in the¡rve 32. of the sleeve 28. 'I.spnngs ~ ~taed 20 ar maý motion or'sttu. arangement, pro-
wiçr ~~ apply to~q~e to the dr 16 In acolUte- portori th eiemts mate and coponents us in
c:ockwi direction ,,tl'reference to FIG. 4, the rota- the prace of the invention, and other. whiçh are
~o~ of the dr ~ beg c~ecked by engagement efthe pacully adpte for ipcficenvinments and op-
lit stoP. ui agai~t.l:g.sac 72 ~r the pilow crg rcuiénts withut depg from thos pnn-
block .~2; ~ such potion ~f~~ ~ 16, ~e foot ~ 25ciples. The appcdc4 cl arC; thefore, intended to
~der s~i.g p~esiie or b~ ~ I8d to be In a ~ome or cover and embr-i any such mQdificationS. withn the

idlepoition. LIewi thepinon 44 (as shown in FIG. lits only or 
the tre spint and scpe ófthe invention;3) and, ìhepotetiometer shaft, whichîs coupled by way We clai:

or the rac~-and-pinion g~g ~gement to the foot' , 1.Ina thotte control syste ora vehicle havig an

pe -ae ~ the home potion. .' . 3Q inte combustion engie and a thotte controlling
In operation, the r~t -p 92 IS .~epr~ ~OV1g compute, a foot peal argement providing input to

the foot pe, from .the home iitia~ pivo~g the 'the thotte controllg computer and includg a sup-

dru 86 about the 'axlS 30, c'ockwi wi~ reference tò. port strture adpte .for mountig onto an upnght '

r-G. 4. A,s. the rack 116. r?ta~ clockwi though a wal or a vehcle cab, a foot pe supended from the
p.rc?eu;rmed are, the pinon '! rotate the s~ of 35 support strtue and havig a pivot jo~ed to the
~hich m tur r01øtc. the potetiomete ~ Rotation of support strcture, sènsor meas mo~ted to the supp?rt

the ,dru ,16 continues as the foot peal IS fuer de- strctue for generating a conttliignal represntative
, pre unti the raial limit stop 12 engages the lever of the angul poition of the foot pe, the thttle

,stop 70 of the pnJow block 52. A çoputer 134 coupled,. controllg computer coupled to the ser meas
to the potentiometer 12 by . bus 136 peodicaly moni- 40 'wherey the control sign generte by the sensr
ton the output signal. of the potentiometer.detccg mea is monitore by the compute for controlling the
incrementa movement or the foot pe, and generate engine'thottle, and meador trlatig pivota move-

approprite contrl signs for controllng fuel flow to ment or th foot peal to an input or the sesor mea
the engie, ba in pa on root-peal potion. The the improvement coprig: .
degree or rotation bctw~, the limit stops 12. U2 is 45 the.root peal and the support stctre beg con-
determined by the rotationa spcatiom or the poten- joined to defe.a enclosure contag the jour-
tiomete it rangig frii mium to nium output aaed pivot and the pivota movement trlating
sign value. In the prestly ~esribe eirboe~t of mea, the pivota movement tr~tig meas
the . invention, th jitetiometr rotate S3 degree movig sa sensor input thugh a lit range or
whie the foot-peal dnve lever pivots approxitely 50 ang1 mòvement in respons to movement of sad
20 degree. The torque spnngs 12 act diect1y on the foot peal through a Sjnd riDge or, anguar

. foot..pc'dru applyig retat force to the, clement movement, th fit rage or angu movement
havig the lesr degree or rotation, the force diferen- being greate th the send rage of angu
ti between home potion or idle an fu thotte beg movement.
therefore substatily reduce to approxitey 10 55 2. The foot pe argement of cla 1 wherei the
pouns. . enclosure conta a sprig inteedte the root pe

The root peal argenent ca be recnfgured to and the support stcte, the sprig applyig a spnng
"provie for sen havig dierent rotationa requie- bias to the foot peda with. respet to th support strc-
ments or to prov,ide greater or les rotationa move- ture. "
ment or the foot pe. For exple, decrcag the 60 3. The foot pe arangement of cla 2 wherein the
¡èa ratio between the ra and 'the pinon by decca- sprig is a coll sprig co with the pivot or the foot
ing the radius or the rack 116 without alterg the raus peal.
of the pinon 44 .would increa the rotationa throw of 4. In a throttle con~oi system of a vehicle bavigan
the pot, while incréang the raius of the pinion would internal combustion engine and a thotte controllig
decrea . the rotationa thow of the potentiometer. 65 còmputer, a foot peal arangement providig input to

Recnfguring tJe limit.. stops chages the rotationa the throtte cOntrollg computer and includng a sup-

thow of both the foot pe and the potetiometer at port strcture adapted for mountig ,onto an: upnght
the sae ratio of movement. wall of a vehcle cab, a foot pe súpeed from the
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support structure and havig a pivot joumaled to the of the angular position of the foot peda, the thottle
, support structure, sensor mea mounted to the support controllng computer coupled to the sesor mea
structure ror generatig a control sign representative whereby the control signal generated by the ser
of the angular position or the root peal, the thottle mea is mOntored by the computer for controllig the

controlling computer coupled to the sensor meas 5 engie throttle, and mea ror tranlatig pivota move-
whereby the control signal generted by the seor ment or the root peal to an input or the seor meas,
meas is monitored by the computer ror controlling the the improvement compnsing:
engie thottle, and mea ror tr¡ulatigpivota move- the foot pedal and the support strctue being con-
ment of the foot pe to an inut of thesc mea, joined to defme an enclos contag the jour-
the improvement compnsg: 10 wed pivot and the pivota movement trlating
the pivota movement tratig mea comprig a mea the pivota movement trtig mea
rack-and-pinon geag. comprig of rat-and-pinon geag.

5. The foot pedal arangement or clai 4 wherei the 9. The root pe argcment or cla 8 wherei the

rak-and-pinon geag compns a rack integral with rak-and-pinon geag compri. rak integr with
the foot peal and concetrc with the pivot, and a 15 the root pe and concentrc With the pivot, and a

pinon coupled tò the input or the sensor mea, the pinon havig. shjoumed to the support stcte
pinon being joumed to tle support str. an coupled to the input of the ser mea

6. The root peal argement or clai 4 wherei the 10. In a thotte contrl syst or a vehicle havig an
rak of the rak.and-pinon geag is an intern gea inte combustion ene and a thtte controllg
intmody dipose in the support strctre. 20 compute, a root pe argement provig input to

,. In a thtte contrl syte of a vehcle havig an the thtte controllg compute, the foot pe ar-
intern combustiontngine and a thotte controllig, ragement compriing: '
computer, a foot pe argement providing input to a support strtue havig. ba for mountig onto
the thottle controlling computer, the foot pe, ar- an upnght wal of a vehcle cab, the support stre-

rangement comprig: 15 tue havig an open cylidriorm housg with a
a support structe havig a bas for mounting onto side wal;

an upright wal or a vehcle cab, the support strc- a foot-peal asmbly pivotaly suspeded from the
ture havig an open cylindriform housing with a support strcture and including a drive lever, aside wal; pe at a dista end or thereof, the dr havig an

afoot-peal assembly pivotay suspeded rrom the 30 ope end and a clos end an conformg gener-
support strcture and including a dnve lever, a aly with the shape or the ope cylidnorm hous-

peal at a dis end or the drive lever, a drm ing, and pivot axly dise in the dr and
havig an open end and a closed end and conform- affxed to the clos end or the dru the pivot
ing generally with the shape or the ope cylidri- being joured in the support structe such tht
rorm bousing, and a pivot axally disposed in the 35 the dru and the bousing conjoined form an encla-

drum and afixed to- the clos end of the dru, the sure, the dru and the housg eah closig the
pivot being journed in the support strcture such other;
tht the dru and the housing conjoined form an sensr mea mounted on the support stcte ror
enclosure, the dr and the housing each closing generting a control signal represntig an angular
the other¡ 40 poition of the drive lever or the foot-peal asem-

sensr means mounted on the support structure for bly,the thotte controllg compute coupled to
generating a control sign represntig ,an anguar the sensr meas whereby the contrl sign gener-
position or the drive lever of the foot-peal asse- ate by the sensor meas is'monitored by the com-
bly,the throttle controlling c;omputer coupled to puter for contrllg the engie thotte; and
the sensor meas whereby the control signal gener- 45 mea dispose inide the enclosure for trlatig

ated by the sensor mea is monitored by the com- pivota movement of the foot-peal asbly to an
puter ror controllig the engie thottle; and input or the ser mea the pivota movement

mea dised inside the enclosure for trslating translatig meas comprig a rak on an inteor
pivota movement or the root-peda asbly to an wal orthe dru md a pinon meshed with the rack
input of the ser mea, the pivota movement 50 . and havig a sh jouraled to the support strc-
trlatig meas beg coupled to an responsive tue, the shaft beg coupled to the input or the
to rotation or sad dru by causing corresponding ser mea.
rotation or sad ser input, the pivota movement 11. In a thotte control sysem or a vehcle havig an
trlating mea movig sad seor input though engine and. thotte controllg compute, a root pe
a rirst rage or angular movement in respons to S5 argement providig input to the thottle controllg
movement or sad foot pe though a. send computer, the root pe argement comprig:
rage or mguar movement, the rirt rage or angu- a pedal poon moveable thugh . fit rage or
Ja movement being greate th the send range anguar rotation an,d sprig bia to,wad an idleor angular movement. exeme or sad fit rage of angu rotation

8. In a thottle control system ora vehicle havig an 60 whereby upon urgig or sad pe thugh sad.
interl combustion engie and a throttle controllg rirt rage or angular rotation to a ful thtte
computer, a root pedal arangement providing input to extreme or sad rirt rage or angula rotan said

the thottle controlling computer and including a sup- peda retur under sad sprig bia to sad idle
port Strcture adapted ror mounting onto an upright extre of sad fit rage or angula rotation;
wall or a vehicle cab, a root peal suspended rrom the 65 a sensor porton moveable though a send rage or
support structure and havig a pivot jourled to the angulr rotation substily greate th said fit
support strcture, sensr meas mounted to the support rage or angular rotation, an idle extre or said
structure ror generating a control signal represtative secnd rage of anguar rotation corresponding to
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said idle extreme or sad firs range or angular rota-
tion, a rull throttle' extreme or sad send range or
angular rotation corresponding to the full thottle

exteme 'of sad firt rage of angular rotation

,whereby coordinated movement of sad ser 5
though sad second range of angula rotation pro-
vides ser output corrnding to peda posi-
tioning within sad firtrage of anguar rotation;

and
å bi-deconal pivota. tration mechi cou- 10
plig sad peal porton and sad sensr porton
wherebý movement of sad pe~ porton from sad

idle exei;e though sa~ full thotte exeme of
sa firt range of anjuar'rotation moves by,way or

sad øiecham sad' icnsr portÇ)n from sad idle 15
extreme thugh sa futi-.thottle ext of sad
send råge of angu rotation; and furer upon
te or ~d peal froøi sad ful thtte ~eme
t.o sa idle exeme or sad fit range of angu
rotatioii under sad, iprig l)ia sa mecariicm 20
moves' sad sesor' porton from sad fu rage
extreme to sa idle extreme òr sad send rage or
. angular rotation.

U. In a throttle conttol system oCa ve1cle,havig an
engie and a thotte conttollg computer, a root peal 2S

arángement próviding input to the thottle contrlling
computer, the root peal.arangement compriing:

a peal porton moveale 'through · a fit range or
angu rotation and sprig bia toward an idle
extreme or sad fit rang~ of anguar rotation 30

whereby upon urging or sad peal though sad
fit rage of, anguar ,rotation to a ful thottle

10
extreme or sad first rage or anguar rotation sad
peal returns under sad sprig bias to said idle
extreme of sad fir range or angular rotation;

a sensr porton moveable: though a send rage of
anguar rotation.ubstatiy greater th sad fiit

rage or angular rotation,' an ide extreme of sad
seond range of anguar rotation corresponding to
sad idle extreme or sad fit rage or angular rota-

tion, a ful thttle exeme of sad send rage or
angu rotation correspondg to the fu thotte
extreme or sad fit rage of angu rotation
whereby cordte, movement of sad sensr
thugh sa send rage or angu rotaon pro-
vides ICr output corresndig to pe posi-
tionig with sad firt rage or angu rotation;
an

a pi~ota trlation mecm couplig sad peal
porton ~ sad ICr pol:n wherèby' move-
ment or sad pe port from sa idle extreme
though sad fu thotte exe of sad fir raige
or angulir rotation moves sad sesor porton from
sad idle extteme though Sad full thotte exe.me
or sad send rage or angu rotation, and fur-
ther upon retur or sad pe from sad rul thotte
exte to sa ide exeme or sad fit rage or
anguar rotation under Sad sprig" bia sad cou-
plig moyes sad sensr porton rrom sad full range
extre to sad idle extreme of sad send range of

anguar rotation, sad coupling mechasm com-
priing a rack-and-pinon geag.
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2
vehcle ireversibly set to fu thottle. Even momenta
loss of contrl, such as might occur with the false tran.
mion of acceleration whie in a lie at a stoplight, may
rest in substti dage. There ha been sought a

BACKGROUN OF TH INION 5 way to offer the desirable feel, of the Bowden cable
1. Field of the Invention whie improvig reliabilty to enure the saety of an
Th invention pert generay to pe brackets operator ànd asiated equipment Heretofore" such a

and more spcay to bracket stctues copera- combination of featues was not avaible for a price
tively mated with electrca devices such as potion competitive with the Bowden cable.

sers and force sensors 10 In an effort to obta the desired reliabilty, dua fuc-
2. Descrption of the Relted Ar tions have been proposed in the prior ar The fit of
In the control of motors and machier there are a these is a peda force swtch or, performg a siar

numbe of inteac tht have be propose though fuction, an idle valdation switch Exemplar patents
the yeas. Thes interaces have sought to ea ma's' ilusg such a combintion are U.S. Pat. Nos.
abilty to peorm the fuctons requed in the opera- is 5,133,225 and 4,869,220. However, each of these prior

. tion of the machies with as litte extraneous acton and ar patents force movement of the potion senor to
hadware as possible. In th way, an operator may occu together with activation of the swtch. Such a
peor as may fuctions as possible with mi litation doe not alow for totay separte and inde-
hiderce and with maum controL Tht way, pedent fuctionig of th two device and ca lead to
saety and effciency are at a maum. . 20 undeteced faiure modes. As noted such undetected

One way of controllg ~ mae is with ~e:us of faiure modes ca caus much ~ge and may even
pedals. Thes peal alow ~pu~ to the machie by ~e lead to fataties. The present. invention seek to over-
of an operator's foot, whie siultaeously keing come the litation of the prior ar
hads free for other tyicay more complex taks.
Thes pedas are found in a varety of mahies includ- 25 SUMY OF TH INNTION
ing piaos, sewig machies, and motive equipment The prest invention overcomes the litations. of
such as automobiles and trks .. the prior ar by incorporatig a dua pivot strctue into

The peda ~d to cintrol. thes de,;ces m some the ped asmbly. A fit bracket provides rigid sup-
c~ are mechaca, tyicay.m?Orpritig a cable or port for the entie peda assembly and ha extendig
vanous geas and other trl0n devices to convert 30 th th gh raly' lidrca ha Abo t th
the lited rota motion avaible from the pe into ere ou, a gene ~y ~ u
usfu mechanca motion to control the machie. Oter s~ a second ~o~ movig, bracket IS su~ported that
pes incorrate some ty of position sensr tht ca~ a combmation ofsp~gs, hystr~is assembly,
convert the mechaca potion into an electcal sig- positio~ se~ an~ force switch. The swtch :md sen.
na In the field oflocomotion, parcully peg to 35 sor, whie caed m one package: ~e actuted mdepe-
automobiles and trclca mechaca bracket using a de~tlyone fromano~er, providig ~ ready way to
cale, oftn refered to as a Bowden cable, is the sta- valdate 

correct operation of eah device.

dad method for controllg the thotte of inte BRIF DESCRION OF TH DRAWIGS
combustion engies. Thes ped asmblies have a .
desable feel and fuctionaty and, with a few refie- 40 F~G. 1 iluste .by exploded view a prefered em-

ments, are extremely reliable. Th ty of pe as- boent' of the entie peda assembly.
bly, defies may peda toy. . FIG. 2 ilustes the preferr~ emboiment in an

As noted above though tie there have been a num- asbled view reay for mountig.
be of attempts a~ dierent tyes of pe devices to FIG. 3 ilustres by exploded view a prefered em-
control mahies. One major attempt ha ben to intra- 45 boent of a peda position senr combined with, a
duce an electrca lige between the pe and the peda force switch.
,device to be controlled. Th is desable sice the gea DESCRION OF TH PREFE
asblies are buly, expensive and lited due to their EMBODIMNT
inerent si to those applicaons where the pe is
ver close to the controlled device Mechanca li- SO FIG. 1 ilustrates ~ prefered emboiment of the
ages are not parcully flexible and are prone to stik- eleconic acerator pedal asembly, by exloded

ing or bindig. Whe the Bowden cable ha proved view for claty. The entie asbly 1 is support by
genery relible, th peetrtion of moistue and other rigid pe mountig bracket 10 tht is afed by bolt of
contaants may sti caus the cable to bind. A cable other si fasenig stctue to a sutale support
les prone to faiure is more exnsive an buly, an 55 such as. bulea of an automobile (not ilustrted).
sti inerently lited Rigid braket 10 should be fiy supportd so as to not

One ealy atpt at an elèctrcal thotte controller move relatve to the support Rigid brackt 10 ha coax-

is iluste in U.S. Pat No. 2,192,714. Therei the ia opegs 2 and 3 therein which recve sha 13
thott valveo! an inter combuson engie could be thethough. Betwee openigs 2 an 3 and sily
controlled either by foot using a pe or by had usg ,60 supported upon shaf 13 is movig bracket 11. Movig
a knob. A send constrction, ilustrted for us with bracket iiha a U-shape suace 7 inteconnectg lie
a forkl is dilos in U.S. Pat. No. 4,047,145. Th sUDace of movig braket 11. Form into U-shaped
se constretion offer an abil to adjust the de- suac 7 are two loctig diples 8 which serve to
vice for varces in maufactug and perfomice locte beevie sprig washe 12. Thes belevie
among vaous asblies 65 waher 12 ar reted betwee U-spe suace 7 and

More rectly, there have be propose devies th ngi braket 10 at the slightly contoured or shaped
offer added saety featues Th appe is rey under- region 9. To buid the asmbly 1, movig bracket 11 is
stoo in view of the poteti for ha of a severa tone poitioned with torson sprig retetion tabs 26 on the

1
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surace of shaped region 9 closes to coax openigs 2 FIG. 3 ilustrte a prefered embodient for the
and 3. U-shape surace 7 with diples 8 and belevie combined position sensr and swtch asmbly 17. As
sprig washers 12 ar then sld over the side of shaped shown, the complete asembly, 17 is generaly sur-
region 9 so as to interct therewith on the suace of rowled by housg 57 and cover SO. There may alo
region 9 away from opengs 2 an 3. Once assebled, 5 reside se 51 to prevent the entr of foreign element
a viewer lookig from the angle of FIG. 1 wi not be othere detrenta to the assembly, an rive ar 52
able to se U-sbped region 7, diples 8 and belevie and 53. These drve ar are adapte to be presd
washer 12 due to shape region 9 blockig the view. diectly onto sh 13 at drve 14, for diect mechaca

Simly support upon sh 13 is peda ar 32, engagement and rotation therewi. Altertively,
cag therewith pedal pad 33. Not ilusted is the 10 there may be adtiona stcte as known in the prior
pivot pin and sprig commonly associte with the ar and not ilusted herei to provie for positive
pe pad, alowig ped pad 33 to pivot on ar 32, as couplig threbetwee Whe thre are two drve ar
thes form no mate'par of the invention. Ped ar 52 and 53 ilusate note tht there may 1¡e any number
32 is cared upon sh 13 though ccax opgs 3S from one or more, although two is preferred for dupli-
and 36. Opgs 35 and 36 are ilustrte as generaly 15 catin of fuction and yet low cost The interconnec-
recguar in shape so as to engage flts 15 of sh 13. tions betwee drive ar 52 and 53 and shaf drve 14
Rotation of peda ar 32 about sh 13 therefore wi are not ilustrted in great deta and wi be well known
al rotate shaf 13. The nature of the interconnecons to one of ordi sk Expla patents though not
is not litig, and may tae any desble form includ- the only ones, are U.S. Pat Nos. 4,355,293, 4,621,20

ing but not lite to matig geometres, welded or 20 an 4,693,111 incorprated here by reference. These

brad connectons or simar arangements. Th par- drve ar 52 and 53 may be desgned to mate one with
ticul recguar ing reltionshi betwee open- the other and rest upon a rota beg surace at the
ings 35 and 36 and sh 13 is preferred due to eae of base of housg 57; The matig featues are not ilus-
mauftue and replaent. ' tratedherei though one or ordi ski wi recog-

Caed about sha 13, but not genery engaged 25 me tht matig concentrc cylider coaxal with the
therewith and also between opengs 35 and 36 are the shat 13 would provide one mea of accmplihig the
two torson sprigs 30 and 31. A fit end 37 of torson fucton. Drive ar 52 and 53 might be combined into

sprig 30 wi pres aga tab 26 when sprig 30 is one rigid stre and may have two contacts at the
intaed under slght compresive force A second end ends thereof. Other sutable stctues are well known
38 of sprig 30 wi pres agat the side of flat 34 not 30 to those of ord sk in the, ar as note above.
visible in FIG. 1, thereby forcing flt 34 of peda ar 32 For the sa of ilustration, flexible element 54 sim
agat stp 27. Torsion sprig 31 is siarly ined. to tht shown in U.S. Pat No. 4,355,293 is retaed in

Duplication of fucton is achieved in the stcte place by featues not shown in housing 57 and pressure

though the us of sprig 31 with sprig 30 and two wedges 55 and 56. Atthed on a side of housin 57 and

sprig wasers 12. Faiure of one of th pai or even 35 formg the novel featue of asbly 17 is a switch 58
one torson sprig an one sprig washer wi not di enclose by actor 59. Pror ar switch and senor
able the asbly. However, one or more sprgs could combinations rey upon the sae rotationa sh to
be us Duplication is prefer actute both the position ser and the switc In some

Also cared on shaf 13 is the mechancal hystes inces the switch is even formed as a separte very
mecha 20 tht produce. the ,feel of the BoWden 40 short resistor element upn the sae flexible fi as the
cale fam to automobile drver. Fricton pad 21 ser. Th ty of asembly is inerently lite for
mounts agat braket 10 and serves to provide a con- sever importt reans. Usig the sha to, actute
trolled frction with washer 22. Waser 22 is ilustrated both position and sensing fuctions.,force the potion
with a matig geometr si to, opengs 3S and 36, ser to trvel a ce lite dice prior to switch
so as to be rotate simultaeous with sh 13. Rota 45 action. . Th movement either is indicated as a

. motion of sh 13 is thereby retaded somewha by the chage or non-zer position by the potion seor.
frcton betwee washer 22 and pad 21, wherei pa 21 Even where thre is a lage area of conductive pat-
rem substiy anchored wi braket 10. Bele- ted for the postion ser to slide' upon durg
vie sprig waser 23, cap '24 and retag rig 25 swtch actution, the conductive doe have fiteres
combine to mata force though washer 22 and 50 tace and a chage in res wi be conveyed. Fur-
aga pad 21. FltU does not exd the ful lengt of ther, if the sh should bind with the ser, there is no
sha 13, 'and at the ~tionneaes drve 14 alows way to ver whether, there is intet to actute the
sha 13 to engage aga the opeg though braket sha In some prior ar applica. there ha bee an
1L Th countebalce the force applied on sh 13 efort to separtely pacge the switch and the ser.
by beevie spg waser 23. Drive 14 engages wi 55 Th rets in a more exive package and spreas

potion seor 17 to rota drve ar 52 and S3 (shown wig over a greater diceposig th assembly
in FIG. 3) upon rotation of sh 13 relatve to movig to grea rik of dae or ex inteerence.
bracket lL Position ser 17 is retaed to movig Switch 58 is iluste herei as a dome switch, but
braket 11 though bolts 18 and is therefore only 8Otu- oth ty of swies an even elonic swtchg
at upon rotation of sha 13 relative to movig 60 device such as Ha effec sensrs are conteplatebracke lL Simly,oter constions of sensrs are al con-

FIG. 2 shows asbly 1 reay for intion. Li teplate and ver much with the scpe of th inven-
elemts are so numbeed where vible. The complete tion. The fa tht switc actor 59, ray dios
asbly i as ilustrated might be intaed along the 'from sh 13, is actte without rotaon of sh 13
bul dividig a paenger comparent from an 65 relatve to asbly 17 is ver importt to th inven-
engie area in an automotive or trck application or tion. '
might be intaed upon a stcte spcièay buit to In operon of asly 1, torson sprigs 30 and 31
provide rid support for asbly 1. are under slght compresve force when no presure is
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applied to pedal pad 33. Upon application of a smal
'force upon pad 33, incative of demand for thotte in

the application of th invention to automobile accer-
to the force is transmtt though a seond end 38 of
torson sprig 30 to the fit end 37 and into movig 5
bracket lL Th caus movig bracket 11 to rotate on
sh 13 relative to rigid bracket 10, thereby compreSs-
ing bellevie waser 12 wbichhave a lower compres-

sive force th torson sprigs 30 and 3L At th tie,

there is no compresion of torson sprigs 30 and 31. 10
Diples 8 are most preferably formed to be no lager
th the thcknes of the thes porton of sprig
wasers 12, so to not intedere wi the opration of the
movig bracket 11 and beevie sprig waser 12. 15

Copression or flatteng of beeve sprig wash-
ers 12 caus the entie movig braket 11 and al par
supported thereon to rotate slghtly reltive to rigid

bracket 10; Th slight rotaon is sens bya switch 58
mounted on the side of ser 17 and bet ilusated in 20

FIG. 3. The rotaon caus housg 57 to move away
from lip 4 of braket 10. Acttor S9 normaly is pressed

tightly agait lip 4 by the force of beevie sprig
washer 12. Movement of housg 57 away from lip 4
relea pressure from swtch 58 to caus a switchig 25

action to occ. Th switchig action occu regardles
of whether the remder of ser 17 is opetional
bound up, or otherw non-functiona provied elec-
trca connecon exts In th way, demand for thotte
may be sensed independent of pe position. 30
Since ser 17 is retaed to movig bracket 11

though bolts 18, no chage in posion relative to hous
ing 57 ocur in potion ser drve ar 52 and S3
unti shaf 13 rotate relative to movig bracket 11.

Whe the foregoing deta what is felt to be the 35
preferred emboent of the invention, no mate
litatiom to the scope of the claied invention is in-

tened. Furer, featues and desgn alterntives tht

would be obvious to one of ordin ski in the ar are

consdered to be incorprated herei. The scope of the 40

6
invention is set fort and parcularly described in the
clai hereinbelow.
We cla:
1. A bracket asembly carg an actutor mea

compriing:
a mea for supportg a movig bracket niea and
loctig a rotationa ax sad movig bracket
mea occupyig a fist position relve to sad
supportg mean when no force is applied to sad
actutor mea;

a connecg mea connectig sad actutor mea
to sad movig braket mea, sad connecg
mea operative upon application of a fi forc to

sa actutor mea to move sa movig braket
mea relative to sad support to a send position
without relative movement between sad actor
and sad movig bracket mea and upon applica-
tion of a seond force greater in magntu th
sad fi force to sad actutor to rotate said mov-

ing bracket to sad second position without relative
movement between sad actutor and sad movig
braket mea, and to subsequently moveisad ac-
ator mea relative to said movig bracket mea

sad movig bracket mea and sad supportg
mean spaced from ea other by a sprig mea.

2. The bracket asembly or cl 1 wherein sad
sprig meas compries a belevie waser.

3. The bracket asembly of cla 1 wherei sad con-
nectig mea compries a resilent meas.

4. The bracket assembly of cla 1 wherein sad con-

nectig meas compries a resilent mea.
S. The braket asmbly or clai 4 wherein sad resil-

ient mea requies more force to deform than sad
sprig mean.

6. The bracket assembly of cla 1 wherein sad

sprig mea is spacd from sad actutor mea by sa
movig bracket meas.

7. The bracket assembly or cla 1 wherein sad actu-

ator means comprises a peda......
45
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(57) ABSTRACT

An electronic adjustable control pedal asembly for a motor
vehicle including a carrer, a gude rod adapted to be secued
to the dah panel of the vehicle and mountig the carrer for
fore and aft movement along the gude rod, a power dnve
operative to move the caer along the 

gude' ro, and a
pedal stnicture includig a pedal arm pivotaly mounted on
the carner and a potentiometer mounted on the camer and
operative to generate an output elecmcal signal proportioned
to the extent of pivota movement -of the pedal ar.

4 Claims, 4 Drawig Sheets
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ELECTRONIC ADJUSTALE PEDAL More specifcaly, this invention is directed to the provi-
ASSEMBLY sion of an adjutable control pedal apparatu that is espe-

cially suitable for use in conjunction with a drve-by-wieRELAD APPUCATON throttl contrL
Th application isa contiation-in-part of U.S. patent 5 The invention apparatu is adapted to be mounted on the

application Ser. No. 08/513,017 fied on Aug. 9. 1995, now body structue of the motor vehicle and includes a caer,
U.S, Pat No. 5,632,183, and entitled Adjustable Pedal gude means mounting the carer for fore and af movementAsmbly, relative to the boy structu. and drve mean operative to

move the carer along the guide mean. According to the
BACKGROUND OF TH INNTON 10 invention, the peal asmbly fuher includes a pedal strc-

Th invention relates to control pedal apparatu and ture mounted on the caer for movement relative to the
more partcularly to adjustment mean for selectively adjust- carer and mean operative in respons to movement 

of the

ing the position of one or more of the control pedals of a pedal strcture on the caer to generate an electrical signal
motor vehicle. proportoned to the extent of movement of the pedal struc-

tureon the caer. Ths arrangement provides a simple and
In a conventional automotive vehicle pedal are provided 15 effective means of generating an electronic control signal on

for controllng brakes and engie throttle. If the vehicle has an adjustable pedal asmbly and ensures that the ergonom-
a manual tranmiion a clutch pedal is al provided. These ics of the control pedal wi not var irespective of the
pedals are foot operated by the drver. In order for the driver position of adjustment of the pedal structue.
to maintain the most advantageous position for workig Acordig to a fuer feature of the invention, the pedal
theSe control pedal the vehicle front seat is usually slidably 20 strctue is pivotally mounted on the carrier and the electric
mounted on a seat track with mean for secug the seat signal is generated in respns to pivota movement of the
along the track in a plurality of adjustment positions. pedal structur on the carer. Th specifc arrangement

The adjustment provided by moving the seat along the retain the customary pivotal movement of the control pedal
seat track does not accmmodate all vehicle operators due to and als mainta the constant ergometrc operation of the

dierence in anatorical dimensions. Furter, there is grow- 2S control pedal asmbly.
ing concern that the us of seat tracks, and especially long Accordig to a further featue of the invention, the
seat tracks, constitutes a safety hazard in that the seat may generator means includes a potentiometer mounted on the
pul loose from the track durig an accident with resltant carer whose settig is varied in respons to pivotal move-

injures to the drver and/or pasngers. Further, the us of ment of the pedal structe on the carer. Th specic
seat tracks to adjust the seat position has the effect of 30 arangement provides a simple and effectie mean of
positionig shorter operators extremely close to the steerig generating the required electronic sigal to provide drive-

wheel where they are suseptible in an accdent to injury by-wie operation.
from the steering wheel or from an explodig air bag. It is Accordg to a furter feature of the invention, the pedalstrcture includes a peda ar and a pedal mounted on atherefore desirable to either eliinate the seat track entiely lower end of the pedal arm; the pedal assembly furter
or shorten the seat track'to an extent that it wil be strong 35 includes a feedback apparatu; and the feedback apparatus

enough to retain the seat durg an impact. Shortenig or includes a sprig mounted on the caier and arranged to
elimiating the seat track requires that mean be provided to exert a sprig force against the pedal, ar that varies in

selectively move the various control pedals to accommodate respns to pivota movement of the pedal ar, a fit
varous size drvers. friction surface defied on the pedal ar, and a second

Various proposals were made over a period of many years 40 frction surface defied on the sprig and arranged for

to provide selective adjustment of the .pedal positions to wiping coaction with the first frction surace in respons to
accommodate varous size drivers but nelne of these propos- pivotal movement of the pedal arm. Th spcic arge-
al met with any significant commercial acceptance since the ment provides a simple and effective means of providing the
proposed mechanisms were unduly complex and expnsive desired feel or feedback to the operator upon movement of
and/or were extremely difcut to operate and/oraccom- 45 the pedal and fuher provides the desired hysteresis effect.
plished the reqiiired pedal adjustment only at the expens of Accordig to a futher featue of the invention the fit
alterig other crtical diensional relationships as between friction surce is defied by a car surace on the pedal arm;
the driver and the varous peals. Recently a control peda the sprig comprises a leaf spring fiedly secued atone end
mechanism has been develope which is simple an inex- thereof to the carer and defig a fre end; and the second
pensive and easy to operate and tht accmplihes the 50 frction surface is defied on the free endof the leaf sprig.
requied pedal adjustment without alterig fuer critica With thi arngement, pivotal movement of th pedal ar

dimensional relationships as between the drver and the generates wiping action between the ca surace and the
varous pedals. Th control peda mechanism is dilosed in free end of the spring and varies the extnt of flexig of the
U.S. Pat Nos, 4,875,385; 4,989,474 and 5,078,024 al sprig about it fied end.

asiged to the asignee of the present application. The 55 Accordig, to a further feature of the invention, the
present invention represents fuer improvements in adjust- feedback apparatus mean futher includes a fit resisance
able control pedal design and specifcally relates to an plate mounted On th upper region' of the pedal ar and a

adjustable control peda apparatus which is compatible with, send resistace plate mounted on the fre end of the leaf

and incorprates, a drve-by-wie arrangement in which the sprig and biased agait the fist resistace plate. Th

li between the pedal and the asciated controlled device 60 arrangement alows the resitance offered to the pivoti

of the motor vehicle compris an electonic signal rather pedal to be varied either by varyg the sprig characteritics
than a mechanical linkage. of the sprig or by varg the retance characteritics of

SUMY OF TH INVNTON the resistanc plates.
BRI DESCRIPON OF TI DRAWING

FIG. i is a persective view of an electronic adjustable

pedal asmbly accrdg to the invention;

2

Th invention is directed to the proviion of a simple, 65
inexpnsve and effective apparatus for adjustig the contrl

pedals o( a motor vehicle.
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Nut 26 is circular, is mounted for sliding movement in
circuar bore 109 of support strctue 10, and defies a

central thaded bore 200
Key 28 is seated at its lower end 28a in a notch 26b in the

5 upper penphery of nut 26 and pases upwatdy thrugh slot
10i and through an opening 24k in top housin wal24e for
secement at its upper end 28b, by faseners 32, to a flange
241 upstanding frm housin top wal 24. Key 28 thus

lockigly interconnect nut 26 and housing 24 so that
DETAID DESCRlPON OF mE 10 movement of nut 26 in bore 109 is imparted to housng 24

PREFEED EMBODIMENT so as to move housig 24 axialy along gude rod porton
The invention control pedal assembly, broadly lOe.

considered, is intended to alow effcient fore and af move- Dnve asmbly 14 includes a motor 34, a cable 36, a
ment of the pedal asembly to accommodate operators of bracket 38, a worm 40, a worm gear 42, and a scew shaft
varyig anatomical dimension and is operative to generate 15 44.
an electronic or drve-by-wi signal ~ resp?ii to pivotal Motor 34 compries a suitable electnc motor, with posi-

moveme~t of the .pedal asembly. while ri:taining the s.~e tion memory if requied, and is suitably ~ured to dash

ergometrc operation of the pedal irespective of the position panel 22 proxiate the bracket portion lOa of the support
of adjustment of the pe~a1 20 strctu.

'le pedal assmbly i?Ciudes a support strcture, 10, a Cable 36 compries a well-known bowden cable and iscarer ~mbly U, a dave asmbly 14, a pedal asembly dnvigly secured at one end 36a to the outputshaf of motor
16, a resistance or feedback asmbly 18, and a generator 34. Bracket 38 is sered to an outer face of transmiion
mean 20. housing lOb and mounts the other end 36b of cable 36.
Support structure 10 may be formed as two or more part m 40' 't bl' al d' t .. h .
h' h . bl . . d th h' b 2S norm lS sui a Y Joum e m ranmision ousingw ic are sUl;a y )oine tog~ er or may,. as s 0v., e lOb in overlyi relation to cavity 10e and is dnvigly

formed as a smgle integral unitary member in a casting or t d to bl d 36b
forgig operation. Strctue 10 includes a bracket portion connec e ca e.e~ . . . . .
lOa a transmision housing porton lOb and a guide rod Worm gear 42 lS Jouraled in cavity lOe m meshig
porton 10e. '30 ~ngageme~t with w~rm 40 an~ ~ncludi:s a front trunion 42a

Bracket porton lOa is adapted to be suitably secured to Joum~ed m a beanng45 po~tioned ~n the open. front end
the dash panel 22 of the asociated motor vehicle utilzig of cavity 10~ and a riar. trmon 42b Jouralled m a coun-

suitable fatener mean in known manner. terbre 10k m transission rear wallOf.
Tranmiion housing portion lOb extends rearwardly Screw sh~ft.44 extends rearwardly from worm gear 42

from bracket portion lOa and has a generally cubicle con- 35 centrally within support structue bore 109 and pases
figuation defining a hollow lOe opening at the front face threadably through the threaded central bore 26a of nut 26.

10d of bracket lOa and fuer defiing a central bore 10e in It wi be seen that actuation of motor 34 has the effect of
a rear wa110f of. the housing porton. rotating scw shaft 44 to thereby move nut 26 and housing

Guide rod portion 10eextendngidly rearwardlyfrom the 24 fore and af along gude rod 10e with the .e~ent of
rear wall10f of the traosmiion housing porton, is hollow 40 forward and rearard m?vement defined .and liited by
so as to provide a tubula confguration defiing a cental engagement of key 28 wi the frnt and rear ends of slot
circuar bore 109 concentnc with bore 10e, is open at its rear 10i.
end 10h, and includes an upper axal slot 10i extending from Pedal asembly 16 includes a pedal ar 46 and a pedal 48
a location proxiate the lraosmision housing wall10f to a secured to the lower end 46a of the pedal arm. Pedal arm 46

location proximate guide rod rea end 10h. 45 pass upwadly though a slot 24m in the lower housing
Carner assembly 12 includes a hOuSing 24, a nut 26, and wa 24d for pivotal mountig' at its upper end 46b to

a key 28. housing side wal 24b and 24 via a pivot shaft 50.
Housing 24 may be formed as a casti, forgig or Resistance asmbly 18 include a pedal arm frcton cam

stamping, and is designed to move slidably along the guide. 'plate 52, a leaf spnngS4, and a sprùg frction cam plate 56.
rod portion 10e of suport structure 10. Housng 24 includes 50 Restance asembly 18 is intended to provie feedback or
a rear wal 24a, side wal 24b and 24, a bottom wall 24d, "feel" to the operator to replace the feedback normaly
a top wall 24, and a front wal includig an upper 'porton provied by the mechan lie interconnecting the
24,t a lower portion 24g, and an angled intermedate con- pedal and the controlled device such as the fuel thtte.

nector portion 24h. Acircular openig 24i is provided in rear With a mechanical lige, the pedal presure require when
wal24a proxiate top wa124e and a circular opening 24j 55 advancing the accelerator peda is grater than that requed
is provided in front wal upper portn 241 proxiate top to mainta a fied position. This dierence is oftn referred
wa1l24e in axial alignent with openig 24i. Housing 24 is to as due to the hysteresis èffect. Th effect is importnt in
mounted on the gude rod porton 10e of suport strcture 10 maintaing th acclerator peda in position wh drvig at

with guide rod porton 10e pasg though apertres 24i and a relatively COQsta sped and it must al be coosidered in
24j and bushigs 30 positioned in apertures 24i and 24j in 60 achievig a desied decleration tie. The presre which

sliding engagement with the outer penphery of guide rod mus be applid in accelerati is eaily bome but ü the back
porton 10e so as to mount the hous for sliding movement pressre of an acclerator spnng produced the same effect
along the gude rod. Angled frnt wal24h is complementary dung the tie it was requied to retain or maintain sped

to the angled lower sudace 10j of the transmison housg it would son become uncomfortble for the operator to
porton lOb of support strtu 10 so that the housing 24 65 mainta a relatively consant speed. The hysteresis effect
may move into nestig relation with respect to the support provies relief. It lessns the load requid to maintain a

strctue with the housing in its extme forward position. settig of th aclerator yet there is sti force to caus

FIG, 2 is a fragmentary side view of the pedal asmbly;
FIG, 3 is a detail view taken within the closed lie 3 of

FIG. 2; ,
FIG. 4 is an end view of the pedal assembly;
FIG, S is a crossectional YÌew taken on line S-S of FIG.

1; and
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken on line 6-6 of FIG.

5.
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reverse pedal action when the foot applied pressre is wardly along guide rod 10c with the lits of forward and
removed. Resistance asembly 18 provides the "feel" of a rearward movement determined by engagement of the key

mechanical liage includig the desired hysteresis effect to with the respctive forward and rearwar ends of the slot
relieve operator fatigue. 10i. In any position of adjustment of the pedal, actuation of

Pedal arm frction cam plate 52 may be formed, for 5 the pedal or releas of the pedal results, in the maner
example, of a plastic materil such as Delrii and is sed previously descnbed, in the generation of an output signal at

to an upper cam edge 46c of the pedal arm via a dovetail the outlet 60d proportoned to the extnt of pivota move-

connection 52a. ment. Since the pivotal movement of the pedal ar is
Spnng 54 compris a laminated leaf spring and includes precily the same in any position of adjustment of the pedal

a curl 54a at its upper end wrapped around a pin 24m 10 ~trcture~ the ergometn~ of the asembly do not var
projectig inwardly from housing side wa1l24b. A nub 24n irespectve of the position of adjustment of the pedal

projects inwardly from housing side wal24b below pin 24m asmbly and irrespective of the anatomica stature of the
and coacts with pin 24m to trap the end tip S4b of curl 54a operator.
to fiedly secure the upper end of the sprig to housing side As the pedal is moved downwardly, a "feel" is imparted
wall 24b. 15 to the pedaL, simulating the feel of a mechanca linkge

Spnng fnction cam plate 56 may be formed, for example, betwe.en the pedal and the contrlled vehicle system, 
by the

of a glas fied nylon matenal and includes a workig combinedeffect 
offiexigofthe leaf sprig 54 and frctional

porton 56a suitably secured to the lower end 54b of leaf sliding or wiping engagement between the fnction plates 52

sprig 54 and a ta portion 56b pasing upwardly between and 56a. Furer, as the pedal is releasd or alowed to
the leaves S4a, 54b of leaf sprig 54. The part are confg- 20 return the 

frctional force becomes subtractive rather than

ured such that with the pedal 48 in its upper or rest position, additive with respect to 
the sprig force, thereby cratig the

as seen in FIG.l, frction plate working portion 56a is urged desired hysteresis effect. The amount of feel impared to the

agaist frction plate 52 by sprig 54 so as to resist pivota pedal can thus be precily adjusted by adjusting the sprig
movement of the pedal asmbly to an operative position ~ate or other parameters of leaf sprig 54, and/or by adjust-
wi~ the resistance being constituted both by the increasng 2S 109 the matenals or other parameters of frction plates 52 and

resistance force of the spri 54 and by the frctional 56a, and/or by adjusing the ri of cam edge 46c thereby

resistance force between plates 52 and 56a generated by the renderig it relatively easy to fine tue the system t~ achieve
wiping or cammig action of plate 52 againt plate 56a as any desired feel and any desred hystereis effect.
the pedal arm pivots about the ax ,of pivot shaft 50. Upon The invention wi be seen to provide an electronic

. releas of pressure, on the pedal the frctional resistance 30 adjustable pedal asmbly for a motor vehicle in which the

force between plates 52 and 56a become subtiactive rather asembly may be readily adjusted to accommodate operators

than additive with respect to the force of sprig 54, thereby of v~ing anatomical diensions and in whch the ergo-
creating the desred hysteresis effect. The materils of cam memcs of the system remain constant irspective of the
plates 52 and 56a may be selectively varied to selectively position of adjustment of the pedal strctre.

vary the friction levels and hence the damping or hysteresis 35 Whereas a preferred embodiment of the invention has
effect provided by the rubbing plates. been il?Strated and desibed in detai it wi be apparnt

Generator mean 20 compris a potentiometer 60 posi- that vanous changes may be made in the dislos embodi-

tioned within the hollow of housing 24 and suitably seured ~ent ;vthout deparng from the sc or spirt of the
to housing side wall 24c. Potentiometer 60 includes a central 40 iovention. For. ex~mple, althoug~ the invention pedal asm-
shaft, constituted by the pivot shaft 50, a housing 60a bly has b~n indic;ted for.us lD controllig the throttle of
concentnc with shaft 50, a pluralty of resistance elements the associated.vehicle, the invention pedal asmbly may be
60b mounted circumferentialy around the inner penphery of ~sed to elecmc~y control a wide varety of vehicle fuc-

housing 60a in side-by-side relation, a wiper arm 60c tions or accessones. Further, altho~g? the resisance asem"

mounted on sh.aft 50 and operative to electrcaly slidably 45 bl~ 18 has been ilustrated as.pro,-dig the dampin for.~
engage the resistance elements 60b in respons to pivotal adj?Stable peda asembly, it wi be apparent that th

movement of shaft SO, and an outlet 60d projecting rear- resistance ~mbly can al be utid to provide damping

wardly thrugh opening 24p in housing rear wall 24a and for a no~-adju;table. pedal asmbly.
electncay connected to wiper 60c and resistance elements What 15 c!aied 15: ,
60b in a maner such that the electrical signal appear at 50 1. An adjustable pedal asmbly for a motor vehicle
the outlet 60d vanes in proporton to the extent of pivotal adapte~ to be mounted on a 

body stntueof the vehicle an

movement of the pivot sha SO. It will be seen that pivota opera~ve to g~nerate a control signal for controllg an'

movement of pedal 48 has the effect of rotatig pivot shaft ~ated device of the motor vehicle, said asmbly com-
50 an~ thereby varg the electncal sigal appeari at the pnsg: .

potentiometer outlet 60d so that the signal appearing at 55 acamer;
outlet 60d is at all ties proportoned to and indicative of the guide mean mountig the caer for fore and af move-
pivotal position of the pedaL. It wi be understo that ment relative to the vehicle boy strctue'
electnc ~ower is ~itablr su~plied to potentiometer 60 and dnve mean for movig the carner along the ~de means;
an elecmcal conduit 62 15 sutably connected to potentiom- a pedal structur mounted on the carner for movement
eter outlet 60d an extends to the vehicle function or 60 relative to the caner: and
accessry, such as the vehicle throttle, that is being eIectn~ generator means operative in rens to movement of the
cally controlled by the pedal asmbly. peda stlUctue relative to the carner to generate an

In operation, the position of the pedal 48 relative to the electrc control sigal proportioned to the extnt of
operator is. selecti~ely adjusted by selectively energig movement of the peda strcture relative to the camer:
motor 34. to, sele~tively move nut 26 forwardly and rear- 65 the carrer definig a smooth bore and a theaded bore;
wardly within gude rod bore 109 and thereby, vi key 28, the gude mean includg a gue rod slably received in
, move the pedal asmbly selectively forwardy and rear- the smooth bore: and '
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tle drive means including a screw shaft tlreadably
received in tle tlreaded bore.

2. An adjustable pedal asmbly for a .motor vehicle
adapted to be mounted on a body strcte of tle vehicle and

operative to generate a control signal for controlling an 5
asated device of the motor vehicle, said asembly com-
priing:

a caer;
gude means mounting tle carier for fore and aft move-

ment relative to the vehicle body strcture;
drive mean for moving ,the carer along the gude means;
a pedal strctue including an upper end pivotally

mounted on the carer; and

generator means, operative in response to pivotal move- 15
ment of the pedal structure on the carrier to generate an
electrc control signal proportioned to the extent of

pivotal movement of the pedal strcture;

t)e carrer defig a smooth bore and a tlreaded bore;

the guide means including a guide rod slidably received in 20
the smooth bore; and

the dnve means including a screw ,shaft tlreadably
received in the tlreaded bore.

3. An adjustable pedal assembly for a motor vehicle 25

adapted to be mounted on a body strcture of the vehicle and
operative to generate a control signal for controllg an
asciated device of tle motor vehicle, said assembly com-

priing:
a carrer;

guide means mounting the carrier for fore and aft move-
ment relative to the vehicle body strcture;

drive means for movig the carrier along the guide means;
a pedal structure including an upper end pivotally
mounted on the carrer; 35

generator means operative in response to pivotal move-
ment of the pedal structure on tle carrier to generate an
electrc control signal proportioned to the extent of

pivotal movement of the pedal strcture; 40

resistance mean operative to resist pivotal movement of
the pedal strcture;

tle pedal structe including a pedal arm and a pedal

mounted on a lower end of tle pedal arm;

\

8
the resistance means including a leaf sprig fixedly

mounted at one end thereof on tle caer and having a

free end biasd againt an upper region of the pedal

ar;
the resistance mean further including a first resistance

plate mounted on the upper region of the pedal ann and
a second resistace plate mounted on tle free end of the
leaf sprland biasd agait the fit resistance plate.

4. AD adjustable, pedal asmbly for a motor vehicle
10 adapted to be mounted on a body strcture of the vehicle and

including a carrer, guide means mounting the carer for

fore and af movement relative to the body strcture, and'
drve mean operative to move the caer along the, gude
mean, characterid in tht:

the pedal asembly fuer includes a pedal strctue
mounte on the carer for movement relative to the
carrer and generator means operative in respons to

movement of the pedal strctu on tle caer to
generate an electrca signal proportoned to the extent
of movement of the pedal strcture on the caier;

the guide mean compris a guide rod;
the carrier includes an upper portion mounted on the

guide rod for sliding fore and aft movement along the
guide rod;

the pedal strctue includes a pedal ann having an upper

end mounted on a lower portion of the caer;

the pedal ann is pivotay mounted on the lower carer
porton;

the generator means includes a potentiometer mounted on
the lower porton of the caier and mean operative in
respons to pivotal movement of the pedal .arm to vary
the settig of the potentiometer;

the gude rod compris a hollow rod;
the carrer futher, includes a nut slidably positioned

within the hollow of tle gude rod and means connect-
ing the nut to the upper portion of. the carrer so that
slidig movement of the nut within the gude rod
moves the carer fore and af along the guide rod

the drive means includes a screw shaft tbreadably
received in the nut and means operative to rotate the
scw shaft.

30

*****
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",1 2.
mounted for v~rtica movement only without th .nece-"
sily of usig a bulky honzont seat, adjust~. Furer-

.., . , ' more, ihe' space though Which th toeboard is. movable. 2,860,710 '. noìmaly is not used. for anY,!lthr purpQSe. só ~at use-

ADJUSTABLE TOEBOAR FOR AN AUTOMOBIL. .5. able space in the passenger compartneiit is' c~)1i~ered.
' . .. ., ". ' In the preferred embodiient which is ilustrated. in the

10hn V.. HuJf, !liirper Woods, and Robert F. McLn, draWigs. the toeboard in' 
front of the dnver's seat is'. Os! Park, M!cl assignors to ~era1 Motors Corp. swinimbly mounted being pivoted adjacent it upper end

r~on, Detoit, ~ch., a corpor~tioD of Dctware and "being 'conn~dadjacent its 'lower end to power

AppIica.tin Janua .18, 1956, Seri No. 559,871 10' operated' actuatig means'in the engine compare~t for

. '., adjustig its anguIa position.. It desired. the toboar(; Claims. (CL. 180-.90.6) in front of the passenger's s~at. can al be made adjust-a'ble'. .
Referrng now more parcularly. to the drWigs, an.Ths invi:tion rela~s t9 a; t~b~ard, and more par- 15 automobile designated genery as 10 in Figs. .i and 2

ticulaly to an adjiitable toeboard for a vehicle. , has a' passenger compartment 11 and an. '~gIne ~,ompar-

One feature of the invention is, .that it provides an ment ,14 separated by a fie. wal 16. The engme COm-
improved toeboard; another feature of the inyention is partmeit is at- th fr6nt of the. automobile below th

that it provides a movable toeboard' for ~hangIg the. hood' 18 and, the' pasenger comparenr is prov:ded
' ditance between the fuel and brake pedals and the seat; 20 witl a forwardly, faci;g windshield 20 in co~veitional

a . furer feature of the inveition is that the toeboard maIier.. Within. the 'pasenger comparent 12 .thre is
is swingably mounted and means ar~ provided for ad- : a årivets seat 22 and a pasenget~ seat 1~, whi.sea~
justig the angular positon of the. toeboard to swig it preferably'are vertcaly aâjusble as šhown in broken
toward or a~ay from the seat; sti another featue of lies, in Figs. I and 2. These seats are iUustratedonly .
the invention is that the tOßboiid movably mounts brae 25 fragmentany since they, may be Ot conventional con- .

. and fuel pedals, the distance of these pedal from the strcti~n~'.including a.:cushion and a. generaly vertca,
seat varg with. the angular' position of the toeboard;' liack. . Forwardly of the driver's seat' 

there is a steerig..
and yet a fuer feature of the Irvention is that power., control 2ei móunred on a, colun 17 which' ~tends
operated actuatng mean. in th engine comparent.óf through the automobile dåshboard 18. The steerig"'col- .
the vehicle are connecte to the 'toeboard adjacent the 30 unn Is swivelly cOliected to a rod 30 which, extends'

lower side: thereof for controllg 'the angul position into the engine .comparent 14 though ~ openg in.
of the.toeboard. ,\ , the fie wal!6. ' ,

Other features âIdadvantages of theinv~tion wil be Below the lower edge of the windshield 20 there is a
apparent. from the followig descrption ad from the transverse" strctual body support n:ellber 32 to which'
drawings, in which: 35 is secured a cating 34. The steerig column 27 is bolted.
' Fig. 1 is a fragmentary perspeçtive view of the IIside at 36 to flges on the .lower 8.idé'of the casting 34, and

of the passenger compartment of .a vehcle'havig the at tie forward side, spaced, hinge support ~8 project
improved toeboad therein, the toeboard being s~oiy in ,from tle castig. . ,TIie tob92d. in front of the driver's
-its most forward position in full liiies and in its reamost 40 .seat,. which, is designated by'. the reference charcter 40,
position in bro!cen lles'; , . . : ',;: is bolted to a toeboaId: support castg 42 which, at- its
, Fig. 2 is a' fragmentary longitudlal vertica section . : '; upper end, ha spaced arm 44 teatig in apertured
through .a portion of the engine an passenger compar- yokes 46. ' The lugs 38 which 'project from the !lupport
. ments of the automobile, the movable toeboai:d being castig 34 are received in, the yoke .46 and bolts' or
shown in its most forwd position in fu lines and in 45 pint1çs 48 swi;gably' mount' the toeboard, cang 41 on
its rearstposition in broken. line; , . ,: the support 

catig 34. ..~ seen best in Fig. 2;' the toe-Fig. 3 is a vertal traiverse section taken along the :'. 'bOard 40 and its support çating 42 are form~il as a dog

line 3-3 of Fig. 2, parts being broken away to show, . leg or. L when .viewed' in vertcll secton, havig an

underlying s.tr~ture; and . .' upper porton which ,extends downwardly and forwardly
Fig. 4 is an emarged fragmenta section tan along 60 from the pintles 4a and havi a..lower porton which is

the line 4- of Fig. 2 showing the power opMated actu- the toboar proper. and' whi extnds .downwar4Iý
. ating, means, par being 'shown in one position in solid an rear,ardly; termnatigadjácent a cat 50 which

lines and in another positon in b.roken lies. . . , covers tIe vi#cle fioor 52:'

, In most automobiles 'the .seats, and parcularly the Adjacent'tS c;enter the ~Doard is formed with a tr- ,
miver.s seat, ai~ adjustale longitudially or the car ,ta 55 cated hOlg porton 54 having an openig 5~. Beha.
change -th distace, between the seat. custon. aid the- thi housig.tlere is' a ped support bracket .58 se
foot control pedls. The adjustable seat requfres more, to the support cating,41 and a bra'pedal 60 and a
spaèe th, it would. if it were not longitudiy mov- fuel pedal '.61 are' ,pivatally mounted on the support
able ,and the 'loiitug4al adjustig. aPi:aratus. also uti- , . bracket -58, the pivota1 mounting for the brae pedal
lize space in th, passenger comparnt. Oft.en 'the 60 60 beig shown at 64 in. Fig'. 7. The f9rward end of
drive sh tunel 'intereres. with the loction ,of. the 'the 'brake ped is' coiiect.to an actuatig rod 66 and
trusverSe rods which are part of the. seat 'adjuster, mak- the, forward end of the ,roel pedal 62 'may besily
ing. it necessar to raise the seat to an'undesirable height. Connected to 'a ròd; .these rods mendig thiigh the
Th may be of parcular importaiièe. in a low-roofed fire wall 16 into the ~ngine comparent and beIng con-.
automobile, as iri a, sport car. Th . invention provides 65 nected to Íle' proper çontrol means thei:ein... " .

an improvement over a: longitudinaly adjusble seat by As seen 1:es in ,Fig. 2, the toboard may be swung,
'. providing a' inovaale toeboard upon which the foot con- " between a' forward position shown in saUd 1ies and a'
, -qol pedal are mounted. By moving ~ toboard,toward : rea.-ward position shown in brokn lies and the. di..,

otaway from thè seat, the distance between' the seåt '. tace of the peda 60 and 6i from the drver's set ii;
and thepeda1s may be vaed' without moyi,g th seåt 70 depends upon thè anguar, position (If the toeoird.. In..
longitudin¡ly. Th conserves spaCe' in th~' passenger order to ,contIol th.anguiâ:,positon thc? are power .

. compartment since the seat may be.ßJèdy måuIite. or operate acatig mean in tle'.e ê9årnt 11f. ~ '. . . . .. . . ". . :. . ..' . .. 0... ." .
'~
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nectg said operatig meas to the .toeboard near the
lower end thereof, and at lea one centrel pedal mevably
mounted on sad toebeard.

3. In cembinatien in a vehcle having a pasenger
¡¡ comparent and an engie comparent fOl'ardly of

the passenger comparnt separated threfrom by a
generaly vertica fie wal a fied suipor member in
the p'assenger comparent, a toebeard panel extendig
in generaly paralel relationsp to. said 

fie wal. mea
10 hingedly mounting said toeboad adjacent its upper end

cn said si¡;ipcrt member for swgi movement teward
and away from' said, fie wal, a seat mounted in sad

pasenger compartment reaardly of the toeboard. op-
eratig means in the engine compart for sWng

15 said tceboard toward and åway from said fie wa in-
, dep~ndently of said seat, mea cennectig said operti
means to ,the toeboard at a loc;tion spacd from the bige
mounting thereef, and at leat one control peda mevàbly
mounted on said toboard.

20 4. In cobinatin in a vehicle haVÏg n' pasenger
comparent and an engi comparent ferwardly of
. the passenger cemparent and separted therefrom by
a generally vertica fie wal, a fied support member in
the passenger comparent, . a toeboard panl extending

25 in generally parallel relationship. to said fie wal, mea
1ungedly mounting said toeboard adjacent its upper end
on said support member for swiging movement towad
and away from said fi wal, a seat moiite in the
passenger compartment reaardly of sai.d toebóatd,

30 power actuated operatig mean in the. ene compart-
ment for swiging sad toeboard toward ànd 8¡way fram
sain fiewal independently of said seat. mean extendng
though the fire wa and connctig said operatig
mea to. the toebaard near the lower end thereof, and a

35 brake pedal and a fuel pedal mevably maunte an said,
teebaard.
. 5. In combinatianin a vehicle: a seat; a unita toe-
board, 'assembly locàte forwardly af ,said seat and in-,

cludig a toebeaid portion and a suppart portion; at
40 least ane centrol peda mevably meunted on said toe-

board asembly; mean for higedly meuntig said toe
beard assembly adjacent its upper end fer swinging move.
ment toward and away from sad seat to. change the di-
tance 'between said pel and seat, .said suppert perten

4¡; having .meunti exenson adjacet its upper end; and
pewer-operated acating mea canneced to. said toe-
beard assembly an~ being independent of said seat for
contrelligthe anguar postin of th toeboard assembly
and the ditance betwen sad peda and seat. '

liO ,6. In a vehicle having a passenger compartment and
an engie compartent with afie wa therebetween.
appartus ef the chacter desibed, includig: a set
meunted in the passenger comparent; '8. unta toe-
baard asembly in the pasenger compartent. adjacnt

¡¡5 the fi wal, sad assembly includig a toeboard porton
and a support poron; at least one contrel pedal mevably
mounted on saidtoebaard asembly; mea for' higedly ,
mounti said toeboard .asembly at its upper end for
swnging movement to change the ditace .between said

60 pedal and seat, said support porton havig a pair of
mountig arms at its upper end; and actuatig means in
the enne comparment connected though said fi wal
to. sad toeboard àsembly adjåcet th lower side thereof,
to control the angular position of said toeboardasemly

65 'indeendently of said seat and thereby chage the di- ,
,ta betw~ said peda and seat.

3
connected, to. the toeboard adjacent the lower side there-
'of. The support cating 42 has adjacent its lower end

ferwardly prejectig lugs 68 and 70 which extend through

the. fie wal and oetween which a slide. bar 72 ÏSmounted.
.Cannecting brackets 74' and 76 are 

monted ~n the rod
72. at leastthe bracket 74 being freely slid 

able thereon.

. A reversible electrc metor 73 is connected 'threugh a

gear box SO. to a screw device ,82, which, at one end,
maunts a retatable beaing 84 which doe not .travel
longitualy along the screw, and at the other end
meunts a travelig nut 86 theaded en tiie s'~re'.v.. A
pai af scissers liks 88 and 90 are connected between

the screw jack device and the red 7Z on the bracket 42.
One end ef li 88 is pivotaly cOD.-iected to the beaing

84 and the other end ispivetay connected to the bracket

74 on the rod 72, said bracket being slidable on the roú
72. One end of lin 90 is pivotallY connected to. the
traveling nut 86 and the other end is pivetally connecte
to the bracket,76 en the rod 72. The scissors liks are
pivotallY' coni-iected together adjacent their centers at
92. When the motor 78 is operated. the trave1.nut ß6
is drven aleng the screw jack 82 to any d~ired position
betWeen the extreme positiens shown in Fig. 4., Move-
ment of the nut 86 along the screw jack oprates though
the scissers link to Sting the bracket 42 and the toeboaid
40 between the extreme positions shown in Figs. 4 and

, 2 so that the distace of the brae pedal 60 and the fuel
pedal 62 from the driver's seat 22 may be adjusted. Any
conventional. switch meas, preferably operated from the
pasénger comparent, may be used to operate the
IDçtor'7S in either diection. The motor, of course, may
be connected to. the automobile electric power source inconvezitional manner. '
. Since the toeboard, swings from a pivota connection

at its upper end, the adjustment may be made without
usin any space w1uch normally is used in the passenger
compartment. Because the toeboard is adjustable, drvers
of dierent siz may be accommodated without making
the seat m!,vable lengitudially and no. useable space ii1

the passenger compartment need be occupied by a bulky
seat adjuster. Also, since the seat does not.möve longi.

tudiny, there is no. necesity for reservg severalinohes

of otherwise useable space to accammedate fore and aftseat movement. '
Whle we have -shewn and descnbed one embodiment

of 'our inventien, it is capable af many, mod,ifcations.

Ch~ges; therefere, in the constrction. and ara!l.gement
may be made without departing frem the spirit and scope
of the invention as set ferth in the appen4ed clams.
We clajm: '
1. In combination in a' vehicle havnig a passenger

compartment 'and an engi compartment forwardly. ef
the passenger compartment and separted .therefom by
a generally vertca fie wal, n fixed support member in

the passenger compartment. a toeboard panel extendig
in generaly paralel relationhip to said fie wal, mea
1ungedly meuntig said toebeard adjacent its upper en
on said support member far swingig mavement toward
and away from said fi wal, eperating means in the
engine compartent for swiing said toeboard toward
and away from said fie wal, mean connectig said ep-
erating means to the tceboard at a location spaced from
the 1uge mounti thereof, and at leat one control
pedal movably mouted on sad toebeard.

2. In combination in a vehicle having a passnger com-
parent and an engie comparent forwardly of the
pasenger compartnt and separatèd therefrom by a'
generaly vertici: fire wall, a fied snpport member iii

the passenger compartment, a: .toeboard panel extending
in generally parlel relationship to said fi wan, mea,
higedly mountig said toeboard adjacent its upper end
on said suppert member' for swing movement teward
aí away fr~ said fire viall, power actuted operatig
mea .in the engine comparent fer swingig said toe-
:bard toward and away frem sai fie wal, mea .con- 1ú
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